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Viruses such as HIV which replicate rapidly and with high transcription error rates may 
evade immune detection by mutating at key positions within the viral amino acid 
sequence. Large-scale host-viral association studies are conducted to identify positions 
of possible escape mutation in response to host immune pressure, with this pressure 
predominantly governed by genes within the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex. 
When transmission of the virus is HLA-associated, however, standard tests of 
association can be confounded by the relatedness of contemporarily circulating viral 
sequences, as sequences descended from a common ancestor may share inherited 
patterns of polymorphisms, termed „founder effects‟. A number of model-based 
methods utilizing inferred phylogenetic trees estimated from the observed viral 
sequences have been proposed to correct for this confounding, although such methods 
are typically computationally intensive and require specialist software for their 
implementation. In this thesis we propose an alternative empirical approach based on 
principal components analysis (PCA) which can be implemented using widely available 
software, and which adapts and extends methods currently used to control for 
population stratification in case-control genome-wide association studies. To 
accommodate data with small proportions commonly observed in host-viral studies we 
implement the PCA-based controlling procedure within a logistic regression framework 
using novel formulations motivated by the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell Theorem and 
demonstrate their utility in detecting true associations whilst minimizing confounding 
generated by founder effects via simulation. The approach is then extended to the 
multivariate setting through the adaptation of well-known techniques which expand the 
scope of host-viral analyses by accommodating possible linkages within the HLA and 
viral data.  
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The thesis concludes with a discussion of issues arising from the application of tail-
based rejection regions and false discovery rates in large-scale analyses based on pooled 
contingency tables with varying margins. We argue that constraints imposed by the 
margins have implications overlooked in the rigid application of techniques developed 
for tests based on statistics with continuous distributions, but by leveraging the scale of 
such analyses it may be possible to consider local deviations between observed and 
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Host-viral association studies are exploratory analyses conducted to identify leads for 
follow up experimental investigation. They aim to determine the positions within a viral 
sequence at which immune pressure imposed through the actions of host human 
leukocyte antigens (HLAs) may have induced viral escape mutations. These escape 
mutations are a characteristic of viruses which replicate rapidly and with high 
transcriptional error rates, such as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) and 
hepatitis C virus (HCV). The transcriptional errors facilitate viral escape from immune 
detection by enabling the chance encoding of mutations at key positions within HLA-
specific peptides. These mutations may offer a survival benefit to the virus by 
potentially disrupting the binding and display of epitopes which signal a cell as infected, 
and by impeding killer T-cell recognition of infected cells. In addition to the intrinsic 
biological interest of these viral escape mechanisms, identification and assessment of 
such host-driven mutation patterns may have important implications for drug resistance 
studies and vaccine design (Goulder and Watkins, 2004, 2008).  
Typically, a host-viral association study proceeds with no a priori assumptions about 
where in the viral sequence such HLA-induced escape mutations may occur. 
Association between consensus/non-consensus amino acid observations and HLA allele 
carriage is tested for every combination of viral residue and HLA allele in the sample, 
subject to certain constraints, using, for example, Fisher‟s exact tests. When 
transmission of the virus to the host is HLA-associated, however, standard tests of 
association such as Fisher‟s exact test can be confounded by the relatedness of 
contemporarily circulating viral sequences. As viral transmission is from host to host, 
any sample taken from a population may include both donors and multiple recipients, 
and these related sequences may share random patterns of amino acid polymorphisms, 
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termed founder effects, as a consequence of their shared ancestry (Bhattacharya et al., 
2007). The distributions of both viral sub-groups and HLA alleles are influenced by 
geography and ethnicity, and so viral transmission cannot generally be assumed to be 
unassociated with host HLA types, and the confounding potential of founder effects 
should be addressed. A number of model-based methods utilising inferred phylogenetic 
trees estimated from the observed viral sequences have been proposed and used to 
correct for this confounding (eg Bhattacharya et al., 2007, Carlson et al., 2007, Carlson, 
Brumme et al., 2008, Rousseau  et al., 2008, Brumme et al., 2009, John et al., 2010). 
However, these methods are typically complex and computationally intensive, and 
require specialist software for their implementation. This complexity limits their 
widespread implementation. 
Our primary intention here is to develop a simple and robust founder effect-correction 
procedure based on standard statistical procedures which can be implemented using 
basic computing facilities and widely available statistical software. In noting that the 
problems posed by viral-relatedness in the presence of HLA-associated transmission 
have similarities with those caused by population stratification in case-control genome-
wide association studies, we have adapted methods taken from that field to the analysis 
of host-viral associations. In particular, we have investigated the use of structured 
association methods based on principal components analysis (PCA) which can be 
considered as analogues of the popular Eigenstrat method (Price et al., 2006) which 
seeks to control for the confounding caused by ancestry differences between cases and 
controls in genome-wide association studies by correcting along eigenvectors estimated 
from a covariance matrix derived from the genotypes of the cases and the controls, and 
uses linear regression or simple correlation to test for association. Our application 
differs from those which typically employ Eigenstrat in that the confounding in a host-
viral association study does not stem from the hidden ancestries of the individuals in the 
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sample, but from the unobservable relationships between viral sequences circulating 
within the host population from which the sample was drawn. The population structure 
we seek to capture is that obtained from the viral sequences rather than from the 
individuals‟ genotypes.  
The HLA genes are the most polymorphic in the human genome, and so our HLA data 
consists of observations on a large number of low frequency variables. It may be more 
appropriate in a host-viral context, therefore, to implement a PCA-based correction 
within a logistic regression format. We have compared the conventional implementation 
of a PCA-based correction in a logistic model with an alternative projection-based 
approach motivated by consideration of the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem. In addition, 
we have trialled a modification of our proposed approach which accommodates 
problems with separation not previously considered in regard to PCA-based correction 
procedures in large-scale association studies. These suggestions may have wider 
applicability beyond the context of host-viral analysis.  
We demonstrate the utility of our proposed approaches in detecting true associations 
whilst minimizing confounding by founder effect-generated associations via a 
simulation study which utilises host-viral data taken from the Western Australian HIV 
Cohort (Mallal, 1998). For these simulations we construct a pool of underlying host 
HLA profiles and a pool of viral amino acid sequences, randomly reallocating them to 
construct data sets with biologically real HLA profiles and sequences but with no HLA-
sequence associations. Known HLA-driven mutations and founder effects are then 
superimposed. 
Such univariate analyses may be inadequate to fully identify the complex relationships 
which may exist between human immune mechanisms and viral escape through amino 
acid mutation, however, and we therefore also consider incorporating the proposed PCA 
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correction within well known linear-based multivariable statistical techniques including 
multiple regression and canonical correlation. This extension to multivariate techniques 
offers host-viral association studies the potential to identify associations between 
groupings of HLA alleles and small sections of viral sequence, increasing the scope of 
the questions which can be considered. We canvas a range of issues of interest which 
can be addressed through the application of such PCA-corrected multivariate 
approaches, and in particular, consider the use of PCA-corrected canonical correlation 
analysis to assess the proportion of overall variation in escape mutations attributable to 
HLA immune pressure.   
In the final chapter of this thesis we discuss problems inherent in the application of false 
discovery rates and q-values for the determination of significance thresholds in large-
scale host-viral analyses based on pooled contingency tables with varying margins. As 
these procedures implicitly assume continuity of the underlying p-value distributions, 
Pounds and Cheng (2006) questioned their use in analyses based on discrete statistics, 
suggesting modifications to accommodate the discreteness, particularly in relation to the 
estimation of the null proportion. However, constraints imposed by the margins in 
analyses based on pooled contingency tables introduce additional complexities which 
Pounds and Cheng did not address, and the necessarily skewed distribution of Fisher p-
values, for example, further complicates the estimation of this proportion. Here we 
propose additional modifications to accommodate issues specific to analyses based on 
pooled Fisher p-values. We also consider the application of q-values in such analyses, 
and suggest that their large scale could be leveraged to allow for local inference. 
Deviations between observed and expected p-value distributions may provide an 
alternative method of identifying hypotheses of interest in host-viral analyses. 
This thesis has been structured as follows: in Chapter 1 we discuss the issues motivating 
the research in greater detail, describing the process by which HLA pressure induces 
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escape mutations in the HIV viral sequence, and the importance of research into viral 
immune escape processes in underpinning the development of a vaccine to control the 
worldwide pandemic. We describe the nature of host-viral data, and further describe the 
problems posed by founder effects in confounding its analysis. In Chapter 2 we develop 
the PCA-R founder effect correction approach for host-viral analyses by adapting 
Eigenstrat to apply within the context of host-viral association studies and consider its 
properties through a discussion of the implications of the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell 
theorem. We outline the procedures employed to simulate data sets to assess the 
efficacies of the proposed methods, and trial the PCA-R procedure on our simulated 
data sets. In Chapter 3 we implement the PCA-based founder effect correction within a 
logistic regression model, comparing the conventional approach (termed here PCA-L) 
with our proposed projection-based correction methods (termed PCA-P and PCA-FP). 
This work incorporates and extends that presented in Reeves et al. (2012). One 
implication drawn from the FWL theorem is that a founder-effect correcting procedure 
could be implemented using any set of linearly independent vectors spanning the sub-
space hypothesised to describe the population structure of the viral sequences, and so 
we also consider implementing the correction using factor variables estimated from the 
clustering algorithm Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) (Kauffman and Rousseeuw, 
1990) in place of eigenvectors, and we compare these results with those from 
implementing the PCA-corrected methods and the PAM-partitioned Mantel Haenszel 
procedure suggested in Rauch et al. (2009). In Chapter 4 we extend the PCA-correction 
by integrating it within well-known multivariate procedures to broaden the scope of 
problems which can be investigated in host-viral analyses, particularly by incorporating 
simultaneous carriage of groups of HLA alleles and windows of viral sequence. In 
Chapter 5 we discuss issues relating to the application of false discovery rate procedures 
in host-viral analyses based on pooled contingency tables with varying margins. In the 
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Conclusion we present a general discussion of the results of this research and suggest 








CHAPTER 1  
HOST VIRAL ASSOCIATION STUDIES 
1.1 THE HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS AND IMMUNE ESCAPE 
Despite more than 30 years of intensive research, the Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
Type 1 (HIV-1) worldwide epidemic continues unabated. At the end of 2010 it was 
estimated that approximately 34 million people were living with HIV-1 infection, with 
an additional 2.7 million individuals becoming infected each year (UNAIDS, 2011). 
Combination antiretroviral drug therapy (ART) and preventative strategies have 
stabilised the rate of new infections and slowed disease progression for infected 
individuals in developed countries, but they offer an imperfect solution. Access to 
antiretroviral drugs is limited and treatment is lifelong and expensive, and it carries the 
additional risks of undesirable side effects, impaired quality of life, and development of 
viral resistance. Furthermore, although currently available drug therapies are able to 
suppress viral replication, they do not lead to a cure, as the virus is believed to remain 
latent within cells which can be re-activated if ART treatment is interrupted (Johnston 
and Fauci, 2008). While 6.6 million people living in countries with limited resources 
now have access to ART (UNAIDS, 2011), the provision of long-term drug therapy for 
all infected individuals will be unsustainable as the epidemic continues. A vaccine 
which will either provide immunity from infection, or reduce the risk of viral 
transmission, is considered the only viable solution to ending the global pandemic, but 
such a vaccine has proven elusive. Most vaccine trials have failed, with one finding 
evidence of only a modest effect in preventing HIV-1 infection (Rerks-Ngarm et al., 
2009). These failures have increased concerns that existing knowledge and technologies 
are inadequate to meet the challenge of creating an effective HIV-1 vaccine 
(Steinbrook, 2007, Letvin, 2007, Sodora et al., 2009) and highlighted the need for 
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ongoing research to improve understanding of both the host immune response to HIV-1 
infection and the impact of viral adaptation in evading that response. 
A significant obstacle in the development of a successful vaccine to control the HIV-1 
epidemic is the high level of genetic diversity amongst viral sequences (Gashen et al., 
2002). This diversity is the hallmark of retroviruses, a consequence of their high 
mutation rates, short replication times and large populations, and of the dynamic 
processes to which these populations are subject, such as founder effects and positive 
selection (Manrubia et al., 2005, Rambaut et al., 2004). HIV-1 replicates using reverse 
transcriptase, a process without error-checking capacity, and mutations are common. 
New virions are produced at a rate of approximately 10
10
 per day, with between one and 
two errors in every replication of the 10
4
 bases of the genome (Perelson et al., 1996). 
Most of the resulting mutated sequences will be defective or compromised in their 
ability to replicate, while those with advantageous mutations continue to replicate. 
Through the continual generation of new viral variants, and the innate positive selection 
of advantageous mutations, sequence diversity provides the virus with a mechanism to 
potentially escape immune pressures. 
 HIV-1 is divided into 3 distinct groups: major (M), outlier (O), and non-major, non-
outlier (N), each believed to have resulted from an independent cross-species transfer of 
a simian virus (Taylor et al., 2008), with group M responsible for the global pandemic. 
The diverse sequences which comprise Group M have been observed to cluster into 
subgroups, and are presently classified into 9 clades identified by the letters A-D, F-H, J 
and K, with the original clades E and I having been subsequently identified as 
recombinant forms (Levy, 2009).  These clades form distinct circulating subgroups with 
uneven global distributions, with different clades predominating in different geographic 
and demographic regions, and within specific risk groups. These regional epidemics are 
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believed to result from a combination of founder effects, human genetic factors, and 
social and behavioural factors which facilitate transmission networks (McCutchan, 
2006). Although clade B accounts for only 12% of infections worldwide, it is the most 
heavily studied as it predominates in the industrialised countries of North America, 
Western Europe and Australia. Clade C is the most prevalent of the subtypes, 
accounting for approximately 50% of infections (McCutchan, 2006). The differing 
clades have been associated with differing transmission probabilities and differing 
clinical outcomes, with clade D associated with more rapid progression, and clade A 
with slower (Taylor et al., 2008). These sub-groupings are markedly heterogeneous, 
with observed differences of up to 40% of the amino acids in the envelope protein 
between the clades (Deeks and Walker, 2007), and by as much as 20% within the clades 
(Gashen et al., 2002). This diversity is also evident at the level of the individual host, 
with HIV-1 infection resulting in the circulation of a unique swarm of constantly 
evolving viral variants, related but non-identical, collectively known as a quasispecies 
(Goodenow, 1989). 
The typical course of untreated HIV-1 infection involves three distinct phases. The 
initial active phase is characterised by uncontrolled viral replication within the blood, 
with viraemia reaching peak levels before declining rapidly with the emergence of HIV-
specific immune responses. This is followed by a chronic asymptomatic phase during 
which CD4+ T cells are progressively depleted despite viral numbers being kept at 
lower levels. The final stage is marked by the development of profound 
immunodeficiency, and death from AIDS-related complications (Lichterfield et al., 
2005). The duration of this natural course is known to be highly variable, with the time 
to onset of AIDS in the absence of treatment varying from one to five years for rapid 
progressors (O‟Brien and Nelson, 2004) to over 30 years for long term non-progressors 
(Levy, 2009). Of particular research interest is a small subset of these non-progressors, 
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termed elite controllers, who have been observed to maintain undetectable viral loads 
long term without treatment, demonstrating an innate ability to control viral replication 
despite an inability to clear the virus (Deeks and Walker, 2007). However, in the great 
majority of untreated cases, HIV-1 is able to establish a persistent, lifelong infection 
which is ultimately fatal, demonstrating that despite the vigorous response of the 
immune system, in the absence of treatment HIV-1 almost always escapes immune 
control.  
HIV is an approximately spherical retrovirus composed of two copies of positive single-
stranded RNA. The RNA codes for nine genes, three of which encode structural 
proteins (gag, pol, and env), with the remaining six (tat, rev, nef, vif, vpr, and vpu) 
coding for proteins which function to promote viral infection and replication by 
enhancing the expression of viral genes and inhibiting the expression of cell genes 
(Cherry and Wainberg, 2002). Each consecutive set of three nucleotides in the RNA 
sequence describes a codon which codes for one of twenty possible amino acids.  The 
interest in a host-viral association study is typically focused on the viral amino acid 
sequence and the HIV genome can therefore be viewed in this context as a continuous 
sequence of more than 3000 amino acids assembled in the order gag-pol-vif-vpr-tat-rev-
vpu-env-nef (Kuiken et al., 2009).  While the techniques and analyses described in this 
thesis can be applied across the full viral amino acid sequence, analyses are typically 
conducted within proteins, and we concentrate here on the single HIV polyprotein of 
gag which is comprised of 501 amino acids. 
Activation of HIV-1 specific CD8+ T-cells is one of the primary defences utilised by 
the human immune system against virus-infected cells (Addo et al., 2003). T-cell 
responses have been associated with resistance to HIV infection (Marmor et al., 2006), 
the reduction from peak viraemia during the acute stage (Goonetilleke et al., 2009), and 
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the maintenance of reduced viral load during the chronic stage (Goulder and Watkins, 
2004). HIV-1 specific CD8+ T-cells recognise infected cells through the actions of 
molecules encoded by class l Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) genes, which are part 
of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Once the viral proteins have been 
broken up through proteasomal cleavage, these molecules bind to and display small 
portions of the viral proteins on the surfaces of infected cells (refer Figure 1.1). These 
displayed portions are usually 8-11 amino acids long (Yewdell and Bennink, 1999), and 
are termed epitopes. A T-cell receptor (TCR) on the CD8+ T-cell binds with the 
combined HLA-epitope complex on the surface of the infected cell to identify it as 
infected and in need of elimination. The destruction of infected cells before they 
complete the assemblage of viral progeny helps to control viral replication and maintain 
reduced viral load.  
The activation of HIV-1 specific CD8+ T-cells creates a selection pressure favouring 
the emergence of viral escape variants, as viral replication selects for mutations that 
enable it to evade the cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) response. In effect, the virus 
evolves within the host to circumvent the defences of the immune system and establish 
persistent infection. Escape variants coding mutations in CTL-targeted epitopes have 
been observed as early as the first month following seroconversion (Bernardin et al., 
2005), with escape mutations continuing to be selected throughout chronic infection 
(Goulder et al., 1997, Allen et al., 2005). There are a variety of mechanisms through 
which mutations in the viral sequence can deliver CTL escape. Mutations within the 
targeted epitope can inhibit HLA binding, preventing epitope display on the infected 
cell‟s surface (Parham and Ohta, 1996, Allen et al., 2004), or alternatively they can 
interfere with TCR recognition of the HLA/epitope complex, preventing the cell being 
identified as infected (Phillips et al., 1991, Allen et al., 2004). Mutations in the viral 
sequence both within and flanking the epitope can interfere with epitope processing. 
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This processing, which results in the epitope being displayed on the cell‟s surface, 
involves an epitope transporter TAP and trimming enzymes, both of which can be 
affected by sequence variation (Allen et al., 2004). These mechanisms of mutational 











Figure 1.1: Mechanisms of mutational escape in HIV. Diagram based on Figure 6 in Goulder and 
Watkins (2004). Mutation in the viral sequence can interfere with many of the steps in antigen 
processing, and so lead to CTL escape. 
The epitopes targeted by CTL responses are HLA-specific. The HLA class l genes form 
part of the genome of the host, and are inherited as a set known as a haplotype which 
includes one allele from each of the HLA-A, -B, and -C loci, with one haplotype 
inherited from each parent. These HLA genes are the most highly polymorphic known 
in the human genome (Just, 1995), and in any population there will be a large number of 
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low frequency versions of each of the HLA genes. Each different HLA allele targets a 
small number of specific viral epitopes, but the targeting is not random: in individuals 
with the same HLA types, the same epitopes are targeted (McMichael and Phillips, 
1997). As a result, mutations which enable the virus to evade immune control in one 
individual confer no advantage when the virus is transmitted to a host expressing 
different HLA alleles (Nolan et al., 2004). In this way HLA diversity provides a species 
with a survival advantage, as no single pathogen can eradicate an entire population. It is 
believed that this diversity evolved in response to the pathogens that separate 
populations of humans have encountered over time (Parham and Ohta, 1996), and as a 
consequence the frequencies of the HLA alleles and the composition of the haplotypes 
differ between different ethnic groups and in different geographical areas (Just, 1995, 
Gore et al., 1999). In the context of host-viral association studies this means that both 
variables of interest have underlying distributions related to geography and 
demographics.  
As it is the genome of the host, through the HLA genes, which determines the epitopes 
that are displayed and targeted to activate the defences of the immune system, there is a 
crucial relationship between the genome of the host and the immune response mounted 
against HIV-1 infection. Heterozygosity with respect to class 1 HLA alleles enables the 
presentation of a broader range of epitopes and has been associated with slower 
progression, possibly because it increases the total amount of time required for an 
escape sequence to emerge (Carrington and O‟Brien, 2003). In general, however, it is 
the particular HLA alleles carried, rather than the range of epitopes presented, which 
correlates with prognosis. Carriage of the allele HLA-B*35 is consistently associated 
with rapid progression to AIDS (Carrington and O‟Brien, 2003), while carriage of 
HLA-B*57 or HLA-B*27 is strongly associated with slow progression (Carrington and 
O‟Brien, 2003, Goulder and Watkins, 2004, Lichterfeld et al., 2005, O‟Brien and 
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Nelson, 2004). In addition, cohorts of elite controllers are consistently found to be 
enriched with carriers of HLA-B*57 and HLA-B*27 (Deeks and Walker, 2007). 
Although there may be 10-20 potential epitopes in the HIV-1 sequence targeted by an 
individual‟s HLAs, CTL responses are typically directed against a small number of 
these and sometimes only one, through a process known as immunodominance (Nowak, 
1996, Goulder et al., 1997). A mutation in a dominant epitope provides a selection 
advantage to the viral sequences expressing it, as the CTL responses against sub-
dominant epitopes are less effective (Goulder and Watkins, 2004). Each time the virus 
fixes a mutation which enables CTL escape in a dominant epitope, the CTL responses 
shift to target different epitopes along a hierarchy of increasingly sub-dominant epitopes 
(Lichterfeld et al., 2005, McMichael and Phillips, 1997). This process is illustrated in 
Figure 1.2. When the targeted epitopes are in the crucial structural parts of the viral 
sequence, mutations facilitating CTL escape come at a greater cost to the virus in terms 
of reduced viral fitness (McMichael and Phillips, 1997, Nowak, 1996, Goulder and 
Watkins, 2008). In particular, CD8+ T-cell targeting of epitopes in the viral p24 gag 
protein correlates with reduced viral loads (Kiepiela et al., 2007). Mutations in other 
sections of the viral sequence may be linked or compensatory, and may be selected to 
facilitate escape mutations in highly conserved (low polymorphic) regions (Goulder and 
Watkins, 2004). Furthermore, there may be additional mechanisms of viral escape 
related to sequence variation which are as yet unrecognised. As an example, recent 
research has suggested an alternative mechanism of immune escape through HLA-
associated sequence diversity, where the virus may also encode amino acid mutations to 
avoid the actions of natural killer (NK) cells which form part of the innate immune 
system and are regulated by inhibitory receptors that recognise specific HLA molecules 




Figure 1.2: The process of CTL escape in HIV-infected individuals with HLA types which induce gag-
specific responses, such as HLA-B*57. Wild-type-virus CTLs recognise infected cells until escape variants 
emerge. These escape variants typically have reduced viral fitness. Accumulating escape mutations 
further limit the ability of the virus to replicate, and a hierarchy of CTLs control the virus. The diagram is 
based on Figure 3 in Goulder and Watkins (2008). The TCR is the T-cell receptor, and lysis refers to the 
killing of the infected cell. 
In summary, one viral strategy facilitating escape from immune pressure and the 
establishment of persistent infection is mutation of the viral amino acid sequence within 
or flanking HLA-associated epitopes. Constraints on viral structure and protein function 
inhibit the virus from mutating at all positions without cost; some escape mutations 
involve a fitness trade-off, with the mutated viral sequences continuing to replicate but 
at a slower rate, leading to correlations between reduced viral load and the carriage of 
specific HLA alleles, and between progression rates and the carriage of certain HLA 
alleles (Carrington and O‟Brien, 2003). These fitness-reducing mutations have been 
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escape sequences to HLA mismatched hosts (Leslie et al., 2004), suggesting that the 
virus adopts a preferred form in the absence of immune pressure, often referred to as the 
„wildtype‟. Associations between specific HLA alleles and specific viral amino acid 
mutations have been repeatedly observed in different cohorts, and it is believed that the 
virus on average selects predictable escape paths in response to specific immune 
pressures (Carlson and Brumme, 2008).  
While most of these identified associations are „positive‟, in that the virus has evaded 
immune system pressure by mutating, some identified associations have been 
„negative‟. In these cases the association is between carriage of the HLA allele and 
maintenance of the consensus non-mutated sequence, so that individuals carrying the 
HLA allele are more likely to have the consensus amino acid than individuals with other 
HLA alleles (Leslie et al., 2005). It has been hypothesised that these negative 
associations are the result of escape mutations accumulating in the viral sequence over 
time, implying that the viral sequence may be evolving at the population level through 
exposure to the more common HLA types (Moore et al., 2002). Studies have shown that 
while the HLA-specific CTL escape mutations that reduce viral fitness revert after 
transmission to a host not carrying the HLA allele, other escape mutations can persist in 
the new host (Leslie et al., 2004). If the virus does evolve in this way, then some 
epitopes will disappear over time, as the new epitopes containing the mutations become 
part of the consensus sequence. CTL responses induced against redundant epitopes 
would have no effect on disease progression and transmission, so understanding this 
process is also crucial to vaccine development (Goulder and Watkins, 2004). 
The best strategy for developing an effective HIV-1 vaccine is yet to be determined, but 
there is agreement that the induction of virus-specific CTL responses will possibly be 
required in addition to an antibody response (Letvin, 2002, Kiepiela et al., 2007, 
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Altfield and Goulder, 2011). Host-viral association studies are hypothesis-generating 
exploratory analyses conducted to identify potential HLA-associated escape mutations 
for follow-up experimental research, by identifying correlations within a cohort between 
the carriage of particular HLA alleles and amino acid mutations at specific viral 
sequence positions. Early analyses were conducted on a candidate-gene basis, restricting 
attention to mutations within known epitopes, limiting their ability to identify novel and 
unanticipated viral escape mechanisms. Improvements in DNA sequencing techniques, 
and the availability of large cohorts, now allow association studies to be conducted on a 
genome-wide basis, with no a priori assumptions about the mechanisms involved. The 
aim of these studies is to identify a map of HLA-associated mutations across the full 
viral sequence, in the hope that this will improve understanding of viral escape through 
sequence diversity, and assist in identifying the most promising epitopes for inclusion in 
a vaccine, particularly those capable of inducing CTL escape mutations which reduce 
viral fitness, potentially leading to the long term benefits of reduced viral loads, 
ameliorated disease progression, and reduced transmission rates. 
1.2 HOST VIRAL ASSOCIATION STUDIES AND FOUNDER EFFECTS 
In 2002, Moore et al. published the results of the first study to investigate correlations 
between viral sequence diversity and host HLA type at a population level. The viral 
sequences of 473 individuals predominantly infected with clade B virus in the Western 
Australian HIV-1 Cohort were used to analyse the associations between the carriage of 
particular HLA-A and HLA-B alleles and the presence or absence of consensus amino 
acids at each viral sequence amino acid position (termed a residue), with the consensus 
amino acids defined as those most frequently observed in the cohort at each position. 
These sequences comprised the amino acids expressed at residues 20 to 227 of the 
Reverse Transcriptase (RT) protein, which forms part of the viral polymerase (pol) 
gene. The association tests were conducted on every combination of residue position 
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and carriage of HLA allele, using Fisher‟s exact tests and logistic regression. Sixty-four 
statistically significant positive associations were identified in which mutation away 
from the consensus amino acid was associated with host HLA type; 15 occurred within 
known epitopes, with the associated HLA matching the known HLA restriction. Four of 
these associations were at epitope anchor positions (being the two amino acid positions 
in the epitope to which the HLA-encoded molecule attaches), which would prevent 
HLA molecule binding, and 11 were at non-anchor positions. Six associations occurred 
at residues flanking known epitopes. After conservative Bonferroni-style corrections 
were used to correct for multiple tests, so that true positive associations were sacrificed 
to reduce the number of false positive associations, 12 associations remained 
significant. Four of these were confirmed by a later study which used viral sequences 
from a German cohort (Ahlensteil et al., 2007). In addition, Moore et al. identified 25 
„negative‟ associations in which carriage of the HLA allele was associated with the 
preservation of the consensus amino acid. 
In 2007, Bhattacharya et al. questioned the approach taken by Moore et al., specifically 
noting the failure to control for evolutionary inter-relatedness of viral sequences 
circulating within the cohort, which they suggested could lead to artifactual associations 
due to the presence of founder effects. The concept of the founder effect was first 
introduced by Mayr (1942, 1954) to explain the conspicuous and aberrant characteristics 
of geographically isolated populations, such as the divergent island populations of bird 
species in New Guinea. Founder effects describe changes in genomes which are 
possible when a small number of individuals found a new isolated population with 
descendents that survive for several generations. The genomes of these descendents may 
contain unusual alleles because of chance genetic peculiarities of the founders. In the 
case of HIV-1, viral transmission is from host to host, and so viral sequences circulating 
within a population or sub-population may be related to each other, all potentially 
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descended from the same initial „founding‟ sequence. These descendent sequences may 
display patterns of amino acid polymorphisms which have been inherited from the 
common ancestor, and have become fixed by the chance event of being included in the 
transmitted founder sequence, rather than through selection. Bhattacharya et al. (2007) 
suggested that this confounding could occur both between-subtypes, from the 
introduction of different clade sequences into an otherwise homogeneous clade cohort, 
and within-subtypes, caused by clusters of related sequences within the clades. This 
means, for example, that if clade B and clade C viral sequences circulate predominately 
within different ethnic groups which have distinguishable HLA profiles, a cohort 
consisting of a mixture of these two populations may display associations which reflect 
differences in the HLA frequencies and the residue-specific polymorphisms which 
distinguish the clades, rather than true HLA-associated escape mutation. This same 
effect may be observed in more subtle ways if, for example, related viral sequences 
circulate more frequently within small groups of individuals who share less-common 
HLA alleles, such as within immigrant ethnic populations (see Figure 1.3).  
The potential problem of viral relatedness in host-viral association studies is further 
elaborated by Carlson et al. (2007) who suggest that these artifactual associations could 
be better explained by the hierarchical evolutionary relationship of co-circulating viral 
sequences, termed the viral phylogeny. We note that it is not viral relatedness alone, 
however, which leads to these artifactual associations, but the combination of both viral 
relatedness and HLA-associated transmission. In the context of a host-viral association 
study, transmission can be viewed as the allocation of HLA alleles to viral sequences, 
and therefore the analysis of a  contingency table summarising cohort carriage of a 
particular HLA allele and viral consensus amino acid at a specified residue can be 
viewed as a test of the random allocation of HLA-allele carriage across the two groups 




Figure 1.3: HLA association with HIV mutation. An escape mutation may arise in an epitope targeted by 
HLA-X leading to CTL escape. It will not arise in individuals who are HLA-nonX. If the escape variant 
infects individuals who are HLA-nonX, it may revert, particularly if it reduces viral fitness. If the escape 
variant infects individuals with HLA-X, it will persist, and become strongly associated with HLA-X. If the 
viruses circulate separately in HLA-X and HLA-nonX populations, other polymorphisms termed ‘founder 
effects’ unrelated to immune escape may appear to be associated with HLA type. This figure is based on 
a diagram in Klenerman and McMichael (2007). 
allocation which distinguishes HLA carriage from the types of confounding variables 
discussed by Felsenstein (1985) which inform the phylogenetic approach (Carlson et al., 
2007). It means that even where the sampled viral sequences are related or share 
common ancestors, artifactual association will be avoided in host-viral association 
studies provided host-to-host transmission is independent of HLA type. This can easily 
be shown through simulation, and it is demonstrated in the simulation study results 
given in Sections 2.5.3 and 3.4.1. It follows that a cohort infected by a single source, 
such as via contaminated blood, will not be subject to confounding by founder effects. 
Generally, however, both the HLA alleles and the viral sequence polymorphisms can be 
expected to have distributions determined by demographic and geographic factors, and 
so where HLA-associated transmission cannot be excluded, some procedure should be 































HIV mutation and HLA-X 
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1.3 PHYLOGENETIC TREE-BASED AND OTHER CORRECTION METHODS 
A number of correction methods of varying complexity based on phylogenetic trees 
have been proposed to correct for viral relatedness (Bhattacharya et al., 2007, Carlson, 
Brumme et al., 2008, Rousseau et al., 2008), and their usage has now been widely 
adopted in contemporary host-viral association studies (John et al., 2010, Carlson et al, 
2012). These methods typically involve inferring the viral phylogeny (the hierarchical 
evolutionary relationship) from the observed sequences in order that parent sequences 
can also be inferred, with the amino acids of the inferred parent and observed child 
sequences then compared to determine if escape or reversion has occurred at any 
residue. These putative events are then tested for their association with HLA allele 
carriage. 
Algorithms to construct phylogenetic trees rely on the hypothesised presence of founder 
effects to identify related sequences and reconstruct the unknown ancestry. They take 
the observed viral sequences, and using the patterns of mutations, infer the unobserved 
and unobservable internal nodes (the parent sequences), constructing a tree which is 
considered to represent the evolutionary path from an original inferred founder 
sequence to the set of sequences sampled from infected hosts. An example of a 
phylogenetic tree is given in Figure 1.4. However, founder effects are not the only 
source of patterns of amino acid polymorphisms; the HLA-induced escape mutations we 
seek to identify have a „footprinting effect‟, meaning that they tend to occur in 
predictable combinations (Klenerman and McMichael, 2007, Matthews et al., 2009), 
and hence may also potentially influence the phylogeny being inferred. Matthews et al. 
(2009) used simulations to demonstrate that adding HLA footprints to otherwise 
unrelated sequences could cause those sequences to cluster together phylogenetically, 
with a tendency that became more pronounced as more mutations were added to the 
footprint. Assuming the inferred phylogeny to be the true phylogeny and correcting 
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along it in order to remove hypothesised ancestry effects ignores the possibility that 
both sources of mutation have influenced the construction of the tree. It also involves 
treating inferred parent sequences as data rather than as the inferences they are, even 
though Felsenstein (1988) warned that the internal nodes of a tree can never be 
reconstructed without error, even where the phylogeny is known. Finally, in correcting 
the observed sequences prior to correlation analysis, a decision is effectively made to 
attribute the maximum possible variation in sequences to ancestry, permitting HLA 
effects to explain only the residual (a concept explained by Westoby et al. (1995) in 
reference to a different application). In some circumstances, correcting along this 
inferred phylogeny prior to analysis may have the potential to remove not only the viral 
ancestry effects which confound these analyses, but also the HLA escape mutations the 
study seeks to identify.  
 
Figure 1.4: A phylogenetic tree of the gag polyprotein sequences in the WA HIV Cohort (Mallal, 1998) 
created using PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 1993). Red dots represent observed sequences and blue dots 
represent inferred parent sequences. The green dot represents the inferred founder sequence. 
In the most complex of the phylogenetic-tree based methods, a Markov model of null 
and immune-driven mutation is superimposed on the inferred phylogeny, and likelihood 
analyses are used to infer HLA-driven associations (Carlson, Brumme et al., 2008). This 
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method is exceedingly computer-intensive, so that in addition to the complex derivation 
of the phylogenetic tree, the model development and analysis has been reported to 
require large clusters of computing nodes and up to 24 hours running time for its 
implementation (Carlson, Brumme et al., 2008). The web-based application PhyloD has 
been developed to analyse association between carriage of a single HLA allele and a 
specified amino acid at a particular residue under one assumed model (available at: 
http://atom.research.microsoft.com/bio/phylod.aspx). However as a complete analysis 
requires tens of thousands of these partial analyses, the phylogenetic-tree based method 
remains complicated and computationally intensive to implement.  
In Rauch et al. (2009), stratification was suggested as an alternative and simpler method 
of controlling for artifactual associations due to HLA-related viral transmission. The 
method they implemented controlled for the HLA-associated transmission by 
conditioning on the confounding variable, rather than relying on the complex modelling 
of an unobservable relationship. Although clusters of related viral sequences are likely 
to be associated with the carriage of certain HLA alleles, within those clusters HLA 
alleles might be viewed as being essentially randomly allocated. By stratifying the data 
according to viral clusters, a series of within-strata  contingency tables can be 
constructed and analyses combined across strata. The algorithm Partitioning Around 
Medoids (PAM) (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) was used to infer the broad groups of 
viral relatedness, with the Mantel-Haenszel statistic then used to test for consistent 
association in the same direction across all strata. Differences between associations 
indicated from the stratified and unstratified analyses may point to associations driven 
by founder effects. 
The main purpose of this thesis is to propose and develop a simple and effective 
alternative procedure to correct for potential founder effects, one which is based on 
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robust and transparent statistical procedures, and which can be implemented on basic 
computing facilities using widely available software. The proposed approach, which 
draws on Principle Component adjustment methods developed in the genome-wide 
association study literature, is outlined in the following two chapters and compared with 
the clustering method of Rauch et al. (2009) via simulation in Chapter 3. It was not 
feasible to include the phylogenetic tree-based methods in the simulation study due to 




CHAPTER 2  
CONTROLLING FOR FOUNDER EFFECTS WITH 
EIGENVECTORS 
As noted in Chapter 1, population structure caused by viral relatedness has the potential 
to confound host-viral association studies, such as those undertaken to identify putative 
amino acid mutations in HIV protein sequences in response to the Human Leukocyte 
Antigen (HLA) alleles carried by infected hosts. The complex methods often used to 
control for this confounding incorporate phylogenetic trees inferred from observed 
sequences (see Bhattacharya et al., 2007, Carlson, Brumme et al., 2008, Rousseau et al., 
2008). However, as the true inter-relationships between sampled viral sequences can 
never be observed, the inferred tree can never be verified. The constructed trees are 
products of mathematical models, and inevitably highly dependent on such factors as 
the sample taken, the model assumptions, the algorithm used, the sequence order, and 
other decisions made in their implementation. In addition, these phylogenetic tree-based 
methods require specialist software and can be extremely computationally demanding to 
implement (Carlson, Brumme et al., 2008). Our aim here is to develop a simpler 
correction procedure which will be implementable on a standard personal computer 
using widely available statistical software. 
We note that the problem posed by viral relatedness is similar to the problem of 
population stratification in case-control association studies of the human genome. 
Human genome-wide association studies seek to identify associations between genetic 
markers and some observed trait of interest, such as asthma, referred to as a phenotype, 
by comparing the genomes of sampled cases and controls. However, as genetic markers 
vary with ancestry and geography, unobserved ancestry differences between the cases 
and the controls have the potential to confound these studies. The correction procedure 
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Eigenstrat was developed by Price et al. (2006) to control for this confounding. Their 
method involves finding principal components which estimate axes of variation 
assumed to describe ancestral differences, through a singular value decomposition of a 
mean-centred genotype matrix of variant allele counts. These principal components are 
used to adjust the genotype matrix and an associated phenotype vector to remove 
correlations due to ancestry. Each adjusted genotype vector is then tested for association 
with the adjusted phenotype vector using a modified Armitage test for trend. 
However, there are differences between human and viral genome-wide analyses which 
restrict the direct application of Eigenstrat in the new context of host-viral association 
studies. These differences stem from the different types of data used, the much higher 
rates of variability within the viral genomes, and the greater number of phenotypes 
involved. In this chapter the Eigenstrat methodology is adapted to apply in the context 
of binary host-viral sequence data with multiple phenotypes implemented as either a 
correlation or a regression procedure. Its underlying properties are then explored 
through reference to the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem, and its efficacy in removing 
founder effects is tested in a simulation study. 
2.1 EIGENSTRAT AS ORIGINALLY FORMULATED 
Eigenstrat is widely used in case-control genome-wide association studies to control for 
the potential confounding from population substructure existing within an ethnic group 
(Korman et al., 2009, Maris et al., 2008, Saxena et al., 2007, Suarez et al., 2009) . These 
studies look for associations between markers of genetic variability, such as single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and an observable trait, such as asthma. As genetic 
variability at markers can reflect ethnic and geographic influences, cases and controls 
are typically selected from an ethnic group assumed to be homogeneous, such as 
„European Americans‟ or „African Americans‟. However, ethnic groups may include 
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mixtures of ancestries reflecting historical migration patterns, and so a level of 
population substructure may persist (Freedman et al., 2004). These unobserved 
ancestries can confound human genome-wide association studies, as an association 
between the ancestry and the phenotype may be misinterpreted as an association 
between a marker and the phenotype.  
As genetic variation within a continent tends to vary continuously across a geographical 
space, Eigenstrat seeks to identify clines which describe this variation. These clines are 
termed „axes of variation‟; they are defined as the unobserved eigenvectors of the 
population covariance matrix for individuals, estimated by the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the larger eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix for individuals, 
with an individual‟s position along the axes assumed to identify their ancestry. The 
Eigenstrat methodology incorporates three steps: firstly, the eigenvectors estimating the 
axes of variation are calculated; secondly, the entries of the genotype matrix and 
phenotype vector are adjusted along each eigenvector chosen as significant to remove 
correlations due to ancestry; finally, a test of association is conducted between each 
adjusted marker and the adjusted phenotype using a modified Cochran-Armitage test for 
trend. 
2.1.1 THE PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS 
In Eigenstrat, the principal components (eigenvectors) are determined from a matrix 
which describes the variations between individuals. If the ethnic group from which the 
cases and controls have been sampled includes sub-populations, we can expect the 
genotypes of the individuals belonging to the sub-populations to be correlated. Principal 
components analysis (PCA) seeks to identify hidden structure by creating new 
uncorrelated variables which are linear combinations of the original correlated 
variables. The principal components are chosen to successively maximise the variability 
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explained subject to the constraint of orthogonality with respect to the other principal 
components, and ranked so that each successive principal component explains less of 
the variability. The rationale for their use in identifying population structure rests upon 
the assumption that homogeneous sub-populations should have little within-group 
variability, and so most of the variance in genotypes amongst the individuals in the 
dataset should be from differences between the sub-populations. It is assumed therefore 
that the eigenvectors associated with the larger eigenvalues will be reflecting between-
group variability, with the remainder reflecting within group-variability or sampling 
noise (Patterson, 2006).  
Let  be an  dimensional random variable with mean µ and known 
covariance matrix Σ. To find the principal components we seek a new set of 
uncorrelated variables  which are linear combinations of our original 
variables, so that 
 
 
where  is a vector of constants normalised to  
 . 
Finding the principal components is equivalent to finding an  orthonormal matrix 
A’ which transforms X into Y, so that Y has a diagonal covariance matrix with entries of 
decreasing magnitude. If  is the matrix with columns ,  then the principal 




Maximising the variance of the first principal component will be equivalent to finding 
the coefficient vector  which maximises  subject to , with this 
maximum given by the largest eigenvalue of , and  given by the corresponding 
normalised eigenvector. Furthermore, if  are the ordered 
eigenvalues satisfying for , with  the 
corresponding normalised eigenvectors, then the jth principal component of  is given 
by  with   (Press, 1972 pp285-287). In practice the covariance 
matrix will be unknown and will be estimated by the sample covariance matrix . 
2.1.2 IMPLEMENTING PCA IN EIGENSTRAT 
The data for Eigenstrat, as originally formulated by Price et al. (2006), is a sequence of 
selected biallelic markers for  individuals (for example: aa, aA, AA). One allele is 
chosen at each marker as a reference allele, with the other as the variant, so that each 
individual has either 0, 1 or 2 copies of both reference and variant alleles. The counts 
for each of the  variant alleles form the individual‟s genotype, and these are 
assembled in an  matrix  with a row for each marker, and a column for each 
individual.  is mean-centred and normalised to create the matrix , by deducting the 
row mean  from each entry in row , and dividing each  by  
where , with the formula for  derived from the frequency change of a 
SNP due to genetic drift. A row vector  of phenotypes is also constructed, with entries 
coded as 1 when an individual expresses the trait of interest and 0 when they do not.  
Price et al. (2006) suggest that a principal components analysis be conducted on the 
sample covariance matrix for individuals, which is equivalent up to a constant to the 
symmetric matrix  We note, however, that as the rows are being mean-centred 
rather than the columns, the principal components analysis is actually conducted on the 
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SSP matrix , where   is the 
transpose of that conventionally used, and  is the matrix created by dividing the 
elements of the th row of  by . We therefore seek a set of principal 
components such that , where the rows of  are the eigenvectors of .  
Alternatively, the eigenvectors can be found directly through a singular value 
decomposition of the matrix . The idea is that any  matrix  can be factored as  
 
where: 
 U is an  orthogonal matrix, 
 S is an  matrix with singular values on the diagonal, 
 V is an  orthogonal matrix.  
As U is orthogonal,  and the columns of  are the eigenvectors of . 
The entry  of the matrix  is assumed in Eigenstrat to define the ancestry of 
individual  along the  principal component.  
Once the eigenvectors have been determined, a decision is required as to the number of 
axes of variation required to be retained to adequately describe the population structure. 
Although the issue of how this choice is to be made is not specifically addressed by 
Price et al., they implement their correction on simulated datasets which include only a 
single added dimension of population structure, but with corrections calculated along 1, 
2, 5 and 10 eigenvectors. Their results suggest that the Eigenstrat correction is robust to 
the choice of number of axes along which corrections are to be made, provided 
sufficient axes are included to capture the population substructure.  
A more rigorous approach to choosing the number of eigenvectors to include in a PCA-
based correction was suggested by Patterson et al. (2006), adapting a method by 
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Johnstone (2001) to apply in the context of genetic data. Johnstone demonstrated 
(Theorem 1.1), that where the sample covariance matrix of an  data matrix 






as  and  tend to infinity with their ratio approaching a constant. Here  is the 
distribution function of the Tracy-Widom law of order 1. This distribution function is 
defined as 
 
where  solves the (non-linear) Painlevé II differential equation 
 
 
and Ai(x) denotes the Airy function (Johnstone, 2001). This means that the largest 
eigenvalue of a noise matrix is asymptotically distributed according to a Tracy-Widom 
distribution, and this provides a way of testing if the largest eigenvector of a data matrix 
is reflecting signal or noise. Patterson et al. modified Johnstone‟s method to incorporate 
non-Wishart data.  
The sample covariance matrix of a genetic dataset cannot be assumed to be a Wishart 
matrix, as the alleles displayed at markers are discrete and not independent. Linkage 
disequilibrium occurs in genetic datasets, in that certain patterns of polymorphisms 
occur across the markers non-randomly. The modifications of Patterson et al. 
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accommodate the correlations between the variables which arise from linkage 
disequilibrium, and they develop a test statistic which approximately follows a Tracy-
Widom distribution. Each of the largest eigenvalues is tested in turn, with p-values 
determined from the tables of the Tracy-Widom distribution. Eigenvalues are tested 
sequentially, and those deemed significant are assumed to reflect signal. If  
eigenvalues have been found to be significant, the eigenvalue   is tested as though 
the sample covariance matrix was a  Wishart matrix. Once 
an eigenvalue is found which is non-significant, no further eigenvalues are tested. 
Adjustments are then made along each of the eigenvectors associated with the 
significant eigenvalues.  
Cattrell‟s scree test has also been used in the practical implementation of Eigenstrat as a 
method of selecting the significant eigenvectors (Cattrell, 1966, Taylor and Criswell, 
2009). This method involves inspection of a graph of the successive eigenvalues plotted 
against their ranks, seeking an „elbow‟ defined as a change in the slope of the curve 
which distinguishes significant eigenvectors from those corresponding to noise, likened 
to the scree at the bottom of a hill. Initially it was recommended that only the 
eigenvectors associated with eigenvalues plotted to the left of the elbow should be 
retained, but this was later amended to include one additional eigenvector (Jackson, 
1993). An example of a scree plot in which 3 eigenvectors would be retained as 
significant is shown in Figure 2.1.  
2.1.3 PCA-CORRECTED TEST OF ASSOCIATION 
Once the significant eigenvectors have been selected, the next step in Eigenstrat is the 
adjustment of the genotype matrix  and the phenotype vector  along each selected 




where,            
with  the entry in the matrix of genotypes  for the th marker and the th individual, 
and  the ancestry of the  individual for the axis of variation  along which the 
adjustment is undertaken. An analogous adjustment is applied to the phenotype vector. 
We note that this adjustment is made iteratively for all selected eigenvectors, leaving in 
each case a single term adjusted over all selected axes. 
 
Figure 2.1: Scree plot of eigenvalues plotted against rank, where 3 eigenvectors would be retained as 
significant. 
The final step in Eigenstrat is to test for associations between the adjusted phenotype 
vector and the adjusted genotype row vector for each marker, using a modified 
Armitage trend test, based on the squared correlation. This test is used in association 
studies when the effect of a marker on the expression of a trait is assumed to be 
additive, so that the phenotypic risk from possessing one allele falls between the risks 
associated with possessing zero or two alleles. The test statistic is  times the 
squared correlation between the adjusted genotype and phenotype vectors, where  is 
the number of eigenvectors along which adjustments have been made (Price et al., 












2006). This test statistic follows a  distribution with one degree of freedom under the 
null hypothesis of zero correlation.  
2.2 ADAPTING EIGENSTRAT FOR VIRAL SEQUENCE DATA 
The population structure which confounds association studies of the human genome 
differs from that which potentially confounds studies of the HIV-1 genome in that it 
stems from relationships between the viral sequences circulating within the population 
from which the sample was taken, rather than from the hidden ancestries of the hosts. 
The mutation and turnover rates of the human genome are low, and so the genetic 
sequences of individuals sharing ancestries can typically be assumed to be reasonably 
homogeneous, but this is less likely with HIV-1 as it belongs to a class of viruses which 
share high turnover rates and a propensity towards high levels of mutation. Millions of 
variants are produced each day within a single host, which means that even groups of 
closely related sequences will be highly diverse. However, there is an observable 
hierarchy of sequence variability: the genetic variability of sequences from different 
clades exceeds the variability amongst sequences of the same clade, which in turn 
exceeds the variability of sequences circulating within a single host (Taylor et al., 
2008). On this basis we would expect that the eigenvectors associated with the larger 
eigenvalues from an eigen-decomposition of the SSP matrix formed from the sequences 
will primarily reflect between-group variability. Eigenvectors associated with 
eigenvalues of a lower rank may continue to reflect smaller levels of intra-sub-clade 
variability or alternatively may reflect the footprinting effect of the HLA-induced 
escape mutations we seek to identify. As a consequence, choosing axes of variation by 
hypothesis testing methods which seek to identify all eigenvectors reflecting signal may 
lead to over-correction, and is likely to be inappropriate in the context of viral data. 
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In its original formulation, Eigenstrat is implemented using dose data which takes 
ordered values of 0, 1 and 2, being the counts of variant alleles observed at bi-allelic 
markers. By contrast, our viral amino acid sequence data in its basic form is unordered 
and non-numerical categorical data, which is converted to binary at each residue to 
represent residue consensus/non-consensus. Furthermore, while case control studies 
typically test for association with a single phenotypic condition of interest, in our host-
viral association studies we test for association with the carriage of all HLA alleles 
represented in the sample. Finally, while Eigenstrat is implemented assuming that the 
majority of population structure has been removed through the careful matching of 
cases and controls, such a study design is impractical with viral sequence data and 
multiple phenotypes, as HIV cohorts are effectively samples of convenience. With these 
differences in mind, we adapt the three step Eigenstrat procedure in this section to apply 
within host-viral association studies.  
2.2.1 HOST-VIRAL DATA 
Suppose we have  individuals, on each of whom we observe a viral sequence of m 
amino acids and a corresponding set of the HLA alleles they carry. The different 
observed amino acids which comprise the viral sequences are described by an alphabet 
of 20 letters: (A,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,K,L,M,N,P,Q,R,S,T,V,W,Y). The letter Z is used to 
denote an unidentified mixture of amino acids, and an asterisk represents a stop codon. 
Limitations in the methods used to collect and align viral sequences can lead to missing 
sections of amino acids, denoted by dashes. An example of the data view of a gag 
amino acid sequence of 501 residues for a single individual is given in Figure 2.2. 
Within each clade there is a particular form of the viral sequence, termed the wildtype, 
which predominates and is assumed to be the virus‟s preferred form and the sequence 
with the greatest replicative fitness. Constraints imposed by viral function and fitness 
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tether the observed sequences to the wildtype, while viral mutation – both random and 
selected – increases the diversity. A consequence of these constraints is that differing 
levels of amino acid variability are observed across the viral sequence, with some 
residues highly conserved, meaning that there is an extremely high level of consistency 
in the amino acids observed at these positions, while others are highly variable. In 
analysing an HIV surface protein, Eigen (1993) determined that 20% of the viral 
positions were highly conserved, 70% were estimated to be variable, and the remaining 
10% to be hypervariable. Even at the highly variable positions there will be specific 
amino acids more commonly observed.  
The wildtype sequence is conceived of as an average for the population (Eigen, 1993) 
and is estimated by the sample consensus amino acid at each residue. Based on the 
sample consensus sequence, we convert the viral protein data to binary form by coding, 
for each sequence and for each viral position, the presence or absence of the consensus 
amino acid. Denote by  the  binary sequence matrix with entries  coded 1 
when the viral sequence from the ith individual has a consensus amino acid at the jth 
residue, and 0 when a different amino acid is present. Ambiguous mixtures of amino 










Figure 2.2: The data view of the gag amino acid sequence for a single individual. This sequence is made 




The HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA–C genes corresponding to Class I of the major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) are those typically included in host-viral studies, 
although in some cases other genes may also be included. Some HLA genes are more 
polymorphic than others, and so the counts of sampled HLA alleles associated with 
each locus are expected to differ. In particular, HLA-B is more polymorphic than HLA-
A or HLA-C (Cao et al., 2001). Suppose we include in the analysis the HLA genes from 
 loci (e.g.  in an analysis including HLA-A, HLA-B, and HLA-C), at each of 
which the individual carries two alleles which may be the same or different. If 
 denotes the count of unique sampled HLA alleles associated with each locus, 
then we can create a binary HLA matrix  with  rows (one for each host), and  
columns (one for each unique HLA allele), with entries  coded 1 if the jth HLA allele 
is carried by the ith individual, and 0 otherwise. In cases where an individual carries two 
identical alleles at a locus, the entry is still coded 1 reflecting that it is carriage of the 
allele which is of interest, and not the numbers of alleles carried, so each row will sum 
to between  and . In order to limit biased results caused by small samples we only 
consider HLA alleles carried by at least 5 individuals, and so columns summing to less 
than 5 can be removed.  
2.2.2 IMPLEMENTING THE CORRECTION  
Following the implementation of Price et al. (2006), and noting that following standard 
statistical practice our matrix is the transpose of theirs, a principal components or 
eigenanalysis is conducted on the matrix , an SSP matrix 
formed from the sequence matrix  mean-centred by column. We omit the 
normalisation step of Eigenstrat, as Patterson et al. (2006) concluded that the results 
remain mathematically valid without this step when the justification for its inclusion is 
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unclear. The eigen-decomposition can be readily implemented in standard statistical 
software either directly or through a singular value decomposition on .  
Some method must then be employed to choose the number of eigenvectors along 
which the adjustment will be implemented. Determining the number of groups in any 
dataset remains an unresolved problem in statistics despite a long history of 
investigation and many proposed solutions. The human ancestry subgroups which 
Eigenstrat seeks to identify can be assumed homogeneous as they alter slowly, which 
means that significant eigenvalues can be assumed to be reflecting between group 
differences and all other eigenvalues can be assumed to be reflecting sampling noise. 
These assumptions are fundamental to the application of the Tracy-Widom test, but as 
noted in Section 2.2 they are less tenable with HIV-1 sequence data.  Noting the 
observation of Price et al. (2006) that Eigenstrat applied to genomewide data is robust to 
the number of significant eigenvectors included, we empirically assess the implications 
of the choice of number of eigenvectors on the results obtained by implementing the 
correction with increasing numbers of eigenvectors in the simulations presented in 
Section 2.5.  
The ancestry adjustments to the sequence and HLA matrices can be simplified by 
making use of the orthogonality of the principal components. If there are  distinct 
sub-clades within the sequences, or an admixture of  sub-clades, the first  
eigenvectors identified using PCA will form a basis for the structure sub-space within 
the column space of . The selected eigenvectors are used to form the columns of an 
 basis matrix , so that   is a projection matrix assumed to 
project onto the sub-space orthogonal to the structure sub-space. As the eigenvectors are 
orthonormal, , and the projection matrix reduces to . The matrices 
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 and  are then the corrected sequence and HLA matrices from which 
correlations assumed to be due to viral relatedness have been removed.  
We then conduct tests for linear association between every combination of the columns 
of  and  based on the sample correlation coefficient, giving  
simultaneous tests of association.  The test statistic is: 
 (2.1) 
where  is the sample correlation coefficient. The test statistic follows a t distribution 
with  degrees of freedom, where  is the number of columns of the 
eigenvector matrix . The reduction in the conventional degrees of freedom by an 
amount  reflects the inclusion in the analysis of eigenvectors estimated from the data. 
In implementing the eigenvector-corrected association test we filter the results to 
remove associations with highly conserved residues or rare HLA alleles, typically 
requiring that at least five individuals carry the allele, and five sequences carry the 
mutation.  
2.3 THE PCA-R ALGORITHM  
The test statistic given in Eq. (2.1) can readily be shown to be equivalent to the standard 
test for zero slope in a simple linear regression based on  
 
where  is the least-squares slope estimate, but with the standard error estimated with 




 where the  are the residuals. This remains true irrespective of which variable is 
regressed on the other. As noted by Price et al. (2006), the tests for association can 
therefore be carried out as slightly modified regression analyses, thus facilitating 
computational efficiency through matrix algebra. 
With this in mind let   denote the jth column of the HLA matrix 
 and  denote the ith column of the sequence matrix . The test 
of correlation can be re-cast as a test of slope using the simple regression model: 
 
where  and . We note that since , the column 
mean-centring of  prior to eigen-analysis ensures that 0 is an eigenvalue of             
, with corresponding eigenvector . The orthogonality of 
eigenvectors then implies that the eigenvectors in  are orthogonal to  and hence sum 
to zero. Therefore,  . It follows that  and, as  
is an orthogonal projection matrix, ,  and the least 
squares estimate of  is: 
  
 . (2.2) 












Implementing the correction using programmable software is computationally efficient 
and overcomes the problem of the incorrect degrees of freedom being used in both the 
calculation of the standard error and in the referenced distribution should the method be 
implemented as a series of regressions using standard statistical software. A function to 
calculate the p-values in Tibco Spotfire S+ is included as Appendix A1. We refer to this 
implementation as the PCA-R (for regression) method. 
2.4 PCA-R AND THE FRISCH-WAUGH-LOVELL THEOREM   
2.4.1 THE FRISCH-WAUGH-LOVELL THEOREM   
According to the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell (FWL) theorem (Frisch and Waugh, 1933, 
Lovell, 1963, Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993), in a multiple regression in which the 
independent variables can be divided into two groups, say  with  columns and of 
full rank and  with  columns, and where the focus is only on assessing the 
significance of the variables in  by least squares, rather than in determining the 





where  is the projection matrix which annihilates  by 
projecting it onto the sub-space orthogonal to its column-space. These two regressions 
give the same set of slope coefficients for the variables represented by the columns of 
, and numerically identical residuals (refer Appendix A3). Furthermore, Lovell 




 . (2.7) 
The five regression models all give the same estimated parameter vector . 
Regressions (2.3) to (2.6) give the same set of residuals , where 
 with  denoting the matrix  (shown in 
Appendix A3). Regression (2.7) has the residual vector  
where  (shown in Appendix A3). In implementing these regressions, the 
degrees of freedom may need adjustment to accommodate the reduction in dimension.  
The initial Frisch-Waugh paper (1933) covered multiple regression, but its focus was 
restricted to controlling for trend, and its purpose was to dispel what they suggested was 
a widely held notion that including time as an additional dependent variable was 
superior to regressing one de-trended variable upon another, demonstrating instead that 
these two procedures were equivalent. Lovell (1963) extended the theorem by 
identifying a greater number of equivalent or similar regression models and 
accommodating the inclusion of a range of seasonal and non-linear variables.  
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2.4.2 IMPLICATIONS OF THE FWL THEOREM FOR PCA-R  
With PCA-R, the virus residue vector and the HLA vector are converted to binary and 
projected into a space orthogonal to that estimated to contain the viral population 
structure, a space estimated by eigen-decomposing an SSP matrix formed from the 
mean-centred (by column) viral sequence consensus/non-consensus matrix. The sole 
interest is in a test of association between the two projected vectors. PCA-R therefore 
implements the FWL regression model given in Eq. (2.4). The FWL theorem introduces 
flexibility into PCA-R by showing that an equivalent association test can be 
implemented using a variety of approaches, including methods which facilitate the 
inclusion of additional variables. In terms of the test of association for the variable , 
projecting both the independent and dependent variables by the same projection matrix 
 is shown to be equivalent to conducting a multiple regression of the unprojected 
dependent variable against the unprojected independent variable and any set of vectors 
which span the space orthogonal to that onto which  projects (refer Eq. (2.3)). This 
equivalence has been noted by Price et al. (2006), although not in the context of the 
FWL theorem. 
Frisch and Waugh (1933) originally considered „residual on residual regression‟, in 
which the dependent and independent variables were deviations from individually fitted 
trend lines. This was shown to be exactly equivalent to implementing a multiple linear 
regression including time as the dependent variable . The analysis was not affected 
by having different trend lines fitted to the two variables, as all possible trend lines lie 
within the column-space of . In a host-viral association study, the variables of interest 
are not functions of time, but functions of a set of unknown confounding demographic 
and geographic factors, however the same important relationship applies: the regression 
is shown to be a test of association after accounting for all possible combinations of the 
confounding variables, provided those variables lie within the space spanned by the 
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columns of . Any analysis will be unaffected by the likelihood that the viral 
sequences and the HLA alleles are related to the confounding variables in different 
ways. PCA-R is therefore also equivalent to regressing the two vectors of interest on the 
confounding variables and then undertaking a simple regression between the two 
resulting residual vectors.  
The eigenvectors estimated from  form a basis which spans 
a sub-space assumed to contain the viral relatedness structure, and the test of association 
in a single implementation of PCA-R is conducted after allowing for any structure 
contained within this sub-space. If the basis can be estimated, the underlying structure 
itself, the inter-relationships between codescended viral sequences, does not need to be 
known or estimated. Provided that the assumption can be made that the relationships 
between the viral sequences and the confounding variables, and the HLA alleles and the 
confounding variables, can be described by a linear combination of variables in the 
subspace, the FWL theorem shows that the effect of these confounding variables can be 
simply controlled by introducing them into a multiple regression between the viral 
vector and the HLA vector as additional covariates. Furthermore, it follows that any set 
of independent vectors spanning the relevant space could be used in place of 
eigenvectors, or that any set of independent vectors describing a space within which the 
structure lies could be substituted to control the confounding. As an example, it may be 
possible to control for founder effects by including factor vectors identified by a 
clustering algorithm such as Partitioning Around Medoids (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 
1990) as additional covariates in a regression analysis. This application is considered 





2.4.3  PROJECTING ONLY ONE VARIABLE  
In the original formulation of PCA-R both variables are projected into a space of 
reduced dimension. However, the FWL implementation (2.7) suggests that it may be 
possible to implement an adequate correction by projecting only one of the variables, 
analogous to the phylogenetic tree- and cluster-based methods which correct only one 
variable to control the confounding. In this section we consider the implications of 
implementing the PCA correction by projecting only the independent variable into the 
space orthogonal to the column-space of , or equivalently by performing a regression 
of one set of residuals on one uncorrected variable.  
Let  denote the regression coefficients of the regression model given in Eq. (2.7) in 
which only the independent variable is projected into the subspace orthogonal to that 
spanned by the columns of , with  denoting the resulting residual vector, and  
denoting the matrix , where  is comprised of a single vector. Projecting the 












where . As it can be shown that 
 (see Appendix A4), and therefore that the sum of the squared residuals 
in a regression projecting both variables cannot be greater than the sum of the squared 
residuals in a regression projecting only one (refer Section 2.4.1), the standard error of 
 will never be less than the standard error of the slope coefficient from PCA-R. As it 
is clear that the two approaches share the same slope coefficient (Eq. (2.2) and (2.8)), 
the t-statistic from correcting the independent variable alone will never exceed the t-
statistic from correcting both variables. This means that it is likely fewer associations 
will be identified as significant for the same p-value threshold when only one variable is 
projected, and hence the PCA correction projecting only one variable leads to a more 
conservative test than PCA-R. 
2.5 SIMULATIONS 
2.5.1  METHODOLOGY  
A simulation study using re-sampled real data was undertaken to compare the efficacy 
of PCA-R in identifying true associations while controlling for those generated by viral 
relatedness in the presence of HLA-associated transmission. The study considered three 
alternative analyses: a standard PCA-R analysis with both variables projected; PCA 
(virus) with the projection of only the viral consensus/non-consensus vector analogous 
to regression (2.7); and PCA (HLA), an alternative implementation projecting only the 
HLA carriage vector. The results were compared with those from a standard 
uncorrected analysis using Fisher‟s exact tests. All methods were implemented on 400 
simulated cohorts generated by sampling from the HLA-alleles and corresponding HIV 
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gag protein amino acid sequences extracted from 213 cases in the Western Australian 
HIV Cohort Study (Mallal, 1998).  
The simulated cohorts were created using two different sampling models: model A 
which modelled viral population structure associated with HLA associated transmission, 
and model B which modelled viral population structure but random transmission. Model 
A cohorts were created by initially sampling with replacement n = 200 pairs of HLA-B 
alleles from the combined pool of HLA-B alleles. In order to simulate the HLA-
associated transmission of virus from common donors we then identified the HLA 
alleles carried by a minimum of 15 simulated individuals, and four (possibly identical) 
of these were chosen at random to define the groups to be preferentially infected by 
related viral sequences. Corresponding to these alleles, four viral sequences (m = 501 
amino acids) were then sampled at random with replacement, with each allocated to a 
group of cohort members of a randomly determined size (varying between 8 and 20), at 
least 50% of whom carried the same randomly chosen HLA allele. Additional 
sequences were sampled at random with replacement and allocated to the remaining 
cohort members. The random sampling of HLA alleles and viral sequences removes 
underlying associations, while the sampling model imposes artificial and identifiable 
viral relatedness in the presence of HLA-associated transmission. The preferentially-
infected alleles can be expected to show associations with any polymorphisms 
characteristic of the infecting related sequences in an association test which fails to 
correct for such confounding. 
For the purposes of simulation, missing amino acids in each sequence were replaced by 
the applicable residue consensus amino acid. Up to 7% of the amino acids across the 
entire cohort were then allowed to mutate, subject to the constraint that the proportion 
of non-consensus amino acids across the entire dataset was maintained. The sequences 
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preferentially infecting groups of individuals were therefore similar but not identical. 
Ten HLA-B viral associations based on those found to be significant in previous studies 
and listed in Table 2.1, were then embedded by permitting the amino acids at the 
specified residues to mutate whenever a simulated individual carried the specified HLA 
allele, with the probability of mutation in each case approximately reflecting the odds 
ratio estimated from the sampled data. Due to the random nature of HLA and sequence 





26 B*15:01 6.6 
147 B*57:01 8.1 
242 B*57:01 18 
302 B*14:01 47 
303 B*14:01 32 
303 B*14:02 22 
357† B*07:02 0.12 
377 B*51:01 11 
398 B*40:02 19 
482 B*40:01 9.4 
Table 2.1: Embedded true associations and associated odds ratios. Nine of these are positive 
associations, so that carriage of the HLA allele is associated with mutation. †In one case, carriage of the 
HLA allele is associated with maintenance of the consensus amino acid. 
A further 200 cohorts were then generated under model B containing viral relatedness 
which had no association with HLA transmission, by creating cohorts and allocating 
sequences as described above but removing the requirement that a proportion of the 
related sequences be allocated to simulated individuals carrying a shared HLA allele. 
The ten true associations were then embedded. Analyses of these data were carried out 
to confirm that viral relatedness will only confound host-viral analyses when 
transmission is HLA-associated, contrary to arguments sometimes forwarded, and also 




All correction methods used on the 400 cohorts described above corrected along the 
eigenvectors associated with the six largest eigenvalues. In addition, to assess the 
robustness of the methods to the choice of number of eigenvectors, all methods were 
implemented on 50 of the model A cohorts correcting along increasing (even) numbers 
of eigenvectors, between 2 and 14. All methods were implemented on each data set and 
analyses were carried out using TIBCO Spotfire S+ 8.1 [TIBCO Software Inc., Palo 
Alto, California]. 
2.5.2  ASSESSING THE METHODS  
The correction methods and the uncorrected Fisher‟s tests were compared by selecting 
two arbitrary p-value thresholds of 0.001 and 0.005, and declaring in each case any 
association with a smaller p-value to be significant. Following typical practice we 
considered only those HLA/amino acid combinations with at least 5 individuals 
carrying the HLA and at least 5 non-consensus amino acids at the residue.  As a result 
of the cohort construction, all associations found will be false apart from the artificially 
embedded „true‟ associations, and the identifiable „founder effect‟ associations which 
are artifacts of the modelled population structure. Accordingly, the significant 
associations in each simulation were classified as true, false, or where associated with a 
preferentially infected HLA allele, as being due to founder effects. We note that the 
count of founder effect associations may be an overestimate, as an unobservable number 
of these associations may actually be randomly false. The three quantities of interest in 
assessing the effectiveness of the proposed methods are the number (or proportion) of 
true associations correctly identified as significant, the number of founder effect 
associations incorrectly identified as significant, and therefore not controlled, and the 




2.5.3  SIMULATION RESULTS  
The average counts of the true, false and founder effect significant associations for the 3 
correction methods over the 200 simulations created under model A which incorporate 
population structure in the presence of HLA-associated transmission are shown in 
Figure 2.3 for p-value thresholds of 0.001 and 0.005 respectively, with the actual 
average counts given in Table 2.2. The corresponding quantities for the 200 simulations 
created under model B in which transmission was independent of HLA type but with 
similar viral structure are given in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.3. A comparison of the counts 
of non-true significant associations in the two tables clearly shows that it is viral 
relatedness in the presence of HLA-associated transmission which leads to a large 
number of significant founder effect associations in the uncorrected Fisher‟s tests. When 
transmission is not HLA-associated, the cohorts contain an average of only 8.5 non-true 
significant associations using a p-value threshold of p < 0.005, whereas when 
transmission is HLA-associated the average increases to 41.2 associations. 
Approximately 81% of these false associations are with the preferentially infected 
HLAs, clearly suggesting that they are a consequence of population structure. These 
founder effect associations are largely abrogated by the use of the PCA corrections.     
The 200 cohorts created under model A have an average of 9.57 embedded true 
associations, and those generated under model B have an average of 9.65 embedded true 
associations. All PCA-corrected methods retain a high proportion of these significant 
„true‟ associations, and were slightly superior in this respect to the Fisher‟s tests (Tables 
2.2 and 2.3). The uncorrected Fisher‟s tests implemented on the cohorts generated under 
model A show a large number of artifactual associations due to founder effects, and all 
three correction methods reduce these to low levels, illustrating the efficacy of the PCA 
correction in largely eliminating the founder effects. However, while the PCA corrected 
methods effectively remove the associations due to founder effects, they also induced a  
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far greater number of false associations, so that the conservative PCA (HLA) method 
was the only method which outperformed the uncorrected analysis (Figure 2.3).   When 
the PCA-correction is implemented on datasets without confounding by population 
structure, the correction methods continue to identify a slightly higher proportion of true 
associations, but at a cost of substantially higher false associations, undermining the 
value of the correction. Using a threshold of p < 0.005  PCA-R returns more than 5 
times as many false positive associations as an analysis based on Fisher‟s tests.   
  
Figure 2.3: The average number of significant associations for the given p-value thresholds from 200 
simulated cohorts incorporating population structure in the presence of HLA-associated transmission, 
with association partitioned into ‘true’, ‘false’, and as due to ‘founder effects’. 
Summary     PCA-R PCA (HLA) PCA (virus) Fisher 
  <0.001 TRUE 8.43 7.77 8.34 6.56 
    FOUNDER EFFECTS 2.15 0.80 1.32 18.43 
    FALSE 19.82 9.98 18.24 1.46 
  <0.005 TRUE 8.96 8.47 8.93 8.19 
    FOUNDER EFFECTS 6.10 2.06 3.95 33.37 
    FALSE 44.42 19.84 41.08 7.80 
Table 2.2: The average number of significant associations for the given p-value thresholds from 200 
simulated cohorts incorporating population structure in the presence of HLA-associated transmission, 
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Figure 2.4: The average number of significant associations for the given p-value thresholds from 200 
simulated cohorts incorporating population structure but random transmission, with association 
partitioned into ‘true’ and ‘false’. 
Summary     PCA-R PCA (HLA) PCA (virus) Fisher 
  <0.001 TRUE 8.66 7.97 8.57 6.52 
    FALSE 19.09 9.34 17.38 1.47 
  <0.005 TRUE 9.17 8.70 9.15 8.34 
    FALSE 45.98 20.09 42.30 8.48 
Table 2.3: The average number of significant associations for the given p-value thresholds from 200 
simulated cohorts incorporating population structure but random transmission, with association 
partitioned into ‘true’ and ‘false’. 
The simulations have been conducted correcting along the eigenvectors associated with 
the  largest eigenvalues of an SSP matrix formed from the column mean-centred 
sequence consensus/non-consensus matrix. To assess the robustness of the PCA-
corrected methods to the choice of k, 50 of the simulated model A cohorts were also 
analysed using the 3 PCA implementations correcting along increasing (even) numbers 
of eigenvectors between 2 and 14. The true positive rates (TPR) of the true associations 
and false positive rates (FPR) of the combined false and founder effect associations 
averaged over all simulations are plotted in Figure 2.5. These analyses suggest 
relatively constant true positive rates across all dimensions projecting either both 

































eigenvectors and constant thereafter. The method projecting only the HLA vector shows 
a much more substantial decrease in the true positive rate with increasing eigenvectors, 
and a corresponding decrease in the false positive rate up to 10 eigenvectors, and then 
constant thereafter. These plots indicate that the benefit of lower false positive rates 
derived from projecting the HLA vector alone is offset by a sustained reduction in the 
ability to identify true associations, and we do not consider this correction method 
further. In addition, they suggest that for data of this type a minimum of approximately 
6 eigenvectors should be included for correction to adequately control the founder effect 
associations.  
  
Figure 2.5: Plots of true and false positive rates correcting along increasing numbers of eigenvectors for 
the 3 PCA-corrected implementations. 
Although these methods have been assessed using fixed p-value thresholds, we note that 
in a host-viral analysis with a very large number of multiple comparisons a threshold 
would typically be selected using a false discovery rate-based procedure, such as an 
analogue of the q-value method proposed by Storey and Tibshirani (2003). To 
determine if the high false positive rates were an artefact of the simulation study design, 
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value threshold, one cohort was chosen at random and the HLA-viral linkages were 
randomly permuted 500 times to break any associations, with the analysis repeated on 
each permutation of the data. The resulting null distribution of p-values is plotted twice 
in Figure 2.6, first filtering out any combinations involving an HLA allele or mutation 
carried by fewer than five simulated individuals in accordance with typical practice, and 
in addition, filtering those combinations which involve an HLA allele or mutation 
carried by fewer than ten simulated individuals. These plots show that the null 
distribution becomes more uniform as the associations based on smaller proportions are 
removed.  
         
Figure 2.6: Null distribution of PCA-R p-values from a randomly chosen cohort created under model A 
determined from 500 permutations of the HLA and viral vectors, filtering HLA/consensus combinations 
based on tables with a margin (a) below 5 and (b) below 10. 
The false discovery rate of a threshold p estimates the proportion of false discoveries 
that can be expected amongst all associations deemed significant at that particular 
threshold. A threshold can be selected with the aim of maintaining this rate at some 
nominated level, typically below 0.2. Comparing the observed set of p-values with the 
null distribution estimated from the permutations, it is noted that for these data there 
was no p-value threshold at which the false discovery rate could be so maintained. Even 
at a p-value threshold as low as p  0.00001 the estimated false discovery rate was 0.3. 




level of filtering. We discuss the application of false discovery rates for discrete data 
such as these in more detail in Chapter 5.  
As noted above, in the context of our host-viral association application the response  is 
chosen as a binary indicator of carriage of either the HLA allele or the consensus amino 
acid at a specified residue. The use of linear least-squares inferences under these 
circumstances relies on large-sample approximation. While the transformed responses 
 are not binary, as they correspond to the residuals from a regression analysis, they 
are nevertheless still unlikely to satisfy the least-squares assumptions, and so the use of 
least-squares approaches and inferences will be approximate and may lead to biased 
results, particularly when the response proportions are small. In such situations it is 
more appropriate to replace linear regression with a regression format which 
accommodates the binary response, such as logistic regression.  Although the FWL 
theorem applies only to linear least-squares regressions, it does suggest alternatives 
which may be implemented in the logistic regression setting, and we consider these in 





ACCOMMODATING BINARY DATA 
In Chapter 2, PCA-R was introduced as an adaptation of the Eigenstrat methodology 
commonly used in case-control studies to control for population stratification. Applied 
in the new context of host-viral association studies it was shown to be a simple method 
of identifying and controlling for artifactual associations that are a consequence of 
population structure amongst co-circulating viral sequences and HLA-associated 
transmission. It was noted that the correction could be implemented as a test of 
correlation between two projected variables or as a test of zero slope if one projected 
variable is regressed upon the other with appropriate adjustment for degrees of freedom. 
As noted by Price et al. (2006) and others, an equivalent analysis can be implemented 
by regressing the HLA vector on the viral vector with adjustment via the inclusion of 
the eigenvectors as covariates (refer Eq. (2.3) and (2.4)). This is a consequence of the 
Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem which also states that regressing the HLA vector on the 
projected virus vector will give an identical slope coefficient, but a more conservative 
test of association.  
However, it was also evident that although PCA-R could effectively identify and 
remove artifactual associations, it simultaneously induced a high number of false 
significant associations, at a rate which eliminated the practical benefits of the 
correction. As PCA-R is equivalent to a test of slope in an ordinary least squares 
regression, its inferential properties are underpinned by the assumptions of that 
procedure including that a linear relationship exists between the variables, the 
dependent variable is distributed with constant variance, and the errors are distributed 
normally. These assumptions are not met when the response is binary, and the 
inferences rely on large-sample approximations which are unlikely to be met by our 
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data. Projecting the variables into the subspace orthogonal to that spanned by the 
eigenvectors is equivalent to replacing them with the residuals of a regression analysis. 
Once projected they cease to be binary, but their distributions tend to remain far from 
normal, and the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem shows that the projection does not 
overcome the distributional issues.  
Price et al. (2006) suggested that population structure in human genome-wide 
association studies could also be controlled by including the eigenvectors as covariates 
in a logistic regression, a method which has become referred to as PCA-L in the 
literature, and which has been applied recently in case-control studies controlling for 
population stratification resulting from human ancestries (Zeggini et al., 2008, Need et 
al., 2009). Wu et al. (2011) compared the efficacies of Eigenstrat and PCA-L in 
controlling population stratification in case-control studies with binary data, concluding 
that they resulted in comparable false positive rates, while noting that PCA-L comes at a 
much greater computational cost than the simpler Eigenstrat analysis. These comparable 
results may derive from the reasonable approximation that the straight line function of a 
linear model provides to the sigmisoidal logistic function over the proportion of the 
distribution away from the tails.  In contrast with typical case-control data, host-viral 
data tends to involve small proportions, as HLA alleles are highly polymorphic with 
many carried by only a small proportion of any cohort, while many viral residues are 
highly conserved so that mutation away from the consensus amino acid is uncommon. 
Although host-viral analyses typically filter associations from tables with margin entries 
below some minimum to guard against the problem of misclassification errors in small 
cohorts and biased results from small proportions, it is likely that a proportion of 
observations on host-viral data will be concentrated towards the extremes, and this may 
lead to the high rate of spurious false associations observed when PCA-R is used on 
viral data.  
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In this chapter we therefore consider adapting the PCA-R approach to apply within 
logistic regression, reflecting the binary nature of the data. In addition we consider 
adapting the correction to include basis vectors estimated from a clustering algorithm as 
covariates in place of eigenvectors. A range of implementations based on two 
alternative approaches to implementing logistic regression are considered, with a 
simulation study employed to assess the efficacies of these approaches, both in relation 
to each other and to the PCA-R method outlined in Chapter 2. 
3.1 GENERALIZED LINEAR MODELS 
Models for binary response data fall within the class of generalized linear models, 
defined by Nelder and Wedderburn (1972), which extend the classical linear regression 
model beyond normal data to include data drawn from any member of the family of 
exponential distributions and unify a number of regression procedures previously 
treated separately, including ordinary linear regression, logistic regression and probit 
analysis. They showed that the parameters of any generalized linear model could be 
estimated by applying an iteratively re-weighted least squares algorithm based on 
maximum likelihood. The generalized linear model is divided into its stochastic and 
systematic components which are then joined through a link function. This link function 
can be used to constrain the possible outcome values, such as restricting them to 
positive values for counts, or to values on the interval (0,1) for probabilities. 
In summary, the three components of a generalized linear model are: 
 Stochastic component: Each component of the random variable Y is 
independently distributed according to a specific distribution in the 
exponential family, with  . 
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 Systematic component: The linear predictor is a linear function of the 
independent variables: 
 . 
 Link function: This is a twice differentiable invertible function linking the 
random and systematic components, transforming the mean so that it is 
linearly related to the independent variables: 
 . 
In the case of binary responses , the mean  is a proportion and so suitable link 
functions are required to constrain the proportion to (0,1), with possible options 
including the logistic, probit, and complementary log-log transforms. As the logistic 
link is the canonical link in this case it imbues the method with desirable properties, and 
we only consider this link for the applications below. 
3.1.1  LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
In the logistic regression model considered here  is assumed to have a binary 
distribution with a probability  that  is equal to 1, and logit link function defined by 
 
where in our applications we focus on the association between the response (HLA 
carriage vector) and the virus consensus/non-consensus vector  after adjustment for a 
set of basis vectors  containing the viral structure. Let . Following 




and the score vector by  
 
with the Fisher Information matrix for  given by 
 
where . Provided there is overlap in the binary data, so that the  
values for  compared with  are not linearly separable,  , and the 
Fisher information will be positive definite (Albert and Anderson, 1984), the log-
likelihood will be strictly convex, and a finite and unique maximum will exist. In these 
circumstances, a Newton-Raphson procedure can be used iteratively to identify this 
maximum likelihood estimate of .  
Our test of association compares the hypotheses: 
 .  
The simplest way to implement a test of a single coefficient is with the Wald statistic 
, which requires only a single model to be fitted to the data. However, 
Hauck and Donner (1977) demonstrated that the Wald statistic becomes increasingly 
inaccurate as the effect size increases, and recommended the use of the likelihood ratio 
test as a more stable alternative. We therefore fit two models, the first including 
, and the second including the full model . Assessment of the significance of 
after adjusting for  is based on the deviance defined as twice the difference 
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between the log likelihood (given at Eq. (3.1) above) calculated for a full model with as 
many parameters as data points so that , and the log likelihood of the fitted 
model. Letting  denote the probabilities for the fitted model, the deviance for logistic 




The test statistic for the likelihood ratio test, also known as the drop in deviance test, is 
the difference between the deviance for the two nested models. For a single viral vector  
 it has a large-sample approximate  distribution with one degree of freedom, 
reflecting the difference in the numbers of parameters in the two models, with large 
values of the statistic suggesting association. 
3.2 PCA-CORRECTED LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
Although the FWL theorem applies only to linear least-squares regressions, it does 
suggest alternatives which may be implemented in the logistic regression setting via the 
linear predictor and we consider two of these here. Consider the matrices , , and  
described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, with  chosen as a binary indicator of HLA 
carriage and therefore denoting a column of , and  a binary indicator of an observed 
consensus amino acid at the specified residue and therefore denoting a column of .   
3.2.1  PCA-L: EIGENVECTORS AS COVARIATES 
PCA-corrected logistic regression has previously been implemented within case-control 
studies on the human genome by including the eigenvectors assumed to describe the 
population structure as covariates in the logistic regression model, an application which 
is an analogue of the FWL formulation given in Eq. (2.3) (see, for example, Zeggini et 
al., 2008, Need et al., 2009, and Wu et al., 2011). In this model the components of  
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are treated as nuisance parameters in the context of the association test, and the logistic 
linear predictor for expected proportion π is represented by: 
 . 
This model has been referred to as PCA-L (for logistic). PCA-L can be implemented 
directly in standard statistical software such as Spotfire S+ using the function glm. As 
noted above, two models are fitted including and omitting  and comparing the 
difference between the summary deviance statistics of the two fits against . 
3.2.2  PCA-P: RESIDUALS AS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
An alternative and novel implementation of PCA-corrected logistic regression is 
suggested by the FWL formulation (2.7). The variable of interest  is first regressed on 
the eigenvectors which form the columns of , and the resultant residuals are then 
included as the independent variable in a logistic regression with carriage of the HLA as 
the response. As noted before, the residuals of a regression of  on  are given by 
 where  is the projection matrix 
onto the sub-space orthogonal to the column-space of . Noting that , as 
shown in Section 2.3, the second logistic regression model becomes: 
 . 
We refer to this model as PCA-P (for projection), and note that in this model only a 
single explanatory variable  is included. 
The justification for this approach can be explained by reference to the set of 
scatterplots included in Figure 3.1. These scatterplots are between the viral 
consensus/non-consensus vector of residue 242 in the gag polyprotein and HLA 
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carriage of the allele B*57:01 from the WA HIV Cohort after correction by 1, 3, 5 and 7 
eigenvectors, with the least-squares regression line superimposed in each case. While 
here the slope of the regression line remains relatively unaffected by the eigenvector 
corrections, it can be seen that the correction on the viral vector „smooths‟ the binary 
data more so than the correction on the HLA vector, which remains essentially binary. 
A comparison of PCA-R and PCA-P therefore rests with a fit of the least-squares line in 
PCA-R versus the more appropriate approach for data of this type of treating the y-
response as binary in a logistic model for PCA-P.  
 
Figure 3.1: Scatterplots between carriage of HLA-B*57:01 and consensus/non-consensus amino acid 
observed at gag residue 242 with the variables corrected by 1,3,5, and 7 eigenvectors, with a regression 
line superimposed in each case. 
3.2.3  PCA-FP: FIRTH-CORRECTED PCA-P 
As noted above, a finite and unique maximum of the likelihood function is only 
guaranteed to exist if there is overlap in the binary data (as defined by Albert and 






























































Anderson, 1984). If a sample is subject to separation, or quasi-separation, such as when 
one cell of an associated contingency table contains a count of zero, some estimates of 
the proportions in the logistic regression iterations will tend to zero, with the 
corresponding logistic parameters tending to infinity. Heinze and Schemper (2002) 
showed that small sample size was one factor affecting the probability of observing 
separation in logistic regression, with this probability increasing with increased 
imbalance in the proportion of responses to non-responses. Although statistical software 
may be able to detect and warn of separation, a p-value based on the estimates of the 
last iteration will typically be returned, and this p-value will be arbitrary and inaccurate 
(Heinze and Ploner, 2003). As these p-values cannot always be reliably flagged when 
implementing serial logistic regressions using standard statistical software, separation 
has the potential to contaminate the results of large scale analyses with a proportion of 
spurious p-values, and may suggest a higher false positive rate than truly exists. As a 
host-viral association study incorporates thousands of separate logistic regressions, 
often with small sample sizes and small proportions, it can be expected that separation 
will pose a significant problem where not detected. 
Heinze and Schemper (2002) suggest implementing logistic regression with a Firth 
modification (Firth, 1993) as a possible solution to separation problems, as the Firth 
correction guarantees a finite estimate.  This correction is based on the maximisation of 
a penalised likelihood, and seeks to correct bias through the modification of the score 
function. In the context of the PCA-corrected logistic regression method PCA-P, this 
involves substituting  
 
for the PCA-P score equation, where the ‟s are the diagonal elements of the hat matrix 
 with , , and 
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The Firth correction can be readily programmed in packages such as Tibco 
Spotfire S+ to augment PCA-P, showing relatively fast convergence for the single 
explanatory variable  (see Appendix A5). Alternatively, implementation is 
available in packages such as SAS and R. We refer to this method as PCA-FP. 
3.3   PAM-CORRECTED METHODS 
The FWL theorem outlined in Section 2.4.1 showed that the Eigenstrat correction works 
by including as covariates in the regression a set of basis vectors which span the space 
estimated to contain the confounding structure. While the PCA-based approaches use 
eigenvectors to supply these basis vectors, it follows that any set of linearly independent 
vectors spanning a relevant estimated space could be substituted. In this section we 
consider deriving basis vectors through clustering rather than principal components 
analysis, with the confounding population structure estimated through the classification 
of sequences into relatively homogeneous groups using the clustering algorithm 
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990), and with a set 
of factor variables created based on the resulting classifications. These factor variables 
are then included as covariates in stratification-based analogues of the PCA-R and 
PCA-L regression models outlined above. This implementation can be viewed as an 
adaptation of the stratified Mantel-Haenszel procedure utilised by Rauch et al. (2009) to 
control for founder effects in their study of the HLA-driven immune pressures on the 
Hepatitis C virus.  
3.3.1   PARTITIONING AROUND MEDOIDS 
Cluster Analysis is a method of exploratory data analysis used when data needs to be 
classified into groups which are not known in advance (Han and Kamber, 2001). Many 
different algorithms are available for clustering data, with the main ones typically 
divided into either hierarchical methods or partitioning methods. Hierarchical methods 
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can be either agglomerative or divisive; they either commence with the  objects to be 
sorted into  clusters and then merge the two closest clusters at each step, or they place 
the  items into one initial cluster and then divide a cluster at each step. The merging or 
dividing cease when a specified objective is attained. The main problem with these 
methods is that the steps are not undone: merged clusters are not divided and divided 
clusters are not re-joined.  
Partitioning methods divide the data into groups and then iteratively relocate group 
members until a specified objective is achieved, typically that the members of a cluster 
will be as similar as possible, and the members of different clusters as dissimilar as 
possible. The difficulty with partitioning methods is that the number of partitions must 
be specified in advance, and there is no definitive method for determining the best 
number of clusters. This is a problem shared with other structure detection techniques, 
and analogous to that of selecting the number of significant eigenvectors to include in a 
PCA-based correction. 
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) is an heuristic clustering algorithm developed by 
Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990). It is used to partition a dataset into homogeneous 
clusters centred around a medoid, which is itself a member of the dataset, making it 
particularly suitable for the analysis of non-numerical data. Distances between objects 
in the dataset can be measured by summing non-concordances, with the dissimilarity 
calculated by counting the number of variables of a datapoint that do and do not match. 
For a specified number of clusters , PAM will identify the cluster to which each viral 
sequence is closest and provide a measure of the quality of the clustering, termed the 
overall average silhouette width.  
With  specified, PAM proceeds iteratively to find the set of medoids labelled by 




where is the dissimilarity between datapoints  and . In our application the 
dissimilarities have been determined using the Manhattan distance metric: 
 . 
An initial medoid  is chosen as the object for which the sum of the dissimilarities to 
all other objects is minimised, with the remaining members of the initial set of medoids 
chosen iteratively by selecting as medoid , the non-medoid which decreases the 
objective function by the most for . The algorithm then proceeds to 
consider every possible combination of medoid  and non-medoid , swapping  with the 
 which decreases the objective function by the most, if such a  exists. When the 
optimum set of medoids is selected, each non-medoid is allocated to a cluster around the 
nearest medoid. 
Kauffman and Rousseeuw (1990) suggest the silhouette as a possible measure of how 
well any datapoint is classified. Let  denote the average dissimilarity of the 
datapoint  to all the other objects in cluster , and let  denote the cluster to which  
has been assigned, with  any other cluster. Then  is a measure of the within 
cluster dissimilarity, and  is a measure of the between cluster dissimilarity, and 
the silhouette  for any datapoint  is calculated as: 
 
with the silhouette taking values between -1 and 1. It is clear that if 
the between cluster dissimilarity is greater than the within cluster dissimilarity 
and the silhouette will be close to 1, so the datapoint  can be considered well classified. 
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However, if , the within cluster dissimilarity is greater than the 
between cluster dissimilarity and the silhouette will be close to -1. The datapoint would 
then be better assigned to cluster , and so can be considered poorly classified. When 
,  the silhouette will be close to zero and it will be unclear which 
cluster is the most appropriate. 
The overall average silhouette width, given , is the average of the silhouettes of the  
objects in the dataset, with the silhouette coefficient defined as the maximum overall 
average silhouette width for all values of . Kaufman and Rousseeuw acknowledge that 
there is no unique solution to the problem of choosing , but suggest calculating the 
average silhouette width for all possible values of , and choosing the  which 
maximizes this value. 
The Partitioning Around Medoids method is available in many standard statistical 
packages including Tibco Spotfire S+. We note that since the method relies on pairwise 
dissimilarity measures it requires sufficient overlap of sequences for all pairs included 
in order to achieve reasonable estimates. For the moment we assume sufficient 
completeness to include all sequences. 
3.3.2  THE STRATIFICATION METHOD (PAM-MH)  
The stratification method referred to here as PAM-MH was used by Rauch et al. (2009) 
to control for the confounding of viral population structure in their analysis of the 
determinants of immune-driven adaptation of the hepatitis C genotype 3 viral strain. 
The approach is based on the idea that where transmission of viral sequences may be 
HLA-associated, the HLA allele distributions should be random within the groups of 
related sequences. The method involves a PAM analysis on the viral sequences to 
identify strata membership, and a test of association between every combination of 
amino acid position and carriage of an HLA allele, both overall and within each stratum. 
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The Mantel-Haenszel statistic is used to test the null hypothesis that the pooled odds 
ratio is 1 against the alternative hypothesis that there is a consistent association in the 
same direction across the strata.   
To implement a Mantel-Haenszel test the data are arranged as binary counts in a set of  







   
HLA-X 
(jth strata) 
   
Margins    
            Table 3.1: The jth strata of a partitioned contingency table. 
The count  is constrained to take integer values on the interval 
and . Let  be the set of 
margins of the stratified tables. In its exact form, the probability of observing  is 
conditioned on  and can be calculated from the hypergeometric distribution: 
 . 
The p-value of the one-sided exact test is the probability of observing a sum equal to or 
more extreme than  in the appropriate direction. For the two sided test, the test 




The p-value is calculated by summing over the probabilities of observing a result equal 
to or larger than the one observed.  
The Mantel Haenszel tests can also be implemented using a  approximation (Mantel 






The variance of  is calculated as the variance of a binomial variable with  
multiplied by the finite population correction factor . Under the null hypothesis, 
this statistic is distributed as with one degree of freedom. This approximation 
remains valid with small frequencies in the individual tables, provided there are a large 
number of tables (Mantel and Haenszel, 1959).  
3.3.3  PAM-CORRECTED REGRESSION (PAM-R AND PAM-L)  
If the sequences are separated into k clusters by PAM, the   matrix of factor 
variables Z can be formed by coding  as a 1 if the ith sequence has been allocated to 
the jth cluster, and 0 otherwise. Analogous to PCA-L, the logistic linear predictor for 




Assessment of the significance of the association is then based on a test of  as 
before. The simpler PAM-R analysis, analogous to PCA-R, can be implemented by 
forming the projection matrix   so that the matrices  and 
 are the corrected sequence and HLA matrices from which correlations assumed to 
be due to viral relatedness have been removed. The analysis proceeds along the lines 
outlined in Section 2.3, with a series of tests of association carried out by regressing 
each of the columns of  on each of the columns of  using a test of zero slope. 
3.4   SIMULATIONS 
A simulation study was conducted to assess the efficacies of the three PCA-corrected 
logistic regression methods and the PAM-corrected logistic regression approach, 
comparing the results with those from applying an uncorrected logistic analysis, the 
basic PCA-R method developed in Chapter 2 and its PAM-corrected analogue, a series 
of Fisher‟s exact tests and the PAM-MH stratification approach. All nine methods were 
implemented on the same set of 400 simulated cohorts used in the simulation study of 
Chapter 2, whose derivation was described in Section 2.5.1; 200 of these cohorts were 
created under model A and have embedded identifiable population structure and 
therefore the potential for founder effects, and 200 were created under model B with 
viral-relatedness but no HLA-associated transmission, although all datasets have up to 
ten true associations embedded within them. PCA-based corrections were implemented 
using the first six eigenvectors, and PAM-based corrections stratified the sequences into 
six groups. Results are reported only for those HLA allele/viral residue combinations 
for which at least five individuals carry the HLA allele, and at least five individuals 
carry a non-consensus amino acid.  
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3.4.1  SIMULATION RESULTS  
The average counts of the true, false and founder effect associations for the nine 
methods over the 200 simulations created under Model A are shown in Figure 3.2 for p-
value thresholds of 0.001 and 0.005, with the actual average counts given in Table 3.2. 
As with the simulations presented in Chapter 2, these results show clearly that the 
founder effects are largely abrogated by use of the PCA corrections, so that while the 
Fisher‟s tests return an average of 18.4 founder effect associations using a p-value 
threshold of p < 0.001, and the uncorrected logistic regressions an average of 21.9, all 
PCA-corrected methods return fewer than 2.2 founder effect associations. In addition, 
the PCA-corrected methods continued to outperform the uncorrected methods in their 
ability to detect „true‟ associations (refer Table 3.2), with the three PCA-corrected 
logistic regression methods all retaining approximately the same number of true 
associations, though fewer on average than the number retained with the linear 
regression method PCA-R. However, while the PCA corrected logistic methods 
effectively remove the associations due to founder effects, they continue to induce more 
„false‟ associations, although at a substantially reduced rate compared to PCA-R. 
Hence, implementing the PCA correction within a logistic regression format is 
demonstrated to provide some control over the excessive numbers of false associations 
returned by PCA-R.  This contrasts with the findings of Wu et al. (2011) who found 
little difference in linear and logistic regression implementations with case-control data. 
We note that here, however, that we are dealing with response proportions which are 
much closer to zero than those typically found in the case-control situation, and it is in 
the tails where the linear and logistic regressions tend to deviate.   
It is also evident that an effective correction can be implemented by using factor 
variables reflecting cluster membership in place of the eigenvectors in a logistic 





 Figure 3.2: The average counts of true, founder effect and false associations from an analysis of 200 
simulated cohorts created under model A using significance thresholds of p < 0.001 and p < 0.005. 
Cohorts contained an average of 9.57 embedded true associations, and founder effect associations 
resulting from modelled population structure. All corrected logistic methods are shown to be effective 
in controlling for founder effect associations while still identifying a high proportion of true associations. 
The linear regression methods (PCA-R and PAM-R) can control for founder effect associations but return 
an excessive number of spurious false associations. 
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21.92 1.34 2.14 1.37 2.39 2.18 4.12 1.62 18.43 
  FALSE 3.12 7.65 5.69 4.72 4.40 19.96 23.20 3.46 1.46 




41.28 5.66 5.44 4.27 7.57 6.11 8.91 3.57 33.37 
  FALSE 15.24 29.22 25.07 21.40 20.51 44.54 48.37 8.95 7.80 
Table 3.2: The average counts of true, founder effect, and false associations from an analysis of 200 
simulated cohorts using significance thresholds of p < 0.001 and p < 0.005. Cohorts were created under 
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average than PCA-L, it provides a slightly better result overall as it returns fewer false 
associations. Implementing a PAM correction within simple linear regression leads to 
the same problem as with PCA-R, with the founder effect associations being controlled, 
but at the cost of inducing an excessive number of false associations.  It is noted that the 
PAM-MH stratification method utilised in Rauch et al. (2009) appears to offer similar 
though slightly more conservative results to the PCA- and PAM-corrected logistic 
regression methods when using a threshold of p < 0.001. With the threshold raised to p 
< 0.005, all logistic regression-based methods have a much higher rate of false positive 
associations. 
To assess the implications of applying the correction to a dataset which contains no 
population structure, the nine methods were also implemented on the 200 datasets 
created under model B, with the average counts of the true and false associations shown 
in Figure 3.3 for p-value thresholds of 0.001 and 0.005, and the actual average counts 
given in Table 3.3. The counts for true and false associations tend to mirror those given 
in Table 3.2, suggesting that at the lower threshold the PCA and PAM founder effect 
corrections induce only a slightly higher rate of false associations across all methods 
when used on a dataset which does not require it. The linear and logistic regression 
based methods also continue to identify a slightly higher number of true associations.  
To assess the robustness of the PCA-corrected and PAM-corrected methods to the 
choice of k, 50 of the simulated cohorts were also analysed using PCA-R, PCA-L, PCA-
P, and PCA-FP correcting along increasing (even) numbers of eigenvectors between 2 
and 10, and using PAM-R, PAM-L, and PAM-MH assigning the data to increasing 
numbers of groups between two and eight. This lower limit was imposed on the PAM-
corrected methods to avoid the problems with sparse data which impact on the 





Figure 3.3: The average counts of true, founder effect and false associations from an analysis of 200 
simulated cohorts created under model B using significance thresholds of p < 0.001 and p < 0.005. 
Cohorts contained an average of 9.65 embedded true associations. 
    
Uncorrected 
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<0.001 TRUE 6.69 7.33 7.06 7.05 7.01 8.66 8.60 6.49 6.52 
  FALSE 3.18 8.36 5.23 4.50 4.59 19.09 22.73 3.15 1.47 
<0.005 TRUE 8.23 8.46 8.40 8.38 8.34 9.17 9.12 7.39 8.34 
  FALSE 17.01 32.67 24.40 21.43 23.56 45.98 49.96 9.36 8.48 
Table 3.3: The average counts of true and false associations from an analysis of 200 simulated cohorts 
using significance thresholds of p < 0.001 and p < 0.005. Cohorts were created under model B, and 
contained an average of 9.65 embedded true associations and no population structure. 
true associations and false positive rates (FPR) of the combined false and founder effect 
associations averaged over all simulations are plotted in Figure 3.4. These analyses 
suggest relatively constant true positive rates across dimensions for all regression-based 
methods, but decreasing true positive rates for the stratified PAM-MH analysis as the 



























rates of simple regression-based methods PCA-R and PAM-R are consistently higher 
than the true positive rates of the logistic regression methods across all dimensions. The 
false positive rates initially decline for all methods until approximately four to six 
eigenvectors, and then remain relatively constant for PCA-P, PCA-FP, and PCA-R 
thereafter, while increasing sharply for PCA-L, PAM-L, and PAM-R. This decline may 
reflect that a minimum number of eigenvectors or clusters must be included to capture 
the population structure, as noted by Price et al. (2006) with regard to Eigenstrat. This 
suggests that for data of this type PCA-P, PCA-FP, and PCA-R are reasonably robust to 
the choice of , and that a minimum of approximately six eigenvectors should be 
included for correction to adequately control the founder effect associations.  
The silhouette coefficient is suggested by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) as a way of 
choosing the „best‟ k, in order to identify the number of strata to which sequences are to 
be allocated in the PAM-based methods.  A histogram giving the distribution of the 
values of k for which the silhouette coefficient was maximised in each of the 50 
simulations is included as Figure 3.5, showing that the silhouette coefficient tends to 
concentrate at the extremes of the range considered. The silhouette coefficient was 
maximised by allocating the sequences to two clusters in 24 of the 50 cohorts. However, 
across all PAM-based methods, three times as many artifactual associations went 
undetected with , compared to results obtained choosing . Furthermore, in 
35 of these 50 cohorts, a much higher proportion of artificial associations were removed 
for at least the same number of true associations identified if six clusters were used. 
This suggests that the silhouette coefficient is inadequate as an identifier of the optimum 





Figure 3.4: Plots of true and false positive rates correcting along increasing numbers of even 
eigenvectors for PCA-R, PCA-L, PCA-P and Firth-corrected PCA-FP, and increasing numbers of clusters for 
PAM-L, PAM-R, and PAM-MH. 
A host-viral study is an exploratory study, focused on finding as many true associations 
as possible for further experimental verification while at the same time eliminating as 
many false associations as possible to avoid unnecessary experimentation. In this 
context our results indicate that amongst the regression-based methods the Firth-
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of k, and appears to provide the best trade-off between controlling founder effects and 
identifying true associations.    
 
                          Figure 3.5: Number of cohorts (from n = 50) returning a silhouette coefficient of k. 
3.5 APPLICATION 
In order to illustrate application of the proposed methods on the real data, nine methods 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 were applied to the gag protein data from the WA HIV 
Cohort (Mallal, 1998). The data consists of the infecting viral gag sequences of length 
 residues for each of 213 cases, together with the 2 HLA-A, 2 HLA-B and 2 
HLA-C alleles carried by each host. Only those HLA alleles carried by at least 5 cohort 
cases were included in the analysis, leaving fifty-nine 4-digit HLA alleles represented 
with carriage frequencies ranging from 0.023 to 0.413. The infecting sequences in this 
cohort were predominately clade B, although, as shown in Figure 3.6, a cluster analysis 
on the data revealed the presence of differing viral subgroups correlated with the 
carriage of specific non-Caucasian HLA alleles, suggesting that a positive association 
between mutation at any viral residue and carriage of the alleles A*02:07, B*46:01, 
A*30:01, B*42:01, B*13:01, B*15:03, or Cw*17:01 is likely to be due to founder 
effects. In a preliminary analysis implementing uncorrected versions of linear 











80.4% of associations with  respectively involved one of these 7 alleles, 
further suggesting their role in triggering artifactual associations. 
 
Figure 3.6: Sequence cluster membership (with k = 6 groups) for individuals carrying alleles HLA-
A*01:01, HLA-A*02:07, HLA-B*13:01, HLA-B*15:03, HLA-B*42:01, HLA-B*46:01, and HLA-Cw*17:01. 
The dots represent individuals carrying the allele, with clusters given on the y axis. While carriage of 
HLA-A*01:01 is not associated with any particular cluster, carriage of the other alleles tends to be 
associated with a small groups of related sequences giving the potential for founder effects. 
3.5.1 IMPLEMENTATION 
With phylogenetic tree or cluster-based correction methods, sequences displaying as 
outliers or with a large percentage of positions unobserved are typically excluded from 
the association analysis in order to facilitate tree or cluster estimation (Bhattacharya et 
al., 2007, Rauch et al., 2009). In the PCA-corrected analyses presented here all 213 
sequences were retained in analyses. Missing values in the viral sequence data were 
accommodated by including for analysis at any particular residue only those sequences 
with a corresponding non-missing amino acid, but imputing the consensus amino acid 
where missing at other residues in order to estimate the corrections. A separate 
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corrections implemented using the eigenvectors associated with the six largest 
eigenvalues calculated from the reduced matrix. For the cluster-based PAM-corrected 
analyses, sequences with more than 70% of amino acids unobserved were excluded in 
the calculation of dissimilarities, leaving 202 sequences. Strata membership was 
determined by conducting a PAM cluster analysis with  = 6 on all 202 retained 
sequences, without imputing unobserved amino acids. The analysis at a particular 
residue included only those sequences with an amino acid observed, with PAM-R 
implemented using a projection matrix with the relevant rows and columns excluded, 
and PAM-L implemented using a reduced eigenvector matrix with the relevant rows 
excluded. With all methods, residue/HLA combinations were included only when at 
least 5 individuals carried the HLA allele and at least 5 had the non-consensus amino 
acid.  
The analysis was implemented using a fixed significance threshold of  to 
facilitate the comparison between the methods, although we note that it would be 
typical in large scale host-viral association studies to convert p-values to q-values via 
false discovery rates analogous to the methods proposed by Storey and Tibshirani 
(2003), for example, in order to select a suitable limit. All significant associations 
identified through the logistic regression-based methods PCA-L, PCA-P, PCA-FP, and 
PAM-L were individually examined to determine if they were spurious associations 
resulting from separation of the data. Any associations which triggered Spotfire S+ 
warnings, involved unusually large parameter estimates or standard errors, or in the case 
of PCA-P which had a fit with an intercept and single coefficient of corresponding and 
large magnitude but opposing sign, were judged to be false and were removed from the 
count of reported associations.  The remaining associations were checked against the list 
of epitopes previously reported as associated with the relevant HLA, and recorded in the 
HIV molecular immunology database of the Los Alamos National Laboratory 
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[http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/immunology/tables/tables.html] to assess if the 
association fell within a known corresponding epitope. Finally, any remaining HLA 
associations were checked for linkage disequilibrium with an allele included on the 
database for the same residue. 
3.5.2 RESULTS 
A proportion of spurious associations caused by separation in the data were detected 
amongst the positive associations of all logistic regression based methods, including the 
Firth-corrected PCA-FP which included a bias reduction amendment to limit the 
triggering of spurious p-values due to separation. Four PCA-FP positive associations 
were identified as spurious, and it is noted that each was flagged by a corresponding 
large Fisher p-value. PCA-P returned 57 associations with p-values below 0.001, of 
which 25 were judged spurious, each similarly flagged by a large Fisher p-value. With 
the spurious associations removed, PCA-P and PCA-FP returned identical sets of 
HLA/residue associations. PCA-L returned 16 spurious associations, however these 
were associated with both large and small Fisher p-values, with nine having Fisher p-
values above 0.1.  
The significant associations have been classified in each case as previously reported, 
where the residue occurs within a reported epitope for the relevant HLA allele as listed 
in the HIV database, linked where the associated HLA is in strong linkage 
disequilibrium with a listed allele for the relevant epitope, artifactual where associated 
with the seven HLA alleles strongly linked with viral sequence clusters and given in 
Section 3.5 above, or indeterminate if none of the above applied. This final 
classification is presumed made up of false associations, unidentified founder effects, 
and real associations not currently listed on the database. The results are given in Figure 




Figure 3.7: Counts of previously reported (including linked), artifactual and indeterminate associations 
from an analysis of the gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort using both corrected and uncorrected 
methods and a significance threshold of p < 0.001. The PCA corrections have been implemented along 
the first six eigenvectors, and the PAM-corrected methods have been implemented with six clusters. 




REPORTED 14 23 21 21 25 18 24 15 
LINKED 3 2 3 3 2 6 3 4 
ARTIFACTUAL 78 1 1 1 9 0 12 0 
INDETERMINATE 3 14 7 7 35 8 38 6 
DUE TO 
SEPARATION 0 16 25 4 0 1 0 0 
TOTAL 98 56 57 36 71 33 77 25 
Table 3.4: Counts of previously reported, linked, artifactual and indeterminate associations from an 
analysis of the gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort using both corrected and uncorrected methods 
and a significance threshold of p < 0.001. The PCA corrections have been implemented along the first six 
eigenvectors, and the PAM-corrected methods have been implemented with six clusters. 
For this dataset and with this significance threshold, it is clear that all implemented 
correction methods improve the reported results compared to an uncorrected analysis 
using Fisher‟s exact tests, removing a large proportion of the recognisable founder 
effects, continuing to identify a large number of previously reported results, and 
inducing only a small number of new indeterminate associations. Provided some filter is 
applied to detect the spurious associations caused by separation, the logistic regression-




















































the 78 recognisable founder effect associations found significant in an analysis using 
uncorrected Fisher‟s exact tests, the PCA-corrected logistic regression methods remove 
all but one, while 9 and 12 founder effects remain with PCA-R and PAM-R 
respectively.  The PCA-corrected logistic regression methods also identify a greater 
number of previously reported HLA/residue associations than an analysis using Fisher‟s 
tests. It is noted that when the PCA-R HLA/residue associations are ranked in order of 
increasing p-values, a high proportion of the first associations can be classified as 
„previously reported‟, and this may imply that the use of a substantially lower threshold, 
or a recalibration of the p-values, could improve the reported results of this method, 
which is the simplest and quickest of all methods to implement. At this significance 
level, the Mantel Haenszel stratification method PAM-MH gives the most conservative 
results, removing all recognisable artifactual associations, and rejecting the smallest 
number of indeterminate associations amongst all correction methods, while 
simultaneously identifying the smallest number of previously reported associations. 
Compared with PAM-MH, PCA-P/PCA-FP results in 2 additional 
artifactual/indeterminate associations, but identifies 6 additional previously reported 
ones.       
In accordance with the simulation results, implementing an Eigenstrat-type correction in 
logistic regression using PCA-L appears to result in a higher false positive rate 
compared with implementing the same correction through PCA-P.  It is clear, however, 
that in both cases some method must be used to prevent or detect the spurious 
associations caused by separation in the data. To determine if increasing the number of 
eigenvectors would exacerbate the separation problems, PCA-P and PCA-L were 
implemented on this same dataset including the correction based on 12 eigenvectors. As 
shown in Figure 3.8 below, PCA-L returned 178 significant associations, of which 114 
were judged to be spurious (77 associated with Fisher p-values above 0.1), while PCA-P 
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returned 40 significant associations of which only 13 were due to separation (10 
associated with Fisher p-values above 0.1). This suggests that the increasing slope of the 
false positive rate plot for PCA-L shown in Figure 3.4 may be explained by an 
increasing rate of contamination by separation-induced spurious p-values as the number 
of eigenvectors included as covariates increases. Problems with separation may also 
partially explain the observation by Wu et al. (2011), not replicated in this study, of 
similar false positive rates between their simulated implementations of PCA-R and 
PCA-L.  
 
Figure 3.8: Classified counts of positive associations from an analysis of the gag protein data from the 
WA HIV Cohort using the PCA-corrected methods PCA-L and PCA-P correcting along 12 eigenvectors and 
using a significance threshold of p < 0.001. PCA-L returns a much larger number of spurious associations, 
and leads to a greater number of indeterminate associations. 
There were 12 previously reported associations, 1 linked association, and 3 
indeterminate associations identified by all corrected methods and these are listed in 
Table 3.5 below. The additional 16 associations identified using PCA-FP using a 
















  Gag residue HLA Method 
      PCA-L PCA-P PCA-FP PCA-R PAM-L PAM-R MH 
Previously 26 B*15:01 0.0008 0.0009 0.0009 0.0001 0.0007 0.0001 0.0009 
reported 28 A*03:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  147 Cw*0304 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  186 B*14:02 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
  242 B*57:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  242 B*58:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  357 B*07:02 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  397 A*31:01 0.0005 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  403 A*31:01 0.0002 0.0004 0.0004 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0009 
  441 A*31:01 0.0003 0.0004 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
  442 A*31:01 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0003 0.0000 0.0009 
  482 B*40:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Linked 26 Cw*03:03 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
Indeterminate 46 Cw*03:04 0.0009 0.0006 0.0006 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0006 
  357 A*33:03 0.0001 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0000 0.0001 0.0004 
  398 B*40:02 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 
Table 3.5: HIV gag residue/HLA associations consistently identified in this dataset by all corrected 
methods using a significance threshold of p < 0.001. PCA corrections were along the first 6 eigenvectors, 
and PAM corrections used 6 strata. 
  
Gag 
residue HLA PCA-FP 
Previously 30 A*24:02 0.0007 
reported 66 A*68:02 0.0007 
  186 Cw*08:02 0.0001 
  268 B*08:01 0.0006 
  302 B*14:01 0.0002 
  303 B*14:01 0.0006 
  303 Cw*08:02 0.0000 
  372 B*40:02 0.0000 
  482 A*24:02 0.0005 
Linked 242 Cw*06:02 0.0009 
  268 Cw*07:01 0.0006 
Indeterminate 67 Cw*12:03 0.0008 
  159 Cw*04:03 0.0009 
  260 Cw*06:02 0.0009 
  484 Cw*01:02 0.0006 
Artifactual 474 B*13:01 0.0004 
Table 3.6: Additional HIV gag residue/HLA associations identified in this dataset using PCA-FP and a 





BEYOND UNIVARIATE ASSOCIATION 
In the previous chapters a host-viral association study was presented as a set of 
simultaneous univariate hypothesis tests, each testing for association between carriage 
of a particular HLA allele and the consensus/non-consensus amino acids observed at a 
specified viral residue, with the set of tests encompassing all possible pairs of alleles 
and residues that met the specified criteria. PCA-corrected logistic regression was 
suggested as a relatively simple method of controlling for the confounding by viral 
population structure within these univariate tests. Such analyses, however, may be 
inadequate to fully identify the complex relationships existing between the human 
immune mechanisms and viral escape through amino acid mutation. HLA molecules do 
not present single amino acids for display on the surface of infected cells, but rather a 
contiguous sequence of 9 to 11 amino acids referred to as an epitope. In addition, these 
presenting HLA alleles are inherited in non-random groupings known as haplotypes, 
with a haplotype inherited from each parent. Analyses which restrict consideration to 
isolated variables may fail to identify inter-relationships operating at a multivariable 
level. An epitope may be associated with HLA alleles without any single underlying 
residue showing a significant association, or conversely, a residue may no longer show 
association when surrounding residues or co-inherited HLA alleles are included in the 
analysis. Furthermore, the research questions at issue may be more general, with the 
focus not on identifying relationships between specific HLA alleles and residues, but on 
identifying regions of interest or hotspots of viral mutation, or perhaps in determining if 




As discussed in Chapter 2, univariate correlation and simple regression lead to the same 
test of association. These two statistical methods lie within the broader framework of 
the general linear model, and this facilitates the extension of the PCA-correction for 
founder effects to tests of association which can accommodate additional independent 
variables, such as multiple regression and multiple correlation, and additional dependent 
variables, such as canonical correlation. As the FWL theorem shows that the PCA 
correction can be implemented either by projecting variables in a correlation analysis, or 
by including additional covariates in a regression analysis, the extension to multivariate 
analysis is straightforward. In this chapter we consider the extension of the PCA 
correction to canonical correlation and multiple regression, and canvas possible 
applications of the procedures in answering a wider range of research questions relating 
to host-viral studies. 
4.1 CANONICAL CORRELATION  
Canonical correlation analysis aims to infer relationships between two sets of variables. 
It was initially developed by Hotelling (1935,1936) within the fields of Economics and 
Psychology, but its wider use was impeded for many years by the complexity of the 
required calculations. The technique aims to find the joint linear combinations of the 
two sets of variables which maximises their correlation, and setting these aside 
continues the process with the residuals. At each iteration it finds a pair of synthetic 
variables which are weighted composites of the underlying variables with the weights 
optimized to find the highest possible correlation, so that the largest canonical 
correlation gives the maximum linear correlation that can be found between the two sets 
of variables. It can be viewed as a multivariate generalisation of multiple regression, 
insofar as multiple regression is an implementation of canonical correlation analysis 
with the constraint that one of the sets has a single variable. Many common statistical 
procedures can be shown to be special cases of the test of a null hypothesis within the 
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canonical correlation framework, including correlation, simple and multiple regression, 
t tests, analysis of variance and covariance, and discriminant analysis (Knapp, 1978, 
McKeon, 1964).  
Canonical correlation analysis therefore provides a method of extending host-viral 
analysis beyond univariate association to infer relationships between groupings of 
residues and/or groupings of HLA alleles. The Eigenstrat-derived PCA-correction 
which forms the basis of PCA-R, PCA-L, and PCA-P/FP provides a simple and flexible 
method of identifying and controlling for founder effects in circumstances in which the 
sub-groups are identifiable by a pattern of differing amino acids across the protein or 
sequence, and it can be incorporated into a variety of well known and widely-used 
statistical techniques because of its linear form. However, this extension into 
multivariate analysis brings the problem of arbitrary decisions concerning how an 
analysis should be implemented, as it is not feasible to include all sampled residues and 
HLA alleles in a single analysis. Instead, a canonical correlation analysis would need to 
be implemented by partitioning the dataset into appropriate subsets.  
We have found no published record of canonical correlation in its most general form 
being used in host-viral association studies, although it has had limited application in 
human genomewide association studies undertaken to identify the determinants of 
human gene expression profiles. Naylor et al. (2010) used a simulation study to 
determine its effectiveness as a method to overcome problems caused by multiple 
comparisons, particularly the loss of power through conservative Bonferroni corrections 
in univariate methods. Parkhomenko et al. (2007) implemented a study using sparse 
canonical correlation analysis which aimed to extract a limited number of relevant 
variables from high dimensional data. Waaijenborg and Zwinderman (2009) used 
penalized non-linear canonical correlation to identify networks of co-expressed and co-
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regulated genes associated with the development of complex disease. Non-linear 
canonical correlation was used to accommodate the ordinal nature of human biallelic 
alleles in which an individual carries either zero, one or two copies of the reference 
allele whose effects are assumed additive, so that the effect of carrying one allele falls 
between the effect of carrying zero or two. Although population stratification is known 
to confound human genomewide association studies in a manner analogous to the 
confounding by founder effects in host-viral association studies, these studies did not 
incorporate methods to address this issue. 
In Sections 4.1.1 to 4.1.4 we briefly review the theory, implementation, and 
interpretation of canonical correlations, before considering corrections for founder 
effects in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, and possible applications of the PCA-corrected 
multivariate methodologies within host-viral association studies in Section 4.4. In these 
sections  and  are used to denote either the variables or the observation matrices 
interchangeably according to context. 
4.1.1 POPULATION CANONICAL CORRELATION 
Consider two sets of variables,  and , which are -dimensional and -dimensional 
respectively. As either set can be selected as , it is assumed that . If  is the set 




The matrices  and  are assumed to be non-singular.  
A canonical correlation analysis between  and  will identify  canonical 
correlations where the ith correlation is associated with two vectors of weights,  and 
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, which maximise the correlation between the linear combinations  and , 
subject to the constraint that the variances of   and  both equal 1 and satisfy the 
orthogonality conditions detailed below. The linear combinations  and  are 
referred to as canonical variates, and their correlation is given by: 
 . 
The  associated sets of canonical correlation vectors are constrained to have the 
property: 
  
where  equals 1 for  and 0 otherwise. This means that  orthogonal linear 
relationships will be identified between the two sets of variables. 
The first canonical variates can be obtained, for example, by using Lagrange multipliers 
to find the  and  which maximise  subject to  and 
 (see for example Mardia, Kent and Bibby, 1979). 




As  and , , leading to  
 . 
The first canonical correlation is therefore the square root of the largest eigenvalue of 
the matrix , and the canonical correlation vector  is the 
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corresponding eigenvector. By symmetry,  is the eigenvector of the matrix 
 associated with the largest eigenvalue. By similar arguments one can 
show that the remaining canonical correlations are the square roots of the smaller 
ranked eigenvalues and the canonical correlation vectors are the corresponding 
eigenvectors. The matrices  and  are generally not symmetric, and consequently 
the sets of canonical correlation vectors  and  are not necessarily orthogonal 
(Muller, 1982), while the canonical variates are biorthogonal, so that each variate is 
uncorrelated with all variates from both sets excluding the variate associated with the 
same eigenvalue (McKeon, 1964). 
For efficiency, the eigen-decompositions of  and  can be found by using singular 
value decomposition on a common factor, as outlined in Mardia, Kent and Bibby (1979 
p282). Assuming that  and  are non-singular positive-definite covariance 
matrices, Jordan decomposition can be used to find square roots of the inverses. The 
Jordan decomposition theorem provides that any real symmetric matrix  can be 
decomposed into  where  is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries equal to the 
eigenvalues of , and  is an orthogonal matrix with columns of associated 









Theorem A.6.2 of Mardia, Kent and Bibby (1979, p468) provides that for an  
matrix  and a  matrix ,  and  share the same non-zero eigenvalues. 
Furthermore, if  is a non-trivial eigenvector of , then  is an eigenvector of . 
Hence, the same non-zero eigenvalues are shared by  and 
. Similarly, 
 
and the same non-zero eigenvalues are shared by  and 
. Furthermore, the same non-zero eigenvalues are shared by  
and , and therefore by  and . As  is positive semi-definite, all its 
eigenvalues are non-negative and real. The square roots of these eigenvalues, being the 
canonical correlations, can be identified through a singular value decomposition of  of 
the form: 
. 
The columns of  and  are the standardised eigenvectors of   and  
respectively, and the diagonal entries of the diagonal matrix  are the canonical 
correlations. If  is a column of , and therefore an eigenvector of ,  
is an eigenvector of , and the canonical weight vector for the set of variables  
associated with the  canonical correlation. Similarly, if  is a column of , and 
therefore an eigenvector of ,  is an eigenvector of  and the canonical 
weight vector for the set of variables  associated with the  canonical correlation. 
 Canonical correlation analysis has the property of invariance to linear transformations, 
which means that the same solution will be identified if the sets of variables  and  are 
replaced by orthonormal bases spanning their respective column-spaces, or if 
correlation matrices are used in place of covariance matrices.  
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4.1.2 TESTING CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
Suppose we have sample data  and  on the variables  and  where 
the s are  dimensional, and the s are  dimensional. The sample covariance 
matrices  are substituted for the population covariance matrices  in  
 and the relationships are then estimated by the eigenvalues of the matrix 
. In cases where  and  are singular, observations can be omitted 
as appropriate to ensure the covariance matrices are invertible. 
Various functions of the sample eigenvalues have been suggested as test statistics, 
including those incorporating the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means 
(Pillai,1955). These hypothesis tests assume multivariate normality, but by reference to 
the multivariate central limit theorem the application of the tests can be justified if the 
sample size is large. Let  denote the sample eigenvalues. Wilks‟ 
lambda can be calculated as (Bartlett,1941): 
 
and is therefore the  power of the geometric mean of the coefficients of non-
determination. Alternatively, Wilks‟ lambda can be viewed as a ratio of determinants of 
the matrices of the error and total sums of squares: 
 
and in this sense it is a likelihood ratio test in a multivariate setting, incorporating two 
independently distributed Wishart matrices. For large , Bartlett provided an 
approximation utilising Wilks‟ lambda which follows a  distribution with  degrees 




The approximation is conservative and is highly accurate for sample sizes above 50 
(Darlington et al., 1973). The orthogonal nature of the decomposition enables the test of 
significant relationships to proceed iteratively, so that if  significant associations have 
been found, the associated eigenvalues can be set aside and a new hypothesis test 
conducted calculating Wilks‟ lambda from the remaining sample eigenvalues, with the 
degrees of freedom reduced to . As the eigenvalues are sorted, the 
testing can stop when an eigenvector is detected which is not significantly different 
from zero.  
Bartlett suggested that the eigenvalues should not be tested individually, as it is not 
clear  corresponds to  (Bartlett, 1941), where  denotes the equivalently ranked 
population eigenvalue. On the basis of the union-intersection test principle, a test 
statistic known as Roy‟s largest root has been used as a test that the square of the largest 
canonical correlation is different from zero. The union-intersection test is based on the 
concept that the overall null hypothesis that the canonical correlations are not different 
from zero is the intersection of a set of univariate hypotheses specific to the individual 
canonical correlations, and the resulting overall rejection region is the union of the 
individual rejection regions. The overall null hypothesis can be rejected if one of the 
univariate hypotheses is rejected, and therefore it is sufficient to test the largest 
canonical correlation (Mardia, Kent and Bibby, 1979). However, the exact null 
distribution of the largest eigenvalue is difficult to calculate, and the test‟s 
implementation requires the use of extensive tables or specialised software. Recently it 
was suggested that an approximation relying on the Tracy-Widom distribution could 
provide reasonably accurate -values for the test (Johnstone, 2009). A Spotfire S+ 
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function to implement canonical correlation analysis and test the resulting canonical 
correlations using Bartlett‟s approximation is given as Appendix A6. 
4.1.3 REDUNDANCY 
An issue of interest in host-viral studies is the proportion of variability in mutations 
within a set of viral residues which can be explained by association with a group of 
HLA alleles carried by the host. In standard multiple regression, for example, in which a 
single outcome is predicted by a set of explanatory variables, the multiple correlation 
coefficient  represents the proportion of variation explained by the predictors, and 
interest therefore centres on similar measures within the canonical variate situation. 
Interpreting the results from a canonical correlation analysis is not as straightforward, 
however, as while two canonical variates may be highly correlated, they may not 
themselves account for a large proportion of variation in the underlying sets of 
component variables.  
To assist in the interpretation of canonical analysis, Stewart and Love (1968) proposed a 
non-symmetric index of the average relationship between two sets of variables  as 
the average of the multiple correlation coefficients predicting each element of  from 
the set . This is termed the index of redundancy of set  given set , (and conversely 
, being the index of redundancy of set  given set ), with the term redundancy 
used to refer to the amount of variance the two sets share (Lambert and Durand, 1975). 
The overall index is non-symmetric to reflect that the number of canonical correlations 
identifiable in a canonical correlation analysis is limited to the dimension of the smaller 
set, and therefore while all the variance can potentially be extracted from the smaller 
set, only part of the variance can be extracted from the larger set. In consequence the 




Stewart and Love‟s index was developed for standardised variables. A generalised 
formula for the index was provided by Gleason (1976) based on mean squared residuals 
from the reconstruction of the  data from the canonical variates in . Let , 
so that  is a matrix with the canonical correlation vectors for  as columns, and let 
 so that  is a matrix with the canonical correlation vectors for Y as columns, 
and let  denote the proportion of variance in  accounted for by . Then, 
 (4.1) 
where  is a diagonal matrix with the canonical correlations along the diagonal and 
 represents the total variance in . The contributions to  by each variate of 
 can be treated separately, because the  column of  is related only to the  
column of . Similarly,  is the proportion of variance in  accounted 
for by , and the contributions to  by each variate of  can be treated separately. 
Stewart and Love (1968) proposed their redundancy measure as analogous to the 
coefficient of determination in regression analysis. While viewing it primarily as a 
summary measure, they suggested its potential use as an analytic tool to classify 
significant canonical correlations according to whether they were deserving of further 
attention and interpretation. A canonical correlation analysis proceeds by first 
identifying the set of significant canonical correlations, and then eliminating those 
classified as unimportant on the basis of the magnitude of the redundancy index, where 
a higher redundancy is indicative of a more interesting relationship. The thresholds used 
to determine both significance and adequate redundancy are necessarily arbitrary.  
4.1.4  INTERPRETING CANONICAL VARIATES 
If one or more relationships are identified between two sets of variables, there will be 
interest in interpreting these relationships, and the focus may therefore shift to 
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understanding the practical importance of an association, and trying to determine which 
of the component variables in  and  are fundamental to the relationship(s). Clearly, 
the magnitude of the weights assigned to each variable within the variates could be 
interpreted as providing an indication of the relative importance of the individual 
variables to the overall relationship. However, as with all statistical analyses, such 
interpretations are fraught with problems and subject to „the perils of the statistical 
interpretation of a real but complex world‟ (Arah, 2008). The multivariate nature of 
canonical correlation analysis increases the complexity of the interpretation. 
Firstly, the weights of the individual  variables give some indication of how these 
variables are related to the  variate, but no information on how they relate to the 
individual variables that make up . Furthermore, calculation of these weights is 
dependent on the underlying sample, and prone to instability between samples. A large 
weighting may simply be due to chance, and there are no equivalent procedures to those 
used in regression for treating the weights as sample estimates subject to hypothesis 
testing and confidence intervals (Lambert and Durand, 1975). They are also prone to the 
problems that afflict the coefficients of a multiple regression analysis, such as 
multicollinearity and suppression. Multicollinearity can occur if two variables within  
or  are correlated with each other, so that the contribution of one of the correlated 
variables is partialled out of the variate. A small weight may therefore signify either an 
unimportant variable which contributes very little to the relationship, or an important 
variable that is correlated with another variable in the same set. If the intention is to 
understand the relationship between the variables in  and , all associated variables 
need to be identified, as vagaries of the sample could identify a less important variable 
over a more important one. Variables with negative weights may be in an inverse 




As a partial solution to these problems, loadings and cross-loadings can be calculated 
and considered as an aid to interpreting relationships. Canonical loadings are calculated 
by finding the simple correlation between each of the original variables and their 
associated variates. Canonical cross-loadings are calculated in the same way, but the 
simple correlations are calculated with the variates of the other set.  These loadings have 
the potential to reveal relationships that are obscured by multicollinearity and 
suppression, but the inferences regarding the true underlying relationships remain 
tenuous. These inferences follow a chain: if  and ,  may be amongst the 
variables that have a high loading with the variate of , the variate of  may have a 
high correlation with the variate of , and the variate of  may have a high correlation 
with  amongst others, but it doesn‟t necessarily follow that  and  are strongly 
associated with each other, although this is the interpretation invited by a canonical 
analysis. 
4.2 PCA-CORRECTED CANONICAL ANALYSIS 
A host-viral association study involves the study of relationships between two large sets 
of variables, and in our application this is between a set of HLA alleles carried by the 
hosts and viral non-consensus variables across the viral sequence. In Chapters 2 and 3 
we described and showed the efficacy of using PCA-correction methods to control for 
potential founder effects when univariate pairwise tests were considered. In this section 
we extend the PCA-correction from univariate to multivariate methods. 
Considering the consensus/non-consensus sequence matrix  and the HLA matrix  
described in Chapter 2, we select a subset  of variables from , and a subset of 
variables  from . It is understood that these variables may be related through 
geography or demographics, and in lieu of modelling this relationship, a PCA-
correction is implemented by estimating a basis through the selection of a subset of the 
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eigenvectors associated with the larger eigenvalues identified through an eigenanalysis 
of the SSP matrix for sequences, with this basis denoted . We therefore have two sets 
of variables,  and , which are both believed to vary with a third unmeasured set of 
variables lying within the column-space spanned by , and so to control for potential 
confounding by the unmeasured variable we can project the matrices  and  into the 
space orthogonal to that spanned by the basis vectors of . In this case the concatenated 
variable matrix is: 
 
where . With  and  mean-centred, the partitioned 
sample covariance matrix is: 
 
which can be written as 
  
(4.2) 
with the PCA-corrected canonical correlations therefore obtained from eigenanalysis of: 
 (4.3) 
or equivalently, of: 
 . (4.4) 
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The partitioned sample covariance matrix of Eq. (4.2) is identical to that obtained by 
replacing  and  in the canonical analysis with the residuals from a regression of each 
set on . Given, 
 
 





Assuming  and  to be mean-centred, the partitioned sample covariance matrix is 
therefore: 
 
showing that both approaches lead to the same method. The square roots of the 
eigenvalues based on Eq. (4.3) and (4.4) are known as partial canonical correlations 
(Roy and Whittlesey, 1952).  
4.3 PCA-CORRECTED MULTIPLE REGRESSION  
PCA-corrected multiple regression can be viewed as an implementation of PCA-
corrected canonical correlation analysis with univariate F-tests used to conduct a series 
of multiple regressions between each component variable in  against the set of 
variables in . The PCA correction can be incorporated into the series of multiple 
regressions by including the first few eigenvectors estimated using the techniques 
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outlined in Chapter 2 as co-variates. As such, each regression uses a partitioned matrix 
 where  has columns comprised of the eigenvectors assumed to form 
a basis spanning the space containing the viral structure, and  has columns containing 
the variables of interest. Alternatively,  can be regressed on , where 
 and  with adjustment for reduced degrees of freedom. 
The PCA-corrected F-test is conducted after allowing for , and hence the total sums of 
squares to be partitioned is , and the overall degrees of freedom are reduced by  
, the number of columns of the eigenvector matrix . Let  denote the number of 
columns of the variable matrix , then assuming no missing data, the resulting PCA-
corrected ANOVA table for a single test of association is (refer Appendix A7): 
Source SS DF 
Mean  1 
Model   
Residual   
Total   
Table 4.1: ANOVA table for PCA-corrected multiple regression. 
where ,  , and 










Each PCA-corrected statistic follows an F distribution with  and  
degrees of freedom, and each uncorrected statistic follows an F distribution with  and 
 degrees of freedom.  
Multiple logistic regression implementations of PCA-P and PCA-FP can be 
implemented by simply modifying the degrees of freedom in the drop in deviance tests 
to accommodate the additional co-variates. 
4.4 APPLICATIONS ON HOST-VIRAL DATA  
A host-viral association study is conducted to identify possible candidates for 
experimental investigation, rather than to establish causation. Anderson (1958) 
suggested that canonical correlation analysis is particularly useful in such a context, as 
the problems inherent in interpreting canonical weights and loadings are of lesser 
importance, and the method can be implemented as a screening tool for identifying 
regions of potential interest, and for generating hypotheses for future research. As it is 
not feasible to conduct a canonical correlation analysis using the full sets of sampled 
variables, some choices must be made as to appropriate subsets of variables to include 
in any analysis, and this will be guided by the research question of interest and 
biological plausibility of the possible relationships. The purpose here is not to attempt a 
comprehensive multivariate analysis of the gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort, 
but to canvas some possible applications of the PCA-corrected multivariate methods on 





4.4.1 CONTROLLING FOR LINKAGE WITHIN THE DATA  
A series of univariate association tests conducted between each combination of the 
columns of the HLA carriage vectors and the consensus/non-consensus amino acid 
matrix will often identify multiple HLA alleles significantly associated with particular 
residues, and multiple residues associated with particular alleles. While these 
statistically significant tests may be identifying real and independent associations 
between multiple alleles and multiple residues, they may also reflect spurious 
association caused by linkages that exist within the HLA carriage and viral 
consensus/non-consensus matrices. As the loci of the Class 1 HLA genes are in close 
proximity on chromosome 6, and as the HLA alleles are inherited as part of a haplotype 
(a set of alleles transmitted together), specific combinations of HLA-A, -B, and -C 
alleles occur together with a greater frequency than would be expected by chance. This 
tendency, referred to as linkage disequilibrium, has been observed in all studied 
populations with combinations which tend to be population-specific (Sawyer et al., 
2005), and it is believed to result from the conservation of ancestral haplotypes 
(Dawkins et al., 2006). In the data taken from the WA HIV Cohort used here, for 
example, HLA-B*07:02 and HLA-Cw*07:02 have carriage frequencies of 0.211 and 
0.263 respectively, but of the 45 cases carrying B*07:02, all but two also carry 
Cw*07:02, while 76.8% of hosts carrying Cw*07:02 also carry B*07:02. Carriage of 
these two alleles is highly correlated because they both occur as part of the ancestral 
HLA B7-DR15-DQ6 haplotype which is found in relatively high frequencies in 
Caucasian-American and Western European populations (Yunis et al., 2003). In 
addition, as some amino acid mutations are only observed in the presence of others 
(Rolland et al., 2010), viral immune escape is believed to involve a cost to the virus in 
terms of its replicative fitness which can be offset by compensatory mutations which 
facilitate continuing viral function (Kelleher et al., 2001). These co-varying amino acids 
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can lead to correlations between residues across the viral sequence which can confound 
tests of association.  Implementing the PCA-correction outlined above within a multiple 
regression format provides a simple and easily-implementable procedure which may 
help determine where multiple associations are occurring independently and where they 
are being caused by linkages in the data, while simultaneously controlling for both 
founder effects and the amino acid co-variation which can be induced by viral 
relatedness. This approach tests for the effect of including the allele or residue while 
controlling for the effects of the other included covariates, although as the covariates 
will often be correlated, caution should be exercised in making any assessment of the 
relative importance of the alleles or residues based on the magnitudes of partial 
regression coefficients or p-values. 
Linkage between HLAs 
In the application outlined in Section 3.5, 98 univariate HLA/residue combinations were 
identified as statistically significant using uncorrected Fisher‟s tests with a p-value 
threshold of p < 0.001 on gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort, and 75 of these 
involved multiple HLA associations with the same residues. In order to identify which 
amongst the sets of putatively associated HLA alleles will continue to show association 
with viral mutation at the specified residues in the presence of the others, this set of 75 
associations has been reanalysed using a series of multiple regressions and multiple 
logistic regressions, each with all HLA alleles associated with a particular residue 
included as covariates. In this application, therefore, the analysis has been implemented 
incorporating the eigenvector correction but inverting the set up outlined in the 
preceding chapters, with the viral consensus/non-consensus vectors taken as dependent 
variable, and the set of HLA carriage vectors included as independent variables. The 
PCA-corrected logistic analysis presented can therefore be viewed as a multiple logistic 
regression analogue of the PCA (HLA) approach included in the simulation study 
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presented in Chapter 2, and we note that these results may also be impacted by the 
conservatism observed in that study. It has been implemented by projecting the HLA 
carriage vectors into the sub-space orthogonal to that spanned by the eigenvectors 
estimated from the SSP matrix formed from the mean-corrected viral consensus/non-
consensus matrix, and incorporating a Firth correction, and has been termed here PCA-
log. P-values for the overall association and for each HLA allele after adjusting for the 
others were obtained by the relevant drop in deviance tests. A simpler multiple 
regression version of the PCA-corrected linear regression approach outlined in Chapter 
2, but with the viral consensus/non-consensus vector as dependent variable and the 
relevant HLA carriage vectors as independent covariates, was also implemented and is 
termed PCA-reg. Wald tests were used to test each HLA allele for association in the 
presence of the other putatively-associated alleles. Residues were ranked according to p-
values obtained from the PCA-log analysis incorporating all relevant HLAs 
simultaneously. Results for the first 20 ranked residues are given below in Table 4.2 and 
the full results are listed in Appendix A8. 
All associations with uncorrected Fisher p-values below 0.001 have been colour-coded 
to identify the 78 associations recognisable as resulting from founder effects (in pink), 
and the 14 classified as previously reported because the residue occurs within a reported 
epitope for the relevant HLA allele as listed in the HIV molecular immunology database 
of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (in blue). On this data, ranking on the basis of 
the PCA-log p-value from drop in deviance tests allowing for all putatively associated 
HLA alleles effectively partitions the residues into groups reflecting previously reported 
effects and founder effects. The only founder effect association listed within the 
previously reported group is between HLA-Cw*17:01 and residue 28, but the large 
individual PCA-log p-value indicates that Cw*17:01 is not driving the amino acid 
mutation at this residue. The strongest association in the dataset is between residue 242  
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residue HLA Univariate Multivariate 
  
 
Fisher PCA-log PCA-reg PCA-log (model) 
242 B*57:01 0.0000 0.0028 0.0000 0.0000 
  B*58:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000   
  Cw*06:02 0.0002 0.3347 0.4252   
482 A*24:02 0.0007 0.0018 0.0003 0.0000 
  B*40:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000   
26 Cw*03:03 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
303 B*14:01 0.0010 0.3472 0.0092 0.0001 
  Cw*08:02 0.0001 0.0108 0.0253   
397 A*31:01 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
398 B*40:02 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
302 B*14:01 0.0004 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 
442 A*31:01 0.0006 0.0017 0.0000 0.0002 
403 A*31:01 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0003 
28 A*03:01 0.0000 0.0005 0.0000 0.0007 
  A*11:01 0.0008 0.0829 0.0191   
  Cw*17:01 0.0002 0.8080 0.4374   
357 B*07:02 0.0000 0.0264 0.0120 0.0031 
  Cw*07:02 0.0005 0.7936 0.7784   
147 Cw*06:02 0.0001 0.0032 0.0001 0.0032 
342 B*42:01 0.0000 0.0072 0.0000 0.0042 
  Cw*17:01 0.0003 0.2454 0.0000   
495 B*42:01 0.0000 0.0081 0.0382 0.0283 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 0.0085 0.0733   
472 B*13:01 0.0002 0.0426 0.0008 0.0424 
474 B*42:01 0.0001 0.0206 0.0140 0.0629 
  Cw*17:01 0.0001 0.0200 0.0257   
219 B*15:03 0.0004 0.0677 0.0223 0.0675 
12 B*15:01 0.0005 0.1222 0.0287 0.1212 
465 A*02:07 0.0000 0.1941 0.0077 0.2075 
  B*13:01 0.0004 0.2455 0.0097   
  B*46:01 0.0000 0.1941 0.0077   
332 A*02:07 0.0003 1.0000 0.4935 0.2277 
  B*13:01 0.0003 0.0876 0.0001   
  B*46:01 0.0003 1.0000 0.4935   
Table 4.2: The results of a re-analysis of the 98 associations assessed significant using Fisher’s exact tests 
and a p-value threshold of p < 0.001 in the application presented in Section 3.5. The associations are 
ranked in terms of the associated multivariable PCA-log p-value, which broadly partitions them into 
previously reported (blue) and recognisably artifactual (pink).  
and the group of HLA alleles comprised of B*58:01, B*57:01, and Cw*06:02. When 
these HLA alleles are treated as co-variates, but tested individually, B*57:01 and 
B*58:01 continue to show association, while Cw*06:02 ceases to be significant, 
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suggesting that it is the HLA-B alleles driving the escape mutation at residue 242, while 
Cw*06:02 is showing association due to haplotypic linkage. The observation that both 
HLA-B alleles are associated with mutation at this residue is expected as B*57:01 and 
B*58:01 both belong to the B58 supertype which means there is some overlap between 
the sets of epitopes they respectively target (Stephens, 2005). Furthermore, any 
individual‟s two HLA-B alleles are unlikely to be correlated as they are inherited 
independently. This result contrasts with that of residue 482, in which both associated 
alleles from differing HLA loci A*24:02 and B*40:01 remain significant in the 
presence of each other. Carriage of A*24:02 and B*40:01 does not appear correlated, as 
the alleles have respective carriage frequencies in this cohort of 0.14 and 0.13, with only 
four of the 213 hosts carrying both. 
With residue 357, B*07:02 remains significant in the presence of Cw*07:02, while 
Cw*07:02 ceases to be significant in the presence of B*07:02. It is noted that generally 
similar results are returned using either PCA-log or PCA-reg for the individual tests, 
although PCA-log appears more conservative. One noted discrepancy is found at 
residue 303 and its association with the alleles B*14:01 and Cw*08:02, with the 
individual p-values returned by PCA-log suggesting Cw*08:02 as the associated allele 
and B*14:01 as the one in haplotypic linkage, and the p-values returned by PCA-reg 
suggesting the reverse. It is noted that in this cohort Cw*08:02 is carried by every host 
carrying B*14:01. 
4.4.2 SLIDING MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS WITH EPITOPE-SIZED RESIDUE WINDOWS  
In considering the question of viral mutation in response to HLA pressure, the interest 
may be in the more general question of where across the viral sequence HLA pressure is 
focused, rather than a concern for determining which HLA alleles are specifically 
associated with mutation at which viral residues. Amino acids are displayed on the 
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surface of an infected cell in the form of an HLA/epitope complex, which includes a 
sequence of approximately 9 to 11 consecutive amino acids, and so we concentrate in 
this series of regressions on groups of residues as potential epitopes. Starting with a 
viral protein of length , and making no assumptions about where the epitopes are 
located, we implement a sliding analysis considering each small segment of 10 amino 
acids in turn. This can be envisioned as a sliding window of 10 residues moving across 
the protein, advancing one residue at a time.  
Using the HLA matrix  and the consensus/non-consensus matrix  derived in Chapter 
2, a series of multiple regression analyses were conducted between each column of  
and sliding sets of consecutive columns of  using the multiple regression analogue of 
PCA-R outlined in Section 4.3. We note that a similar analysis could be implemented 
using multiple regression versions of any of the PCA-corrected logistic methods 
described in Chapter 3, but the simpler regression approach has been used here for 
illustrative purposes because of its computational efficiency. A simple linear multiple 
regression analysis without the PCA correction (using the same Spotfire S+ function but 
substituting the identity matrix for the projection matrix ) was also carried out for 
the purposes of comparison. The tests between HLA carriage and the consensus/non-
consensus amino acids observed within the windows of residues were implemented 
using the F-tests outlined in Equations (4.5) and (4.6) above, with the correction 
implemented using the first six eigenvectors. Residues with less than five non-
consensus amino acids observed were filtered from the windows, and missing amino 
acids were imputed as consensus.  
The gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort has m = 501 residues, giving 492 10-
residue-wide sliding windows. Figure 4.1 gives plots of the results of a sliding PCA-
corrected multiple regression analysis conducted across the HIV gag protein sequence 
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with HLA-A*30:01, an allele known to induce founder effect associations in this 
cohort. As the intention here is to create a plot to assist in the visual assessment of 
regions of association, the plots in Figure 4.1 give the negative log base 10 of the p-
value against the location of the first residue included in the epitope-sized window, with 
the significance threshold set at –logP > 4, equivalent to p < 0.0001. A small p-value 
threshold was selected because of the previously noted anti-conservative properties of 
the univariate PCA-R association tests. The uppermost plot gives –logP for the 
uncorrected associations between HLA-A*30:01 and consensus/non-consensus 
observations for each residue window, and the lower plot gives the results including the 
PCA-correction to control for associations induced by founder effects. In the 
uncorrected analysis there are several regions across the viral gag protein sequence at 
which the allele HLA-A*30:01 appears to be associated with amino acid mutation. 
These associated regions tend to be broad as away from the extreme ends of the viral 
sequence any residue may be included in up to 10 adjacent windows, and therefore a 
single associated residue can induce a series of adjacent significant p-values. It can be 
seen in the lower plot that the PCA-correction has removed all regions of association, 
demonstrating its facility in correcting for the artifactual associations induced by 
founder effects in this multivariate context. The plots for an equivalent analysis with the 
allele HLA-B*57:01 are given in Figure 4.2, and here the opposite is observed, with the 
single region of strong association in the uncorrected plot in the vicinity of the known 
association with gag residue 242 maintained after PCA-correction.  
The uncorrected and PCA-corrected plots for all 59 Class I HLA alleles carried by at 
least five individuals in the WA HIV Cohort data are included as Appendix A9. They 
show that the PCA correction is primarily focused on the seven alleles A*02:07, 
A*30:01, B*13:01, B*15:03, B*42:01, B*46:01, and Cw*17:01, known to be ethnic 




Figure 4.1: Plots of the negative log base 10 of the p-values from a series of PCA-corrected and 
uncorrected multiple regressions using a multivariable PCA-R method between the allele HLA-A*30:01 
and the consensus/non-consensus observations within sliding windows comprised of (up to) 10 adjacent 
residues. Regions of apparent association are removed by the PCA correction and can be assumed due 
to founder effects. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Plots of the negative log base 10 of the p-values from a series of PCA-corrected and 
uncorrected multiple regressions using the multivariable PCA-R method between the allele HLA-B*57:01 
and the consensus/non-consensus observations within sliding windows comprised of (up to) 10 adjacent 
residues. The single region of strong association is maintained with the PCA correction. 
























































each of these alleles, the uncorrected plots show several regions of association, with the 
majority of these removed through the PCA correction. It is apparent from the corrected 
plots that in this cohort most of the HLA alleles included in the analysis have either no 
significant associations across the gag protein, or a specific association with a single 
region, with 35 of the 59 HLA alleles in the sample not associated with any epitope-
sized regions across the gag protein at this level of significance. 
Permutations 
To determine what would be expected if the analysis was applied on a cohort with no 
HLA-induced viral mutation and no founder effects, the consensus/non-consensus 
matrix  was repeatedly re-sampled by row without replacement to create 100 
additional cohorts of the same size, each maintaining the correlation structure existing 
between residues in the original dataset, but eliminating any associations between HLA 
carriage and amino acid mutation. The PCA-R analysis as described above was 
implemented between the individual columns of  and the epitope-sized windows 
across each of the permuted consensus/non-consensus matrices, with p-value thresholds 
of 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001 used to determine significance. Counts were taken of the 
number of significant HLA/residue window associations in each cohort, and the number 
of unique HLA alleles associated with significant p-values. In addition, as each residue 
can be incorporated in up to 10 adjacent epitope-sized windows, –logP was plotted 
across the protein for each HLA allele and a count was made of the number of distinct 
regions showing evidence of association.  
A comparison of the results from an analysis on gag protein data from the WA HIV 
Cohort (Mallal, 1998) and the permuted cohorts is given in Table 4.3 below, with the 
boxplots in Figure 4.3 giving the distributions of observed counts on the permuted 
cohorts using the most conservative significance threshold of p < 0.00001. These box-
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plots show that all observed values fall substantially outside the range of the counts 




















0.001 Permuted 260.4 24.5 233.2 25.4 39.0 
  Real 1272 40 467 38 63 
0.0001 Permuted 110.2 12.3 96.8 12.3 15.6 
  Real 869 29 255 24 32 
0.00001 Permuted 53.8 6.8 47.1 6.3 7.3 
  Real 589 23 169 16 20 
 
Table 4.3: A comparison of observed counts with an average of the counts from n=100 permuted 
cohorts. The counts give the average number of significant hypotheses, the average number of HLAs 
inducing some region of association, and the average number of regions of association across all plots 
for a cohort. 
 
Figure 4.3: A comparison of the distributions of counts from uncorrected and PCA-corrected multiple 
PCA-R analyses on n=100 permuted cohorts using a threshold of p<0.00001. The observed values given 
in Table 4.2 all fall outside the range of the counts displayed here. 
As the permuting of the rows of the viral consensus/non-consensus matrix removes all 
association between HLA allele carriage and amino acid mutation, all associations 
identified through a PCA-R analysis on the permuted cohorts will be spurious, the 
consequence of either chance association or existing correlation structure within the 











































significant hypotheses for the corrected and uncorrected analyses for all threshold levels 
shows that the PCA-correction slightly reduces these spurious counts, but there is little 
difference between the numbers of unique HLA alleles found to be associated with any 
viral mutation. There is a great disparity, however, between the observed and expected 
average counts across all categories. At the most conservative threshold level, 589 
hypotheses were rejected in the uncorrected analysis, against an expected average count 
of 53.8, and the discrepancy is likely to reflect both true and founder effect associations 
contained within the observed data. After the PCA-corrected analysis, which controls 
for founder effect associations, this difference is reduced to 169 observed to 47.1 
expected. The 169 observed significant hypotheses cluster into 20 distinct regions 
against an expected 7 regions under randomness. Similar disparities between the real 
and average permuted counts occur at all threshold levels, although it is noted that there 
is no threshold used here which would allow for a false discovery rate as low as the 0.2 
typically used in host-viral analyses. Table 4.4 lists the regions and associated HLA 
alleles identified as significantly associated in this cohort using a sliding PCA-corrected 
multiple regression analysis and the most conservative threshold of p < 0.00001.  
The results from the permuted cohorts suggest that approximately one-third of these 
allele/region associations can be expected to be spurious. Of the 20 regions listed, 9 
cover epitopes listed in the HIV molecular immunology database of the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory for the specified allele, a further 3 are listed with a differing allele 
belonging to the same HLA supertype as observed here, and 2 cover HLA/residue 
associations not listed in the database but identified in other studies, and included 
amongst the associations listed in Table 3.5. The analysis identifies 3 listed 
HLA/epitope regions which are not associated with a significant Fisher p-value (p < 
0.001) in the univariate analysis. 
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  Possible region HIV epitope listing 
 HLA First residue Last residue Allele/supertype Position 
A*02:05† 43 61 A2 49-57 
A*24:07 339 357 
 
  
A*31:01*‡F 388 412 A*31:01 393-408 
A*31:01*‡F 433 450 A*31:01 434-442 
A*34:01 238 256 
 
  
A*68:02† 63 75 A2 59-72 
B*13:01F 466 479 
 
  
B*14:01*F 293 311 B*14:01 298-306 
B*14:02* 177 195 B*14:02 180-192 
B*14:02* 294 312 B*14:02 298-308 
B*15:03 56 73 
 
  
B*40:02‡F 389 407 
 
  
B*56:01† 238 256 B7 240-249 
B*57:01*‡F 233 251 B*57:01 240-249 
B*58:01*‡F 233 251 B*58:01 240-249 
Cw*03:03‡F 17 35 
 
  
Cw*03:03 74 84 
 
  
Cw*04:03 5 17 
 
  
Cw*08:02* 177 195 Cw*08:02 180-188 
Cw*08:02*F 294 312 Cw*08:02 298-313 
Table 4.4: Gag regions identified as significantly associated with HLA carriage in a multivariable PCA-R 
regression analysis. *Matching allele/epitope associations listed in the HIV molecular immunology 
database. †Matching supertype/epitope associations listed in the HIV molecular immunology database. 
‡Regions matching HLA allele/residue associations listed in Table 3.5. F Includes a residue/HLA 
association with a Fisher p-value below 0.001. 
4.4.3 CANONICAL CORRELATION WITH EPITOPE-SIZED RESIDUE WINDOWS  
Important questions of interest in host-viral association studies concern the overall 
variation in viral escape mutations attributable to HLA immune pressures, the relative 
contributions of HLA-A, -B, and -C alleles to the variation, and whether the alleles of 
the respective loci associate with differing regions of the viral sequence. While all class 
I HLA alleles share the common function associated with presenting viral peptides on 
the surface of cells for sampling by cytotoxic T lymphocytes, as groups they exhibit 
differing characteristics, with the HLA-B locus, for example, far more polymorphic than 
either HLA-A or HLA-C (Gomez-Casado et al., 1999). This polymorphism may suggest 
that the alleles of the different loci target structurally different peptides (Lawlor et al., 
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1990); for example, epitopes associated with HLA-A and -C alleles carry the amino acid 
methionine at anchor position 2, while those associated with HLA-B alleles can carry 
either methionine or threonine at this position (Merino et al., 2012). The class I HLA 
alleles are expressed on the surfaces of cells at differing rates, with HLA-C alleles 
expressed at only one-tenth the rate of the HLA-A and -B alleles (Lawlor et al., 1990). 
However, one of the ways the virus enhances its infectivity is through HIV negative 
regulatory factor (Nef) which can selectively decrease the surface expression of HLA-A 
and -B alleles, but not HLA-C alleles. Expression of the less-expressed HLA-C alleles 
may be maintained by the virus in order to inhibit the actions of natural killer (NK) cells 
which attack cells lacking surface class I HLA proteins (Cohen et al., 1999). HLA-B has 
been found to be more resistant to Nef-mediated down-regulation than HLA-A which 
may explain the noted association between the carriage of particular HLA-B alleles and 
viral control (Rajapaksa et al., 2012). The first study evaluating the relative 
contributions of the HLA-A and -B alleles concluded that HLA-B alleles imposed 
substantially greater immune pressure, and induced a higher proportion of killer T cell 
responses than HLA-A (Kiepiela et al., 2004). More recent research has suggested that 
the role of HLA-C alleles in exerting pressure on the virus may have been under-
appreciated because of the focus on HLA-B, with delayed progression in a Chinese 
cohort associated with carriage of a mutation which increases the expression of HLA-C 
(Blais et al., 2012). In addition, mathematical modelling has recently suggested that the 
escape mutations induced in epitopes targeted by HLA-A alleles may impose a greater 
fitness cost on the virus compared with those induced by HLA-B alleles (Mostowy et 
al., 2012). The questions therefore remain areas of ongoing research.  
One way to approach these questions is to extend the analysis of the preceding section 
to examine relationships between groups of HLA alleles from each locus and a series of 
sliding epitope-sized windows of residues across the full viral sequence using PCA-
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corrected canonical correlation as outlined in Section 4.2. As no distinction is made 
with respect to order between the two sets of variables in a canonical analysis, the 
observations on the amino acids in each residue window are used as set , and the 
observations on the subset of the alleles corresponding to a particular HLA locus are 
used as set . For each of HLA-A, -B, and -C, the analysis consists of a set of 
sequential canonical correlation analyses sharing the same set , and testing for 
association with a differing set . For these analyses, missing amino acids were imputed 
as consensus, and highly conserved residues with fewer than 5 non-consensus amino 
acids were filtered from each set . The PCA-correction to control for the confounding 
of founder effects was performed along the first six eigenvectors of the SSP matrix 
formed from the mean-centred (by column) consensus/non-consensus matrix as 
described in Section 2.2.2, with the correction implemented by finding the partial 
canonical correlations of the matrix given at Eq. (4.3). To provide a basis for assessing 
the impact of the PCA-correction, the full analysis was repeated using the identity 
matrix in place of the projection matrix  corresponding to no correction. The test of 
association in each canonical correlation used Bartlett‟s approximation to Wilks‟ 
lambda as a statistic, comparing it with a  distribution with degrees of freedom equal 
to the product of the numbers of columns of  and .  
As significant (partial) canonical correlations may reflect correlation between the 
canonical variates rather than the strength of the association between the underlying 
component variables, the redundancy index of viral variation explained by HLA 
association was calculated for each combination of HLA locus and residue window 
using Gleason‟s formula, given at Eq. (4.1). As the possible redundancy is a function of 
the numbers of variables included in the sets  and , and since the rank of  varies 
according to levels of conservation, the redundancy indexes cannot be directly 
compared across the sequence. In order to facilitate comparison through randomization, 
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the full PCA-corrected canonical correlation analysis was also implemented on the 100 
permuted cohorts generated in the preceding section, with all redundancies calculated, 
in order to create 492 sets of 100 null redundancies for each of the three HLA 
groupings. For each HLA-window combination, the 95
th
 largest null redundancy value 
was determined to give some basis against which to individually assess the observed 
redundancies across the sequence.  Figures 4.4 to 4.6 give plots of negative log base 10 
of the p-value against the location of the first residue included in the epitope-sized 
window for the uncorrected and PCA-corrected analyses across the sequence for the 
three HLA loci, with a superimposed line indicating the significance threshold of –logP 
> 4 corresponding to p < 0.0001, and shading used to obscure the region of non-
significance, together with a plot of redundancy indexes across the sequence. The 
redundancy plots include the trace of the 95
th
 largest null viral redundancy for each 
residue window across the sequence, with the gaps corresponding to regions of the gag 
sequence which are highly conserved. 
A comparison between the uppermost plots in Figures 4.4 to 4.6 shows that there are 
many more regions of association in each of the uncorrected plots than in the PCA-
corrected plots, demonstrating the impact of confounding by founder effects on host-
viral canonical correlation analyses, and showing that the PCA-correction is a simple 
and effective means of controlling for this confounding. While the plots show regions of 
HLA association with viral polymorphism, the interpretation of the relative 
contributions of the HLA-A, -B, and -C alleles is complicated by the differing numbers 
of alleles from each group observed in this cohort. In accordance with the observations 
of Kiepiela et al. (2004), HLA-B alleles in this cohort induce more regions of 
association across the viral sequence, but this may be in part because the data includes 




Figure 4.4: Canonical variate associations between the HLA-A alleles and sliding viral windows of 10 
amino acids before and after PCA correction with the non-significant region shaded, and viral 
redundancy for HLA-A associations with superimposed estimated 95
th
 null percentile (red).   
 
 
Figure 4.5: Canonical variate associations between the HLA-B alleles and sliding viral windows of 10 
amino acids before and after PCA correction with the non-significant region shaded, and viral 
redundancy for HLA-B associations with superimposed estimated 95
th














































































Figure 4.6: Canonical variate associations between the HLA-C alleles and sliding viral windows of 10 
amino acids before and after PCA correction with the non-significant region shaded, and viral 
redundancy for HLA-C associations with superimposed estimated 95
th
 null percentile (red).   
carried by at least five hosts in our sample, of which 20 are HLA-A alleles, 23 are HLA-
B alleles, and 16 are HLA-C alleles.  
The redundancy provides an additional measure to assess the relationship between the 
two sets of variables in a canonical correlation analysis. It is clear from the lower plots 
that, in general, the regions of surplus redundancy correspond with regions of 
association. Figure 4.7 plots the first canonical correlation p-value per residue window 
against the ratio of the difference between the observed redundancy index and the 95
th
 
null percentile relative to the 95
th
 null percentile for the viral redundancies for each of 
HLA-A, -B, and -C. The viral redundancies exhibit a strong relationship between high 
surplus redundancy and small p-value, although there is a single outlier in the viral 
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Figure 4.7: Plots of the ratio of the difference between the observed redundancy index and the 95
th
 null 
percentile relative to the 95
th
 null percentile against the first canonical p-value for the viral redundancies 
and each of HLA-A, -B, and -C. 
Figure 4.8 aligns the plots of the PCA-corrected p-values (plotted as negative log base 
10) from Figures 4.4-4.6 with the corresponding plots of the viral redundancy ratios 
across the sequence, being the difference between the observed viral redundancy index 
and the 95
th
 null percentile relative to the 95
th
 null percentile for the viral redundancies 
for each of HLA-A, -B, and –C. These plots show that while there is some overlap of 
corresponding peaks in the p-values and the redundancy ratios for the three HLA loci, 
there are also some notable exceptions where only a single locus appears to be involved. 
Of the five p-value peaks for HLA-C, four have corresponding p-value peaks associated 
with HLA-B, with the exception being a region near residue 370. For HLA-B, strong 
association with regions near residues 242 and 459 can be observed, and these 
correspond with regions of high surplus redundancy. Regions with slight surplus 
redundancy associated with HLA-A occur near residues 60, 225, and 400, with the last 
of these observed in a region with no significant p-values. Other regions near residues 
147, 186, 300, and 357 are associated with more than one HLA locus and may derive 




































the associated loadings and cross-loading, and this is considered in greater detail in the 
following section. 
 
Figure 4.8: Aligned PCA-corrected plots for the negative log base 10 of p-values for the three HLA loci 
with non-significant regions shaded (upper) and redundancy ratio plots giving the difference between 
the observed redundancy index and the 95
th
 null percentile relative to the 95
th
 null percentile for each 
HLA locus (lower). 
4.4.4 LOADINGS AND CROSS-LOADINGS  
In this section the loadings and cross-loadings associated with the three regions of 
greatest redundancy in the lower plots of Figure 4.8 are considered to investigate their 
usefulness in interpreting the host-viral relationships identified by the canonical 









analysis correcting along the first six eigenvectors was implemented between the alleles 
which appeared associated with the region of high redundancy and one or more 
representative 10 residue-wide sections of viral sequence. Bartlett‟s approximation to 
Wilks‟ lambda was used as test statistic. 
Residues 239 – 242 
The dominant feature of the plot in Figure 4.8 is a small region of high redundancy, 
primarily associated with HLA-B, which includes all residue windows beginning with 
gag residues 239 to 242, and therefore all residues between gag 239 and 251. This 
region shows strong evidence of association with HLA-B (p < 0.00001), and slight 
evidence of association with HLA-C (p < 0.04).  The high weights and loadings 
associated with the alleles B*57:01, B*58:01, and Cw*06:02, and the residue gag 242, 
suggest these are the variables inducing the associations. This residue is located within a 
highly conserved region of the viral sequence, and only residues 242, 248 and 249 have 
sufficient non-consensus amino acids observed to be included in the analysis, with the 
remaining residues filtered from the windows. The residue window beginning at gag 
241 was selected as representative, as it included all three possible residues. The results 
of the single canonical correlation analysis are included in Table 4.5 below. As three 
residues and three alleles are included in the analysis, three canonical correlations are 
returned, with only the first significant. From the high associated loading of 0.995 and 
cross-loading of 0.622, it is clear that the significant association is with gag 242. The 
magnitudes of weights and loadings associated with the alleles suggest that B*58:01 
and B*57:01 both have strong and independent association with this residue, although 
the association with B*58:01 appears the stronger one. One interesting feature of 
canonical correlation is its ability to identify more than one significant linear 
relationship between any two sets of variables. If the constraint on the minimum 
number of non-consensus amino acids per residue is relaxed to include residues with at 
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least four non-consensus amino acids rather than five, the procedure identifies two 
strong and distinct associations, the first between gag 242 and the alleles B*58:01 and 
B*57:01 (p < 0.00001), and the second between gag 247 and allele B*56:01 (p < 
0.00001). These results are given in Appendix A10. 
CORRELATION 
P-
VALUE   
Window 
from residue 
241 WEIGHTS LOADINGS 
CROSS-
LOADINGS 
0.6246 0.0000 1st variates: 242 0.2424 0.9953 0.6217 
0.1550 0.0849 
 
248 0.0088 0.0820 0.0511 
0.1211 0.0779 
 




     
  
B*57:01 -0.1601 -0.6053 -0.3781 
  
  
B*58:01 -0.3404 -0.7495 -0.4682 
  
  
Cw*06:02 -0.0204 -0.4120 -0.2573 
Table 4.5: Results from a canonical correlation analysis between carriage of the alleles B*57:01, 
B*58:01, and Cw*06:02, and the window of residues beginning at gag 241. The loadings and cross-
loadings suggest strong association between B*58:01 and B*57:01 and amino acid mutation at gag 242. 
Residues 348 – 357 
A second significant region of high redundancy involves residue windows beginning 
with gag 348 to 357, and incorporating observations on the viral sequence up to residue 
366. Alleles from all three loci show evidence of association with viral mutation in this 
region of the viral sequence. As with the viral sequence surrounding gag 242, this 
region is highly conserved, so that gag 348, 354, 357, and 362 are the only residues 
within this 19-residue section which have at least five non-consensus amino acids 
observed in this cohort. Five HLA alleles had loadings above 0.4 in the canonical 
correlation analyses of Section 4.4.3 against the residue windows starting at gag 348 
and gag 356: A*11:01, A*33:03, B*07:02, B*58:01, and Cw*07:02. PCA-corrected 
canonical correlation analyses were conducted including these five HLA alleles and 






VALUE   
Window from 





variates: 348 0.0817 0.1974 0.0815 
0.2515 0.0302 
 
354 -0.0309 -0.0821 -0.0339 
0.1266 0.3363 
 
357 -0.1668 -0.9805 -0.4050 




   
A*11:01 0.0884 0.5538 0.2287 
   
A*3303 0.1655 0.6330 0.2614 
   
B*07:02 -0.0930 -0.6634 -0.2740 
   
B*58:01 0.0733 0.4393 0.1814 
  
  Cw*07:02 -0.0102 -0.5434 -0.2244 
       
CORRELATION 
P-
VALUE   
Window from 





variates: 357 0.1602 0.9848 0.4059 
0.1760 0.1600 
 
362 0.0484 0.4183 0.1724 




   
A*11:01 -0.0790 -0.5279 -0.2176 
   
A*3303 -0.1692 -0.6577 -0.2711 
   
B*07:02 0.1180 0.6341 0.2613 
   
B*58:01 -0.1058 -0.5079 -0.2093 
  
  Cw*07:02 -0.0250 0.4501 0.1855 
Table 4.6: Results from PCA-corrected canonical correlation analyses between carriage of the alleles 
A*11:01, A*33:03, B*07:02, B*58:01, and Cw*07:02, and the windows of residues beginning at gag 348 
and gag 356. The results are consistent between the two analyses, with the alleles partitioning into two 
groups, A*11:01, A*33:03, B*58:01 associated with mutation of the amino acid, and B*07:02 and 
Cw*07:02 associated with maintenance of the consensus. 
The residue window beginning at gag 348 includes three residues and therefore returns 
three canonical correlations; the residue window beginning at 356 returns only two. In 
each case only the first canonical correlation was significant. Although these residue 
windows are located at opposite ends of the region of high redundancy, the pattern of 
HLA-association is consistent between them, with the loadings and cross-loadings 
suggesting that all five HLA alleles have an association with gag residue 357, although 
they partition into two groups, with alleles A*11:01, A*33:03, and B*58:01 having 
negative weights, indicating association with amino acid mutation at the residue, and 
B*07:02 and Cw*07:02 having positive weights, indicating an association with 
maintenance of the consensus amino acid. If canonical correlation analyses are repeated 
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on these two separate groupings of alleles, the negative and positive weightings are 
maintained. 
Residues 293 – 305 
A third region of high redundancy includes all residue windows beginning with gag 294 
to 305, and therefore incorporating residues up to gag 314, and these associations 
appear to be with the alleles B*14:01, B*14:02, and Cw*08:02. These residues also lie 
within a region of the viral sequence which is highly conserved, so that only residues 
301, 302, 303, 310, and 312 are included in the canonical correlation analyses. The 
width of the region associated with high redundancy suggests that more than one 
residue may be inducing associations with these alleles, and so the PCA-corrected 
canonical correlation analyses were implemented between these alleles and three 
residue windows spanning the region of high redundancy, and beginning at gag 293, 
298, and 303. The results are given in Table 4.7.  
The results from an analysis with the window beginning with gag 293 returns two 
canonical correlations of which only the first is significant. The associated loadings and 
cross-loadings suggest that the underlying association is between carriage of the allele 
B*14:01 and amino acid mutation at gag 302, with little evidence of any association 
with B*14:02. However, as the residue window is moved forward along the sequence, 
the results become more difficult to interpret. A single significant canonical correlation 
is returned in analyses with the residue windows beginning at residues 298 and 303, 
with all three alleles showing evidence of association with gag 302 and 303 in the first 
case, and with residue 303 in the second. It is clear that B*14:01 is driving association 
with 302 resulting in high loadings and cross-loadings associated with B*14:01 in the 
analyses with both residue windows which include gag 302. It is unclear which of the 
alleles is driving association with gag 303. The difficulty in interpreting the results may 
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be the result of multicollinearity as although carriage of B*14:01 and B*14:02 cannot 
be correlated as they would be inherited independently, all cohort members carrying 
either of these alleles also carry Cw*08:02, and all but two carrying Cw*08:02 carry at 
least one of B*14:01 and B*14:02. 
CORRELATION 
P-
VALUE   
Window from 





variates: 301 0.0824 0.2795 0.1320 
0.0538 0.7376 
 








B*14:01 0.5215 0.8850 0.4182 
  
  
B*14:02 0.2965 0.2390 0.1129 
      Cw*08:02 -0.2619 0.5603 0.2648 
       
CORRELATION 
P-
VALUE   
Window from 





variates: 301 0.0864 0.2338 0.1337 
0.2427 0.0105 
 
302 -0.2458 -0.7602 -0.4346 
0.0459 0.5054 
 








B*14:01 0.4413 0.8062 0.4609 
  
  
B*14:02 0.3521 0.5332 0.3048 
      Cw*08:02 -0.2083 0.7222 0.4129 
       
CORRELATION 
P-
VALUE   
Window from 





variates: 303 -0.3666 -0.9659 -0.4847 
0.1586 0.2516 
 
310 -0.0090 0.0385 0.0193 
0.0118 0.8638 
 








B*14:01 0.2950 0.6476 0.3249 
  
  
B*14:02 0.3526 0.7795 0.3911 
      Cw*08:02 -0.1094 0.8311 0.4171 
Table 4.7: Results from a canonical correlation analysis between carriage of the alleles B*14:01, 
B*14:02, and Cw*08:02, and the windows of residues beginning at gag 293, 298, and 303. B*14:01 is 
associated with amino acid mutation at gag 302, but it is unclear which of the alleles are associated with 





LOCAL SIGNIFICANCE AND POOLED 
CONTINGENCY TABLES 
As outlined in the previous chapters, host-viral association studies typically involve the 
simultaneous consideration of a large number of distinct null hypotheses, with only a 
small proportion of these hypotheses anticipated to be false. In order to avoid rejecting 
an excessive number of hypotheses on account of the large number being jointly tested, 
a multiple comparisons correction procedure is typically employed on the individual p-
values. However classical procedures such as the Bonferroni correction, which seek to 
maintain the overall family-wise error rate, can be too conservative for exploratory 
analyses, and may eliminate potentially important associations if the resultant p-value 
classification threshold becomes too low to detect any but the strongest associations. 
While the p-value and the family-wise error rate methods are based on the probability of 
a significant test result given that an hypothesis is null, an alternative approach to 
determining a rejection region proposed by Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) utilises the 
false discovery rate, which is based on the proportion of null hypotheses among those 
classified as significant. This approach applies a decision rule which aims to control the 
expected proportion of wrongly classified hypotheses. As host-viral association studies 
are exploratory analyses which aim to highlight potential associations which can then be 
checked experimentally, the false discovery rate provides an intuitive measure which 
represents the expected proportion of experimental tests which will not be confirmed. 
Following Benjamini and Hochberg‟s (1995) proposal of the false discovery rate as an 
alternative approach to selecting a classification threshold, a suite of related methods 
have been developed and adopted in analyses involving multiple hypotheses and large 
datasets, in areas such as magnetic resonance imaging (Van De Ville and Unser, 2008), 
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microarrays (Efron and Tibshirani, 2002), and genome-wide association studies (Storey 
and Tibshirani, 2003). These false discovery rate methods have largely been developed 
assuming that the underlying distribution of null p-values is uniform and continuous 
(Pounds and Cheng, 2006). However, host-viral association studies often implement 
discrete tests on counts summarised in  contingency tables, or on modifications to 
them which accommodate founder effects, and the application of false discovery rate 
methods which assume continuous p-value distributions may not be appropriate, 
particularly when marginal totals are small. P-values from Fisher‟s tests, for example, 
are conditioned on the associated contingency table margins, and both the range of 
values and the minimum value achievable in any test are therefore constrained. In 
addition, the null distribution of the p-values pooled over all tables may be markedly 
skewed away from 1.  
Some of the issues introduced with discrete p-values have been addressed previously by 
Pounds and Cheng (2006), while Carlson et al. (2009) have developed an approach to 
false discovery rate methodology for pooled Fisher p-values which seeks to 
accommodate the problems caused by the skewness and conditioning. They suggest that 
the minimum constraint which is imposed by the margins on the set of Fisher p-values 
achievable in any single test might be accommodated with improved power by 
removing from analysis those tables unable to achieve the minimum p-value required to 
be deemed significant. Although we consider such tail-based approaches in Section 5.2 
below, we also suggest that among those tables unable to reach the extreme p-values 
there may still be information in the constrained p-value distribution which highlights 
non-null hypotheses which might otherwise be overlooked. 
The chapter is structured as follows. In the first section we briefly outline the 
development of false discovery rate methods and their current implementations. In 
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Section 5.2 we consider the null distribution of p-values in a large number of 
association tests based on Fisher‟s tests with known margins and its use in tail-based 
false discovery rates, and propose an alternative method of estimating the null 
proportion. In Section 5.3 we consider extending Efron and Tibshirani‟s local false 
discovery rate in the context of pooled Fisher p-values, and include the results of a 
simulation study undertaken to compare possible approaches.  
Our discussion here relates only to the use of Fisher‟s exact tests for  contingency 
tables, such as those used in host-viral association studies which do not incorporate 
founder effect corrections, although we note that a similar approach can be applied on 
the stratified contingency tables incorporating the PAM-corrected approach 
implemented in Rauch et al. (2009) and outlined in Section 3.3.2. Similar issues would 
be expected in using the methods to correct for founder effects outlined in the preceding 
chapters, but are outside the scope of our present discussion. 
5.1 FALSE DISCOVERY RATES 
The concept of limiting the proportion of false statistical discoveries in a large number 
of independent tests appears to date back to Soric (1989). The idea was developed by 
Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) who introduced the false discovery rate as an error rate 
which could be controlled when a large number of hypotheses were being tested 
simultaneously. They suggested that in certain analyses strong control of the familywise 
error rate may not be the priority, and in such circumstances control of the false 






5.1.1 THE FALSE DISCOVERY RATE 
Table 5.1 below follows Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) and gives the possible 
outcomes from the simultaneous testing of m hypotheses where R, the number of 
hypotheses classified as non-null, is observable and related to the p-value threshold . 
The numbers V and T are unobservable, with  representing the number of true null 
hypotheses tested which are incorrectly called significant, and  the number of non-null 
hypotheses incorrectly classified as non-significant. The false discovery rate estimates 
the proportion , with the Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery rate defined as:  
 
with  when . 







True null hypotheses 
U V m₀ 
 
Non-true null hypotheses 
T S m-m₀ 
  
 
m-R R m 
Table 5.1: Possible outcomes from m simultaneous hypothesis tests (from Benjamini and Hochberg, 
1995). 
Estimation of V requires knowledge or estimates of both the underlying distribution of 
the test statistics associated with the null hypotheses and , the number of truly null 
hypotheses amongst the m hypotheses being simultaneously tested. In particular, where 
the test statistics associated with the hypotheses are continuous and the null p-values are 
uniformly distributed on the interval   and estimation of V relies on 
estimation of . More generally, and particularly when the test statistics are discrete, V 
is estimated as  times the proportion of p-values estimated as less than the p-value 
threshold under the null distribution. 
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5.1.2 METHODS OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
While Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) demonstrated that their method controlled the 
false discovery rate at or below the level required, provided that all p-values were 
independent and uniformly distributed, the FDR will be controlled at a level below that 
desired when some of the hypotheses are not true. Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) later 
adapted their procedure so that it could be used to select a p-value threshold that 
controls the false discovery rate at the chosen level, incorporating a graphical method 
for the estimation of . A suite of alternative false discovery rate-controlling methods 
has since been developed with each generally favouring a specific application. Given a 
set of observed unique ordered p-values , with , the practical 
implementation of these methods typically involves the following two steps: 
1. Calculation of the false discovery rates: 
 
where  is an estimate of the expected number of false positives in the rejection 
region with upper threshold , and  is the distribution from which the p-
values have been drawn. Typically, continuity and uniformity of the p-values are 
assumed and this ratio is calculated as  
 
where  is an estimate of the proportion of truly null hypotheses amongst all 
hypotheses tested, and  is the empirical distribution of observed p-values. 






Hypotheses are considered in sequence, with each hypothesis rejected in turn 
until an hypothesis is encountered for which  exceeds a pre-specified 
threshold. 
The false discovery rate is therefore an estimate of the expected proportion of false 
discoveries taken over the tail area of the distribution with upper limit . The q-value 
is an extension to the false discovery rate which is used to identify the largest tail area 
possible subject to the constraint that the average false discovery rate is kept at or below 
the pre-determined threshold, enabling a researcher to balance the competing aims of 
identifying as many non-null hypotheses as possible, and controlling the proportion of 
reported associations expected to be false leads. 
Pounds and Cheng (2006) noted that theoretically the estimates  typically 
rely on the underlying assumptions of continuity and uniformity of the p-values, leading 
to potential inferential inaccuracies in cases where these assumptions do not hold, such 
as when p-values are discrete. We return to these issues below. 
5.1.3 LOCAL FALSE DISCOVERY RATES 
The false discovery rate is based on the excess of p-values observed in a region over and 
above those expected to be observed if all hypotheses are null. Efron and Tibshirani 
(2002) re-cast the concept in an empirical Bayesian context, and introduced the idea of 
the local false discovery rate, which estimates the false discovery rate for any potential 
rejection region, including those infinitesimally local. The local false discovery rate is 
based on the idea that local inference becomes possible when a large number of 
hypotheses are tested simultaneously, as the significance of a particular outcome can be 
judged on its own merits and not just in relation to more extreme outcomes. 
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If  independent hypotheses are tested simultaneously with continuous associated z-
scores, the scores follow a mixture density: 
 
with  taken to be the density associated with the null hypotheses, and  the 
unknown density associated with the non-null hypotheses. The local false discovery 
rate, denoted fdr, is the probability that an observed z-score is associated with a null 
hypothesis and is given by the posterior probability 
 . 
Efron and Tibshirani suggested that  be estimated by fitting a smoothed curve to 
the heights of histogram bars using a Poisson regression method with the smoothing 
ensuring a monotonic increase of the local false discovery rate across the tail region in 
line with its anticipated behaviour. The false discovery rate (Fdr) is related to the local 
false discovery rate by 
 . 
It is suggested that these two rates should be viewed as complementing one another, 
with the local false discovery rate providing localised inference for the set of hypotheses 
selected as significant using the false discovery rate or q-value. Where the test statistic 





5.2 FALSE DISCOVERY RATES FOR FISHER’S EXACT TESTS 
5.2.1 THE NULL DISTRIBUTION FOR FISHER’S EXACT TESTS 
For a single Fisher‟s exact test of association in a  contingency table, the p-value 
corresponding to the null hypothesis of no association is derived from the 
hypergeometric distribution and conditioned on the marginal totals in the table. The set 
of possible p-values achievable in any test is entirely determined by the margins, and 
therefore the null distribution of a set of pooled Fisher p-values is completely 
determined by the margins of the associated contingency tables. In Rauch et al. (2009), 
this distribution was estimated by replicating the analysis 50 times for the fixed set of 
observed margins and imputing random hypergeometric table entries subject to these 
fixed margins. Carlson et al. (2009) consider the mixed distribution based on averaging 
the hypergeometric probabilities over the distributions of the marginal totals. Here we 
consider a similar direct procedure for determining the achievable Fisher p-values in 
any analysis, with their distribution conditioned on the set of observed marginal totals. 
We place this in the context of host-viral association studies. 
Assume the analysis involves the simultaneous testing of m hypotheses, each associated 
with a  contingency table of varying margins. The data for each individual test is 
in the form of counts for  : 
 Non-consensus Consensus Margins 
HLA-nonX    
HLA-X    
Margins    
 Table 5.2: Contingency table entries. 
The test statistic for each test is the observed count . The m test statistics are not 
directly comparable, as the probability of observing a particular value of  depends 
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upon the associated observed margins. The test statistics are therefore converted to p-
values using Fisher‟s exact test and treated as comparable, as they are then on the same 
scale.  
For any set of margins there is a finite set of achievable p-values under Fisher‟s exact 
test. Following Carlson et al, let  denote the set of margins of the contingency table of 
the ith test. The test statistic  is restricted to integer values on the interval  
where  . The probability of observing 
any  on this interval can be calculated using the hypergeometric distribution: 
 . 
If the resulting hypergeometric probabilities are sorted in ascending order with ties 
summed, the cumulative sums will give the achievable p-values under a two-sided 
Fisher‟s exact test given the margins . That is, if  is the Fisher p-value 
associated with observing , then 
 
 where I is an indicator variable which takes the value 1 if true and 0 if false. The 
probabilities of observing the achievable Fisher p-values given  are given by the 
differences between the ordered consecutive achievable Fisher p-values. If the analysis 
involves m hypothesis tests, and it is decided that a common rejection region should 
apply to all m tests, there will be an associated set of j unique observed Fisher p-values, 
which can be sorted in ascending order:  , associated with 
counts  giving the frequency with which each Fisher p-value was observed, 
with  . In addition, there will be a set of l observed table margins 
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, each associated with a count  giving the number of times each  
was observed, with . Let  denote the set of achievable Fisher p-values 
under the probability mass function conditioned on the individual set of margins . 
The set of achievable Fisher p-values over all m hypothesis tests will be 
  
The number of times each achievable Fisher p-value would be expected to be observed 
amongst the m hypothesis tests is determined by multiplying , the probability mass 
function conditioned on the margins , by  for each observed , and then ranking 
the achievable Fisher p-values from smallest to largest and summing the probabilities of 
co-ranked Fisher p-values. Cumulatively summing the expectations of the ranked 
achievable Fisher p-values and dividing by m gives the null cumulative distribution 
function over all m hypothesis tests, conditioned on the observed margins  and their 
associated frequencies. That is: 
 . 
The empirical distribution function of the observed Fisher p-values is: 
 . 
In both equations I is an indicator variable which takes the value 1 when true, and 0 
when false. It is established by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (Blum, 1955) that as 
,  almost surely, when all hypotheses are null.  
Figure 5.1 compares the exact null distribution of the set of p-values for the gag protein 
data from the WA HIV Cohort determined using the method outlined above with the 
null distributions estimated using the permutation method outlined in Rauch et al. 
(2009), using 10, 30 and 50 permutations. While it is evident that all four null 
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distributions approximate each other, 10 permutations appear inadequate to capture the 
full range of smaller p-values. The permutation method using 50 replications takes 
approximately three times as long as the exact method to calculate. Figure 5.2 shows the 
exact conditional null distribution calculated from the table margins plotted against the 
empirical distribution of the observed Fisher p-values for these data.  















































Figure 5.1: A comparison of the null cumulative distribution functions for the gag protein data from the 
WA HIV Cohort created using the direct method given in Section 5.2.1 and the permutation method of 
Rauch et al. (2009) with 10, 30, and 50 permutations over (a) the full range of achievable Fisher p-
values, and (b) the extreme tail. 

















Figure 5.2: A comparison of the null and empirical cumulative distribution functions of p-values for the 




A Tibco Spotfire S+ script to estimate the cumulative null distribution for Fisher‟s exact 
tests for a set of pooled contingency tables using the exact method is given in Appendix 
A11. A similar approach can be used to estimate the cumulative null distribution for 
exact Mantel Haenszel tests, and a script to implement this where all tables are stratified 
into three sub-tables is given in Appendix A12. 
5.2.2 ESTIMATING THE NULL PROPORTION 
A number of methods for estimating the null proportion are predicated on the 
assumption that the null p-values are uniformly distributed and that large p-values are 
typically associated with null hypotheses. Schweder and Spjotvoll (1982) introduced the 
idea that a p-value plot could be used to estimate the number of hypotheses that should 
be rejected when a large number of tests are conducted simultaneously. Given a set of 
observed ordered p-values ,  is plotted against , a count of the 
number of observed p-values greater than . Assuming that non-null p-values will 
tend to be small, the plotted values to the left of the graph should approximate a line, 
with the slope providing an estimate of the number of null hypotheses , giving 
 as an estimate of the number to be rejected. Benjamini and Hochberg (2000) 
adapted this method by plotting each p-value against its rank, and iteratively fitting lines 
to progressively fewer data points, removing the smallest p-values one at a time. The 
iterative fitting of slopes is terminated at the point when the slope begins to increase.  
An alternative graphical approach was suggested by Storey and Tibshirani (2003). The 
p-values are plotted in a density histogram, such as shown in Figure 5.3. If all 
hypotheses are null it is assumed that the bin heights will be approximately equal, and 
accordingly, a flat portion is expected to the right of the histogram with lower boundary 
, with this flat portion assumed to be mostly null. Counting the number of hypotheses 






Figure 5.3: Distribution of continuous p-values from 1100 hypotheses, 1000 of which are null. 
An algorithm which automates the selection of the threshold  was also suggested by 
Storey and Tibshirani. If 
 
and the null proportion is plotted for a range of values of , such as , 
it is expected that there will be a trade-off between the bias and the variance of the 
estimates, with the bias reducing as . A natural cubic spline  with 3 degrees of 
freedom is fitted to the plot of  against , and  is taken as the estimate of 
the null proportion.  
Fisher’s exact p-values 
As the graphical methods described above rely on the uniform distribution of the null p-
values they are not typically suitable for use in analyses with discrete p-values. Pounds 






























where  is the average of the observed p-values, basing this estimate on the observation 
that . However, as noted by Carlson et al. (2009), with 
independent p-values derived from Fisher‟s exact tests,  can be 
calculated exactly using, for example, the methods outlined in Section 5.2. Carlson et al. 
proposed an estimator based on the exact null distribution of the pooled Fisher p-values 
of: 
 . 
The exact null distribution can be used to adapt the graphical methods for use with a set 
of Fisher p-values and in this section we propose such an alternative method. 
It is reasonable to assume that  will be less than 
, and as observed in Figure 5.2 given in the previous section, 
the empirical cumulative distribution function and the expected cumulative distribution 
function conditioned on the observed margins will be expected to diverge if some of the 
hypotheses are not true. On this basis, a reasonable first estimate of the number of non-
null hypotheses amongst  hypotheses is: 
 
where  is an element of the set of observed ordered unique achievable p-values, 
determined from the observed associated table margins. As the number of hypotheses 
and their null distribution are known exactly, the number of hypotheses expected to be 
associated with each achievable Fisher p-value assuming they are all null can be 
calculated, and compared with the number actually observed. If there is no excess, it is 
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reasonable to conclude that all the hypotheses are null; otherwise, the maximum excess 
can be taken as an initial estimate of the number of non-null hypotheses. However, this 
estimate is likely to be conservative, as the expected number of false positives is 
calculated assuming all  hypotheses are null, and because a non-null hypothesis may 
be associated with a larger p-value by chance, and will therefore be assumed to be null. 
To identify  non-null hypotheses is to simultaneously identify that the expected 
distribution of null hypotheses should be calculated assuming only  of the 
hypotheses are null.  
Thus, having determined an initial estimate for , an improved estimate can be 
calculated by taking this initial estimate into account in the calculation of the expected 





where  denotes the estimate of the number of null hypotheses estimated after the 
kth iteration. It is shown in Appendix A13 that this method always converges to a 
solution. 
An alternative approach is suggested by the method of Storey and Tibshirani (2003), 
Remark B. Their method assumes the null distribution of p-values is uniform, and so for 






As Fisher p-values are discrete, the choice of values for λ is limited to the achievable 
Fisher p-values given the margins. If Eq. (5.3) is altered to estimate 
 and to allow for the null distribution of the Fisher p-values based on the 




for  restricted to the achievable Fisher p-values less than one given the observed 
margins. Let  be the value which maximises . It is shown in Appendix 
A13 that Eq. (5.2) and (5.4) give an identical estimate, with Eq. (5.2) converging to 
.  
Figure 5.4 shows plots of  for all possible values of  for four simulated 
datasets created with 2000 null hypotheses and 200 non-null hypotheses, using 
contingency table margins selected at random from the gag protein data in the WA HIV 
Cohort.  The non-null test statistics were sampled in each case from the set of possible 
values given the table margins, but with probabilities determined using the binomial 
approximation to the hypergeometric randomly choosing a  according to the 
margins of the jth table. It is clear that the estimates generally appear to approach the 
known non-null counts of 200, but are subject to variability. This variability can 
manifest itself anywhere across the range of achievable Fisher p-values, but is 
particularly pronounced as  and . As this variability can affect the 
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maximum value, and can therefore result in a biased estimate, a preferable approach 
may be to fit a smoothed cubic spline  to the plot, and choose the maximised  
or  as the estimate. 

































































































Figure 5.4: Plots of  against  created from simulated cohorts created by sampling from the 
margins of the gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort sampled from (a) 10 margins (b) 100 margins 
(c) 500 margins, and (d) 1000 margins. The known value of  in each cohort is 200. 
An alternative approach, which gives a more conservative estimate of the number of 
non-null hypotheses with reduced variability, is to constrain the iterations to update the 
estimates based on the distance measured at a fixed . Let  be the achievable Fisher 
p-value maximising , for  . 
Then, 
 






Table 5.3 shows a comparison of the estimates using  and  for the datasets plotted 
in Figure 5.4, and it is clear that both methods give a reasonable approximation on 
average, but that the constrained maximum gives a less biased and more conservative 
estimate of the number of non-null hypotheses. 
  True value Observed max Constrained 
Simulation 1 200 240 173 
Simulation 2 200 212 194 
Simulation 3 200 209 203 
Simulation 4 200 214 202 
Mean 200 218.7 193 
Table 5.3: Estimates of the number of null hypotheses in the simulated datasets from Figure 5.4 
comparing the observed and constrained maximum. 
Figure 5.5 shows boxplots summarising the results from a series of simulations 
conducted to estimate the null proportions using the methods outlined above and those 
of Pounds and Cheng (2006) and Carlson et al. (2009). These results are from 50 
repetitions under each of four models, two involving 10,200 tables and two involving 
2,200 tables, with the table margins sampled randomly with replacement from the full 
set of table margins for the gag protein data in the WA HIV Cohort. The four models 
cover simulated datasets with the proportion of non-null hypotheses varying between 
zero and 9.1%. Smoothed cubic splines were fitted to the plots of  using 
Tibco Spotfire S+ for all possible values of  with both 3 and 4 degrees of 
freedom, with the maximums of these spline functions and the values observed at 
 taken as null proportion estimates. The estimates from the method of Carlson et 
al. (2009) were calculated by finding  using their false discovery rate calculator for 
contingency tables [available at research.microsoft.com] and calculating 
. The null proportion estimates were then used to find q-values for each 
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dataset, and to count the numbers of null and (where applicable) non-null hypotheses 
which would be rejected in each case using the q-value threshold . The average 
counts of null and non-null hypotheses rejected and the average observed false 
discovery rates over the 50 simulations under each model are given in Table 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.5: Boxplots of the estimated number of non-null hypotheses (  in simulations which 
have (a) Model 1: 2000 null and 200 non-null (b) Model 2: 10000 null and 200 non-null (c) Model 3: 2200 
null and 0 non-null, and (d) Model 4: 10200 null and 0 non-null. The iterated max and mid give the 
observed maximum and value at  determined using the method proposed in Section 5.2.2, with 
constrained giving the result observed by restricting the iterations to a single value of  as described 
above. Fitted max and mid give the results from fitting a cubic spline with the nominated degrees of 
freedom to the estimates for all values of   and observing the fitted maximum and the fitted value 






























































































































































































































































































(d) True value = 0
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The Pounds and Cheng method of calculating the null proportion for discrete 
distributions overestimated the null proportion in all analyses with pooled Fisher p-
values by consistently estimating all hypotheses to be null, and by default accurately 
estimating the null proportion when all hypotheses were null. As this method returned 
an estimate of  equal to zero in every simulation, it is not included in the plots 
of Figure 5.5. The overestimates are likely to be due to the failure of the method to 
accommodate for the left skewing which is a feature of all null distributions of Fisher p-
values. The method developed by Carlson et al. and the observed and fitted methods 
outlined above all gave less biased estimates of the known number of non-null 
hypotheses, with the estimates close to the known value on average, but with a high 
variability. The method of Carlson et al. (2009) tended to underestimate the known non-
null proportion, and consequently had greater accuracy in datasets that were entirely 
null. Taking the maximum of the fitted function, or the observed or fitted value at 
, all provided reasonable estimates on average. As  increased, the estimate of 
the number of non-null hypotheses across all methods became more variable as 
expected, but the estimate of the null proportion remained close to the true proportion. 
Table 5.4 compares the average counts of null and non-null hypotheses declared 
significant in the simulated cohorts using q-value thresholds of q < 0.2 calculated 
incorporating the null proportions estimated using each of the methods outlined above, 
with those from applying the methods of Pounds and Cheng and Carlson et al. The 
results from calculating q-value thresholds using the known null proportions are also 
provided. The results across all methods are highly consistent, although the false 
discovery rate is controlled on average below the level desired for the cohorts in model 
1 when using the estimates of Pounds and Cheng. However, as the number of 
hypotheses being jointly considered increases, and therefore as , this effect is 
minimised. All suggested methods, and the method proposed by Carlson et al., appear to 
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provide estimates with an adequate level of accuracy for the practical implementation of 































Known 38.8 161.6 0.192 34.2 137.8 0.192 0.4 0.4 
Iterated max 39.3 161.7 0.194 34.5 137.9 0.199 0.5 0.4 
Fitted max (df=3) 38.2 161.7 0.194 34.4 137.9 0.198 0.4 0.4 
Fitted max (df=4) 39.9 161.6 0.193 34.4 137.9 0.198 0.4 0.4 
Iterated mid 38.6 161.5 0.192 34.3 137.8 0.198 0.4 0.4 
Fitted mid (df=3) 38.4 161.5 0.191 34.3 137.8 0.198 0.4 0.4 
Fitted mid (df=4) 38.6 161.5 0.191 34.3 137.8 0.198 0.4 0.4 
Constrained 38.8 161.6 0.192 34.4 137.9 0.198 0.5 0.4 
Carlson et al.  37.8 161.4 0.189 32.8 137.5 0.192 0.0 0.0 
Pounds & Cheng  34.4 160.2 0.176 33.0 137.3 0.192 0.4 0.4 
Table 5.4: Average counts of null and non-null hypotheses declared significant in the simulated cohorts 
using a q-value threshold of   and estimates of the null proportions determined using the methods 
outlined above. The iterated max and mid are the observed maximum and value at  determined 
using the method proposed in Section 5.2.2; constrained is the result observed by restricting the iterations 
to a single value of  as described above; fitted max and mid are the maximum and value at   
respectively from fitting a cubic spline with the nominated degrees of freedom to the estimates for all 
values of . These results are compared with those from applying the methods of Pounds and Cheng 
(2006) and Carlson et al. (2009), and from calculating q-value thresholds using the known null 
proportions. With the exception of the Pounds and Cheng method applied under model 1, the results 
across all methods are highly consistent. 
5.3 LOCAL FALSE DISCOVERY RATES FOR FISHER P-VALUES 
The contemporary implementation of false discovery rate analysis with pooled Fisher p-
values is based on the assumption that the p-values are all on the same scale, providing 
a comparable measure of evidence against the overall null hypothesis. It is therefore 
considered reasonable to pool them and apply a common rejection region, with q-values 
used to identify the largest tail-based rejection region which controls the false discovery 
rate at the required level. In this context, q-values enable the identification of the 
greatest number of true associations possible subject to the constraint that the proportion 
of false discoveries amongst all discoveries does not exceed a pre-specified threshold.  
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However, since there are only a limited number of Fisher p-values achievable in any 
single association test, as outlined in Section 5.2.1, and as this set is entirely determined 
by the margins of the associated contingency table, each individual test will have a 
different null distribution if the contingency table margins differ between tests. 
Furthermore, as a Fisher p-value of 1 is achievable in every test irrespective of the 
margins, the distribution of pooled p-values will be necessarily skewed away from 1 
when tests with differing margins are pooled. As an example, the distribution of Fisher 
p-values from an analysis of the 213 gag protein sequences and associated HLA alleles 
drawn from the WA HIV Cohort is shown in Figure 5.6, and the skewing away from 1 
is evident. Also evident is the scarcity of achieved Fisher p-values in the interval 
between 0.8 and 1 which occurs because Fisher p-values are the sums of 
hypergeometric probabilities of increasing size, so there will inevitably be a greater 
number of smaller achievable Fisher p-values than of large ones. Corresponding to each 
set of table margins is a minimum achievable p-value based on the hypergeometric 
distribution, so that tables with small margins (i.e. low numbers of carriers of an HLA 
allele and/or small numbers of mutations) may be unable to achieve an arbitrarily small 
p-value irrespective of the strength of the association. Figure 5.7 shows a plot of the 
minimum achievable p-values for the same set of 213 gag protein sequences. 
It is easy to see that if all tables have the same margins and a relatively large minimum 
achievable p-value, the tail-based FDR discussed in previous sections may still have the 
ability to detect an excess of small p-values corresponding to non-null hypotheses even 
though the smallest achievable p-value may not be less than the usual significance 
levels. Similarly, if the population of tables is based on just a small number of different 
margins it would be possible to stratify the tail-based analysis according to margins, 
provided the numbers in each stratum were large. In such a mixture of a small number 




Figure 5.6: Observed Fisher p-value distribution for the gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort 
restricted to those tables which meet minimum table margin thresholds for inclusion in the analysis (i.e. 
at least five individuals carry the allele, and at least five non-consensus amino acids observed). The 
skewing away from 1 is evident in the plot. 
 
Figure 5.7: Minimum achievable Fisher p-values for the contingency tables formed from the gag protein 
data from the WA HIV Cohort restricted to those tables which meet minimum table margin thresholds 
for inclusion in the analysis (i.e. at least five individuals carry the allele, and at least five non-consensus 
amino acids observed).  Values are plotted only for Fisher p-values >0.0005. 
effect of the non-null hypotheses within the different strata might be expected to 
manifest in the distribution of pooled p-values through localised increases in observed 
p-values relative to expected in regions around the achievable minima. In a typical host-
viral study, as discussed in our previous sections, there will be a large range of different 
margins present, often with small frequencies, though many may be similar and with 
similar minimum achievable p-values. An excess in the number of observed Fisher p-
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values above expected in any localised region may thus be indicative of an effect 
worthy of investigation. This means that forcing rejection regions to be strictly tail 
based may prevent these localised deviations being identified, as the local effects tend to 
be averaged out by the false discovery rate.  
Taken together, these factors suggest that the requirement to consider each pooled 
hypothesis for rejection strictly in the order of the associated p-values may not be the 
best approach for data of this type, as this ranking does not necessarily correlate with 
the level of evidence that each p-value represents against the composite null. A possible 
alternative is to partition the tail into a series of localised rejection regions and look for 
local evidence of a surplus of observed Fisher p-values, without any reference to 
surpluses amongst more extreme p-values. The following section considers the 
adaptation of the local false discovery rate, proposed by Efron and Tibshirani (2002) 
and discussed in Section 5.1.3, to the context of pooled Fisher p-values.  
5.3.1 THE LOCAL FALSE DISCOVERY RATE 
As noted above, since Fisher p-values are conditioned on their margins, it would be 
ideal to partition the associated hypotheses into groups sharing common table margins 
and to then apply the false discovery rate analysis strictly within each stratum. In this 
context a tail-based rejection region would be appropriate as the within-stratum p-values 
are directly comparable.   More extreme Fisher p-values could therefore be assumed to 
provide greater evidence against the common null hypothesis, and a p-value identified 
as significant would imply that all more extreme p-values within the stratum must also 
be significant. While ideal, the practicability of such an approach would be generally 
limited on host-viral data, where the frequencies of tables with the same sets of margins 
are typically too small to allow a meaningful comparison, particularly in datasets with 
missing data.  
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Pooling together groups of similar tables, such as those sharing one common margin, 
does not necessarily overcome the problem, as the number of achievable p-values 
increases along with the number of observations. Grouping tables with similar 
minimum achievable p-values suffers the same issues. In this section and the next we 
therefore briefly consider the localised approach of partitioning the tails of the expected 
and empirical probability functions into intervals and comparing the number of Fisher 
p-values observed and expected within each, using the local false discovery rate 
approach proposed by Efron and Tibshirani (2002) adapted to apply in this context.  
Let  denote the composite null cumulative distribution function of the pooled Fisher p-
values derived in Section 5.2.1 and  its empirical equivalent. These distributions can 
be partitioned into a series of corresponding non-overlapping support intervals denoted 
 and a comparison can be made between the number of hypotheses 
observed and expected to be associated with Fisher p-values falling within each interval, 
with the intention of identifying those for which 
. While the intervals  can be of arbitrary length, we choose them to contain 
approximately equal probability mass under the null so that  for 
some .  
Interest can be restricted to the  intervals which lie in a pre-determined tail region with 
upper threshold , with the threshold chosen to reflect the largest Fisher p-value likely 
to be associated with a large number of non-null hypotheses, taking into account the 
largest minimum achievable Fisher p-value amongst the observed margins. The local 






5.3.2 LOCAL Q-VALUES 
In addition to either the tail based false discovery rate or q-value, the local false 
discovery rate of an hypothesis has the potential to provide a researcher with extra 
information which may guide an assessment of which putative host-viral associations 
are worthy of further investigation. As suggested by Efron (2005), the local false 
discovery rate may also be of interest where prior knowledge may focus a researcher‟s 
interest on hypotheses associated with p-values which happen to fall outside the q-
value-based rejection region. Local deviations between what is observed and what is 
expected have the potential to highlight areas of interest which would be overlooked 
through a rigid application of tail-based thresholds. Even where such thresholds are 
applied, the local false discovery rate can provide additional information to assist in 
determining which hypotheses amongst those deemed significant may be of greater 
interest, and therefore may provide an alternative means of ranking hypotheses for 
experimental consideration. 
In many circumstances, however, control of the proportion of false discoveries amongst 
those assessed as significant may remain the priority. Hence we explore some 
alternatives to tail-based q-values appropriate for local FDR, and assess their utility on 
simulated data in the next section. In effect, the idea is to filter those hypotheses which 
are associated with high local false discovery rates from the tail based rejection region, 
and then to sequentially expand the rejection region by incorporating the tail regions of 
tests which fall outside the tail-based rejection region but are associated with lower 
local false discovery rates. We term these local q-values, and propose two alternative 
versions: 
Local q-value type 1: 
The local false discovery rate proposed in the previous section is interval based, so that 
all hypotheses associated with p-values which fall within the interval  share the same 
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local false discovery rate . Here we create a „pseudo tail distribution‟ by 
reordering these intervals according to the ascending magnitudes of the associated 
interval local false discovery rates and concatenating. In this case, all hypotheses 
associated with p-values falling within a specified interval are either rejected or 
accepted. Let  denote the jth re-ordered partition. Then the monotonic local false 
discovery rate and the local q-value (type 1) are calculated as: 
 
 
where  and  denote the exact and empirical probability masses 
associated with the kth interval. 
Local q-value type 2: 
An alternative implementation has the hypotheses retained in the order of ascending 
Fisher p-values, but with those associated with a local false discovery rate greater than a 
predetermined threshold  filtered out. Let  denote the jth ordered partition. The 
local false discovery rate and the local q-value (type 2) are therefore calculated as: 
 
                     . 
5.3.3 SIMULATIONS 
Simulations were carried out in order to compare the efficacies of some of the inference 
methods discussed here in correctly identifying the non-null tests based on pooled 
Fisher p-values, while maintaining the nominated threshold proportion of false 
discoveries. As the interest was particularly in those cases in which a proportion of 
tables have small margins which impose a constraint on the minimum achievable Fisher 
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p-value, sampling models were implemented to reflect this possibility. Fifty simulated 
cohorts were created under each of four different sampling models by sampling 
randomly with replacement from the set of table margins which meet minimum table 
margin thresholds in the gag protein data from the WA HIV Cohort (Mallal, 1998) as 
analysed in previous chapters. The table entries for each of the non-null tests were 
determined by sampling from the set of possible values given the margins, but with 
sampling probabilities determined using the binomial approximation to the 
hypergeometric and randomly choosing a  according to the margins of the 
associated table. All datasets were comprised of 9,500 null and 500 non-null tests, with 
a varying proportion of the non-null table margins randomly sampled from the restricted 
set of table margins associated with a minimum achievable Fisher p-value above 0.01. 
This proportion was 15% under model 2, 30% under model 3, and 45% under model 4. 
All null and non-null table margins were randomly sampled from the full set under 
model 1. The inference methods compared were: 
Carlson q-value method: The method proposed by Carlson et al. (2009) was 
implemented using the online calculator available at http://research.microsoft.com, both 
with and without the filtering of tables deemed irrelevant. 
Direct q-value method: This approach implements a tail-based q-value procedure 
using the formula given at Eq. (5.1) with the null cumulative distribution estimated 
according to the method outlined in Section 5.2.1 and included as Appendix A12, and 
the null proportion calculated by averaging the results of the iterated and fitted null 
proportion estimation methods proposed in Section 5.2. It can be easily programmed 
with standard statistical software. 
 Local q-value type 1: This approach is outlined in Section 5.3.2. It was implemented 
here restricting the focus to the tail region P < 0.05 and implemented with intervals with 
approximate probability mass under the null of  = 0.005. This interval size was chosen 
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to be as small as possible, while minimising the possibility of observing no hypotheses 
within an interval.  
Local q-value type 2. This approach is outlined in Section 5.3.2. It was similarly 
implemented in the region P < 0.05 and on intervals with approximate probability mass 
under the null of  = 0.005. The   threshold used was  = 0.4. 
All q-value-based methods were calculated using thresholds of 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. Table 
5.5 gives the counts of non-null hypotheses rejected at the nominated q-value threshold 
level for each sampling model averaged over all 50 simulated cohorts, together with the 
observed false discovery rate which gives the proportion of truly null hypotheses 
amongst all hypotheses rejected, averaged over the 50 simulated cohorts under each 
sampling model. 
The Carlson et al. method has been implemented both with and without the filtering of 
tests deemed „irrelevant‟ under their criteria. Overall this filtering made almost no 
difference to the counts, although as would be expected, it was more likely to alter the 
thresholds when the proportion of tables with high minimum achievable p-values was 
increased. It is noted, however, that while the proposed purpose of the filtering is to 
increase the number of significant discoveries, in every case in which a difference 
between the filtered and unfiltered analyses was observed in our data, the resulting 
filtered threshold was more conservative than the unfiltered threshold. This meant that 
in every case filtering either made no difference or reduced the number of non-null 
hypotheses identified. Two tail-based false discovery rate-controlling procedures were 
implemented on the simulated datasets, one based on the „pooled Fisher p-value‟ 
approach proposed by Carlson et al. (2009), and one which can be implemented directly 
by calculating the null distribution using the method described in Section 5.2 or the 
permutation method described in Rauch et al. (2009).  Provided filtering is not selected, 
these two approaches give almost identical results, although the direct approach rejects 
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on average slightly more non-null hypotheses in every case. However, the online 
calculator developed by Carlson et al. (2009) is simple to use and calculates these 
values very quickly. 
    q < 0.1 q < 0.15 q < 0.2 
















(filtered) 136.3 0.0954 155.4 0.1450 170.1 0.1936 
 
Carlson q-value 
(unfiltered) 136.3 0.0954 155.4 0.1452 170.1 0.1936 
 
Direct q-value 137.0 0.0969 155.9 0.1470 171.0 0.1961 
 
Local q type 1 132.7 0.0942 154.2 0.1738 171.5 0.2485 
 




(filtered) 111.4 0.1016 127.3 0.1516 139.2 0.2003 
 
Carlson q-value 
(unfiltered) 111.5 0.1021 127.5 0.1521 139.5 0.2013 
 
Direct q-value 112.0 0.1039 128.2 0.1540 139.9 0.2031 
 
Local q type 1 108.2 0.0999 133.4 0.1703 156.0 0.2441 
 




(filtered) 86.3 0.0966 98.5 0.1403 107.9 0.1917 
 
Carlson q-value 
(unfiltered) 86.5 0.0981 99.0 0.1415 108.3 0.1941 
 
Direct q-value 87.1 0.1002 99.4 0.1444 108.7 0.1974 
 
Local q type 1 86.7 0.1047 114.4 0.1732 144.7 0.2298 
 




(filtered) 63.2 0.0974 72.7 0.1492 81.6 0.1981 
  
Carlson q-value 
(unfiltered) 63.6 0.0994 72.9 0.1523 82.0 0.1999 
  Direct q-value 64.1 0.1030 73.4 0.1547 82.4 0.2034 
  Local q type 1 64.0 0.0891 103.3 0.1609 142.7 0.2155 
  Local q type 2 58.4 0.0774 78.9 0.1556 133.1 0.2186 
Table 5.5: Counts of non-null tests rejected by applying the methods and using the nominated q-value 
threshold averaged over 50 simulated cohorts generated under each of 4 sampling models. All 
simulated datasets had 9500 null hypotheses and 500 non-null hypotheses with associated table 
margins sampled from those observed in the gag protein data of the WA HIV Cohort. A varying 
proportion of non-null margins were sampled from the restricted set of margins associated with 
minimum achievable p-values above 0.01. These proportions were set at 0% for model 1, 15% for model 
2, 30% for model 3, and 45% for model 4. 
It is evident from these results that the standard tail-based q-value approach is less 
likely to identify truly null hypotheses associated with tables which have high minimum 
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achievable p-values, as these methods found far fewer non-null associations than the 
local q-value approaches when applied to the cohorts generated under models 3 and 4 
for q-value thresholds above q < 0.15. On these data the local q-value type 1, which re-
orders and concatenates the intervals, consistently out-performed local q-value type 2 in 
terms of the number of non-null hypotheses rejected. At the higher q-value threshold 
levels, the difference between the average counts of the tail-based to local q-value 
methods was substantial, with an average of 142.7 non-null associations identified with 
q-value type 1 under model 4 using a threshold of q < 0.2, compared with an average of 
82.4 using the direct tail-based approach. With the lower threshold of q < 0.1, the tail-
based methods and local q-value type 1 were equally effective in finding the non-null 
associations from the smaller table margins. It was noted, however, that the local q-
value methods tended to control the proportion of false discoveries at a rate slightly 
above that desired. For local q-value type 1, the method for which this tendency was 
most pronounced, this may be a consequence of the re-ranking biasing the proportion of 
null counts, in that intervals which have an excess of null tests by chance are more 
likely to be included in the rejection region. This becomes particularly noticeable when 
the local q-value type 1 is applied on the datasets generated under models 1 and 2, and 
particularly at the higher q-value thresholds, as a far greater number of null tests are 
rejected for only a very slightly increased number of non-null tests. This is less evident 
with the local q-value method 2 in which the maintenance of the hypotheses in p-value 
order appears to mitigate against this biasing. While our simulation study has only 
considered a restricted range of local q-value implementations, the results suggest that 
consideration of local false discovery rate-based approaches, in addition to a tail-based 
false discovery rate procedure, may assist in identifying additional hypotheses of 
interest in large-scale analyses based on Fisher‟s exact tests on pooled contingency 
tables with varying margins. Additional research could be directed at identifying 
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optimal implementations of the approach, particularly with regard to facilitating false 








This thesis addresses two issues regarding host-viral association studies, in which 
interest is in whether carriage of particular HLA alleles associates with mutation of viral 
amino acids across the viral genome. Our principal interest was in developing a simple 
and easily-implementable correction procedure to control for the confounding of 
founder effects which occur as a consequence of viral relatedness amongst sampled 
sequences, and we have demonstrated that PCA-corrected logistic regression provides 
an effective approach for addressing this problem. The proposed PCA-corrected 
methods are modifications of the Eigenstrat procedure widely used in case-control 
genome-wide association studies to control for confounding from population 
stratification. We differ from the typical case-control genome-wide application in that 
our data is binary and more likely to involve observations on low frequency variables, 
and our projections are based on viral sequence data rather than the host genotypes, as 
this captures the structure of interest. Our genotype data is typically obtained from only 
a small number of multi-allelic loci and the consequent sparseness inhibits definition of 
relevant strata.  
We have considered four alternative PCA-corrected regression approaches, with 
simulations suggesting that in our host-viral context, where we anticipate a proportion 
of our data will exhibit small frequencies, the preferred approach is a logistic regression 
analysis of the unprojected HLA vector on the projected viral consensus/non-consensus 
vector, combined with a Firth correction to control for spurious p-values which can be 
caused by the separation problems inherent in large-scale logistic regression analyses 
with small samples. We have termed this approach PCA-FP and note that it can be 
readily implemented using widely available statistical software. It has been programmed 
as a Tibco Spotfire S+ function which is included in the Appendices. 
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The founder effect correction we propose is implemented by projecting the viral vector 
into the subspace orthogonal to that assumed to contain the structure confounding the 
tests. In a host-viral study this structure subspace is estimated from the sequences, and 
assumed to be spanned by the eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues of 
the SSP matrix of the column mean-centred viral consensus/non-consensus matrix. This 
approach is underpinned by the observation that with viruses such as HIV, variability 
follows a hierarchical pattern in that the variability between the clades exceeds that 
within the clades, which in turn exceeds the variability observed between the sequences 
circulating within an individual host. We therefore expect that the eigenvectors 
associated with the larger eigenvalues of the SSP matrix will mostly reflect between-
clade or between-sub-clade variability, while the eigenvectors associated with 
eigenvalues of a lower rank may reflect smaller levels of intra-sub-clade variability, the 
footprinting effect of the HLA-induced escape mutations we seek to identify, or noise. 
We recognise, however, that in common with other founder effect correction methods, 
some of the footprinting may be confounded with the structure correction.  Our 
simulations suggest that three of our trialled methods are robust to the choice of number 
of eigenvectors along which to implement the correction provided sufficient 
eigenvectors are included to adequately describe the confounding structure.        
The Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem provides an insight into the effectiveness of this 
simple approach. The eigenvectors form a basis which spans a subspace, with the test of 
association conducted after allowing for all possible structures contained within this 
sub-space. Unlike the founder effect correction alternatives based on inferred 
phylogenetic trees, it is not necessary in this approach to estimate the true viral 
interrelationships; it is sufficient to find a basis spanning the space in which the viral 
structure lies. It follows that a founder effect correcting procedure could be 
implemented using any set of linearly independent vectors spanning the relevant space 
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and estimated through procedures other than eigenanalysis. This includes the founder-
effect controlling method suggested in Rauch et al. (2009), in which the algorithm 
Partitioning Around Medoids (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) was used to infer broad 
groups of viral relatedness so that the sequences could be separated into strata, with a 
Mantel Haenszel statistic then used to test for consistent association in the same 
direction across all strata.  This approach approximates an analogue of PCA-L with the 
substitution of factor variables constructed from the clustering algorithm in place of the 
eigenvectors. The principal advantage of incorporating this approach within a regression 
context is that it allows for multivariable extension to accommodate additional 
variables. We have included this implementation of the Rauch et al. (2009) approach in 
our simulations and demonstrated its comparable efficacy in controlling for founder 
effects in host-viral studies. 
The PCA-corrected regression procedures discussed here lie within the broader 
framework of the general/generalized linear model, facilitating the integration of the 
correction within other well known and widely-used linear-based statistical techniques, 
including multiple regression and canonical correlation. As the extension of the PCA-
correction to multivariate procedures is straightforward, the flexibility of this simple 
approach broadens the potential scope of host-viral analyses by allowing for techniques 
which can accommodate correlations between viral residues and the non-random 
groupings of HLA alleles in haplotypes. We have shown that such PCA-controlled 
multivariate procedures facilitate controlling for linkage within the data, and enable 
investigation of potential hotspots of HLA-associated viral mutation across the viral 
sequence and assessment of the proportion of overall variation in escape mutations 
attributable to HLA immune pressures.   
It was evident in our application of the preferred PCA-FP approach on gag protein data 
from the WA HIV Cohort that a small proportion of spurious positive associations 
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induced by the logistic model fit survive the Firth correction. In our application these 
spurious p-values were easy to identify, as they were associated with large Fisher p-
values, and close inspection of the fitted model indicated estimated coefficients of large 
and approximately equal magnitudes but opposing signs. While the PCA-P and PCA-FP 
projection approaches performed far better than the conventional PCA-L approach, 
particularly in regard to separation, there appears some scope for improvement. Future 
research could consider alternative bias-reduction and separation-controlling approaches 
which may prove superior to the Firth modification trialled here. In addition, the Firth-
modified PCA-corrected logistic regression approach proved the most computer-
intensive of the proposed approaches, and programming improvements may increase the 
computational efficiency of the procedure. At present it compares relatively poorly in 
this regard with PCA-R, for example, which can be implemented on a large dataset 
using matrix multiplication techniques in only a few minutes. This latter approach was 
noted to identify a higher number of true positives in the simulations compared to all 
other corrected and uncorrected methods considered, while simultaneously identifying a 
higher number of false positives.  PCA-R is not prone to the separation problems of the 
logistic approaches, and it was noted that the most significant PCA-R p-values generally 
corresponded with true associations. In light of the potential efficiency advantages of 
this procedure, and its extensions including PCA-corrected canonical correlation, 
further research could consider some type of p-value correction to improve the 
associated error rates. 
Further work is also needed in researching the best way to accommodate missing values 
in the viral sequence data, which can affect estimation of the eigenvalues used in the 
correction. In the application presented in Chapter 3 we included for analysis at the 
residue of interest only those sequences with a corresponding non-missing amino acid, 
while imputing the consensus amino acid where missing at other residues in order to 
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estimate the corrections. An alternative approach could consider calculating the 
eigenvectors from a covariance matrix which accommodates the missing data through 
the separate estimation of pairwise covariances, although such a matrix could not be 
guaranteed to be positive semi-definite. 
The second issue we consider concerns the use of false discovery rates and q-values to 
determine significance thresholds in large-scale host-viral analyses based on pooled 
contingency tables with varying margins. The achievable set of p-values in any Fisher‟s 
exact test is determined by summing hypergeometric probabilities, and consequently 
each set of margins imposes constraints limiting the set of achievable Fisher p-values, 
and therefore the minimum achievable p-value in any individual test. As each set of 
margins is associated with a different set of achievable Fisher p-values, the null 
distribution of a set of pooled Fisher p-values is completely determined by the margins 
of the associated contingency tables, with this null distribution necessarily skewed away 
from 1 as p = 1 is achievable in every Fisher‟s exact test irrespective of the margins. We 
have outlined a simple, direct procedure for estimating the null distribution, and 
proposed a new procedure for estimating the null proportion which is motivated by the 
approach of Storey and Tibshirani (2003) but accommodates the discreteness and 
skewing of pooled contingency table data. This approach was trialled on simulated 
datasets and compared with the null proportion-estimation methods proposed for 
discrete data by Pounds and Cheng (2006) and Carlson et al. (2009). 
 We note that in a mixture of a small numbers of different margins with corresponding 
different minimum achievable p-values, the effect of the non-null hypotheses might be 
expected to manifest in the distribution of pooled p-values through localised increases 
in observed p-values relative to expected in regions around the achievable minima. An 
excess in the number of observed Fisher p-values above expected in any localised 
region may thus be indicative of an effect worthy of investigation. This means that 
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forcing rejection regions to be strictly tail based may prevent these localised deviations 
being identified, as the local effects tend to be averaged out by the tail-based false 
discovery rate approaches. On this basis we consider an alternative application of q-
values motivated by consideration of Efron and Tibshirani‟s (2002) local false 
discovery rate, with the large scale of such analyses leveraged to enable consideration of 
localised deviations between the observed and expected p-value distributions. We term 
these local q-values, and have compared two alternative approaches by trialling them on 
simulated cohorts created under four different sampling models with varying 
proportions of the non-null tests associated with contingency tables with high minimum 
achievable Fisher p-values. These results have been compared with those from applying 
a tail-based q-value approach. The simulation results suggest the standard tail-based q-
value approach is less likely to identify truly null hypotheses associated with tables 
which have high minimum achievable p-values, and therefore consideration of local 
false discovery rate-based approaches, in addition to tail-based false discovery rate 
procedures, may assist in identifying additional hypotheses of interest in large-scale 
host-viral analyses of the type considered here. As the simulation study was restricted in 
its scope, further research could consider better ways of implementing such approaches, 
particularly as local q-values, as implemented here, were observed to control the 
proportion of false discoveries at a rate slightly above that desired.  
Finally, future work could compare through simulation the performance of the simple 
PCA-based founder-effect controlling procedures proposed here and the complex 
phylogenetic tree-based methods currently in use. This was not feasible for our study 
because of the extensive computing facilities necessarily required, a factor which 
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where x is a column of the consensus/non-consensus sequence matrix , H is the HLA 
carriage matrix , M is the matrix which projects onto the subspace orthogonal to , N 
is the number of individuals, and k is the number of eigenvectors along which the 
correction is implemented. 
A2. INVERTING A PARTITIONED MATRIX  
(included for reference purposes only) 
Let    





















where  . 
A3. THE FRISCH-WAUGH-LOVELL THEOREM  




  .  
The equivalence of  in regressions (2.3) to (2.7) and of the residual 
vectors in (2.3) to (2.6) can be demonstrated algebraically: 
Regression (2.3) 
If  , then: 
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 If , then 
 





The equivalence of regressions (2.5) and (2.6) follows from the idempotency of the 


















   


















If  , then 
 







Hence, in accordance with the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem, the regression estimates 
for the five regression models are identical and equal to , and 
the residual vectors for regressions (2.3) to (2.6) are identical with 
 . 
A4. PROJECTING ONE VARIABLE  
Let:  
 and  
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As , , and  can be written as sums of squares, they 
cannot be negative, so  . 













































  if (is.element(0,round(Pi1,10))) 
   {D2<-NA 
     break} 
  if (is.element(1,round(Pi1,10))) 
   {D2<-NA 
     break} 
 D2<-findD(y,Pi1) 
 Pi<-Pi1 
   if (abs(D2-D1)<0.0001) {break} 
   B1<-B2 
 D1<-D2} 
 return (Pi,B2)}  
   
findD<-function(y,Pi){ 
 if (is.element(0,round(Pi,10))){D<-NA} 
else 







where x is a column of the consensus/non-consensus sequence matrix , y is a column 
of the HLA carriage matrix , M is the matrix which projects onto the subspace 
orthogonal to , and N is the number of individuals. 





















































crossX<-cor(X,theta)   #canonical cross-loadings of X 
loadingsX<-cor(X,eta)   #canonical loadings of X 
crossY<-cor(Y,eta)    #canonical cross-loadings of Y 

















  else 
 {if (r>1){ 
  for (k in 2:r){ 
  lambda<-lambda*C[k]}} 
  V<-(-m)*log(lambda) 
  pvalue<-1-pchisq(V,df) 
  r<-r-1 
  while(r>0){ 
   p<-p-1 
   q<-q-1 
   m<-nrow(X)-1-(p+q+1)/2 
   df<-p*q 
   C<-C[(-1)] 
   l<-C[1] 
 if (r>1){ 
  for (k in 2:r){ 
  l<-l*C[k]}} 
  v<-(-m)*log(l) 
  pv<-1-pchisq(v,df) 
  lambda<-c(lambda,l) 
  V<-c(V,v) 
  pvalue<-c(pvalue,pv) 
  r<-r-1} 
  A<-cbind(rep(i,length(pvalue)),cor,pvalue,lambda,V) 
  return(round(A,4))}} 
 
where X and Y are matrices with columns comprised of subsets of  and , pre-
multiplied by  where a PCA-corrected analysis is required. 
A7. PCA-CORRECTED MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
Consider the PCA-corrected multiple regression model  , 
where   is a matrix which projects onto the sub-space orthogonal 
to the column space spanned by the matrix . The  columns of  are formed from 
eigenvectors estimated from the SSP matrix of the mean (by column)-centred viral 
consensus/non-consensus matrix.  is an  matrix with columns comprised of 
observations on the variables of interest. As demonstrated in Section 2.3, the columns 
and rows of the projection matrix   sum to 1 due to the mean-centring of the columns 
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of S. This means that , which implies that  lies within the sub-space onto 
which  projects. If  : 




  (A7.2) 
 
Let  denote the partitioned matrix , 
then  where 
  
 










   
     (from A7.1) 
                                          (from A7.1) 
                              (from A7.2) 
                                                       (from A7.2)                 
where  . 
Hence, 
 . 






Residue HLA Univariate Multivariate 
  
 
Fisher PCA-log PCA-reg PCA-log (model) 
242 B*57:01 0.0000 0.0028 0.0000 0.0000 
 
B*58:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000   
 
Cw*06:02 0.0002 0.3347 0.4252   
482 A*24:02 0.0007 0.0018 0.0003 0.0000 
 
B*40:01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000   
26 Cw*03:03 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
303 B*14:01 0.0010 0.3472 0.0092 0.0001 
 
C*08:02 0.0001 0.0108 0.0253   
397 A*31:01 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
398 B*40:02 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 
302 B*14:01 0.0004 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 
442 A*31:01 0.0006 0.0017 0.0000 0.0002 
403 A*31:01 0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 0.0003 
28 A*03:01 0.0000 0.0005 0.0000 0.0007 
  A*11:01 0.0008 0.0829 0.0191   
  Cw*17:01 0.0002 0.8080 0.4374   
357 B*07:02 0.0000 0.0264 0.0120 0.0031 
  C*07:02 0.0005 0.7936 0.7784   
147 C*06:02 0.0001 0.0032 0.0001 0.0032 
177 
 
Residue HLA Univariate Multivariate 
  
 
Fisher PCA-log PCA-reg PCA-log (model) 
342 B*42:01 0.0000 0.0072 0.0000 0.0042 
  Cw*17:01 0.0003 0.2454 0.0000   
495 B*42:01 0.0000 0.0081 0.0382 0.0283 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 0.0085 0.0733   
472 B*13:01 0.0002 0.0426 0.0008 0.0424 
474 B*42:01 0.0001 0.0206 0.0140 0.0629 
  Cw*17:01 0.0001 0.0200 0.0257   
219 B*15:03 0.0004 0.0677 0.0223 0.0675 
12 B*15:01 0.0005 0.1222 0.0287 0.1212 
465 A*02:07 0.0000 0.1941 0.0077 0.2075 
  B*13:01 0.0004 0.2455 0.0097   
  B*46:01 0.0000 0.1941 0.0077   
332 A*02:07 0.0003 1.0000 0.4935 0.2277 
  B*13:01 0.0003 0.0876 0.0001   
  B*46:01 0.0003 1.0000 0.4935   
462 B*13:01 0.0008 0.2425 0.0542 0.2356 
371 A*02:07 0.0006 0.2180 0.0597 0.2419 
  B*42:01 0.0006 0.5656 0.0317   
  B*46:01 0.0006 0.2180 0.0597   
  Cw*17:01 0.0008 1.0000 0.2583   
260 A*30:01 0.0002 0.2580 0.1207 0.2576 
481 Cw*17:01 0.0009 0.3364 0.2142 0.3291 
449 A*02:07 0.0001 0.3381 0.1484 0.3308 
  B*46:01 0.0001 0.3381 0.1484   
72 B*42:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.7101 0.3747 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 0.3184 0.0896   
159 Cw*17:01 0.0005 0.4883 0.3684 0.4829 
115 Cw*17:01 0.0005 0.5171 0.3089 0.5166 
401 A*02:07 0.0003 0.5499 0.4117 0.5354 
  B*46:01 0.0003 0.5499 0.4117   
95 Cw*17:01 0.0001 0.5697 0.4736 0.5598 
339 A*02:07 0.0002 0.7675 0.3050 0.6019 
  B*46:01 0.0002 0.7675 0.3050   
173 Cw*17:01 0.0004 0.6038 0.5542 0.6027 
165 A*02:07 0.0002 0.8069 0.2829 0.6140 
  B*46:01 0.0002 0.8069 0.2829   
388 Cw*17:01 0.0003 0.6217 0.4569 0.6203 
9 Cw*17:01 0.0000 0.6735 0.4376 0.6434 
381 B*15:03 0.0001 0.1988 0.0273 0.7375 
  B*42:01 0.0001 1.0000 0.7396   
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.2951   





Residue HLA Univariate Multivariate 
  
 
Fisher PCA-log PCA-reg PCA-log (model) 
113 A*30:01 0.0007 0.6349 0.4141 0.7935 
  Cw*17:01 0.0002 0.8771 0.7691   
190 A*02:07 0.0009 1.0000 0.6750 0.8228 
  B*46:01 0.0009 1.0000 0.6750   
124 Cw*17:01 0.0005 0.8779 0.8371 0.8714 
467 Cw*17:01 0.0002 1.0000 0.8323 0.8855 
386 B*15:03 0.0004 0.4016 0.2302 0.9156 
  B*42:01 0.0004 1.0000 0.4885   
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.9242   
112 A*30:01 0.0001 0.6505 0.3960 0.9214 
  B*42:01 0.0005 1.0000 0.9887   
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.7207   
203 A*30:01 0.0006 0.7695 0.5171 0.9221 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 0.6401 0.3845   
340 Cw*17:01 0.0004 0.9760 0.9230 0.9455 
58 A*30:01 0.0006 0.8781 0.7364 0.9575 
  Cw*17:01 0.0002 0.9391 0.8321   
119 A*30:01 0.0004 0.8797 0.5416 0.9678 
  B*42:01 0.0001 1.0000 0.7592   
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.4917   
46 A*30:01 0.0006 0.9585 0.7693 0.9956 
  Cw*17:01 0.0002 0.8821 0.7278   
7 B*42:01 0.0004 1.0000 0.6650 1.0000 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.7722   
90 B*42:01 0.0002 1.0000 0.9923 1.0000 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.8602   
301 A*30:01 0.0002 0.9325 0.3329 1.0000 
  B*42:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.6034   
  C*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.1828   
310 A*30:01 0.0007 0.4722 0.3334   
  B*07:02 0.0006 0.0714 0.4229   
  Cw*17:01 0.0002 0.6837 0.5561   
319 B*42:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.8059 1.0000 
  Cw*17:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.6658   
335 A*30:01 0.0002 0.8610 0.3766 1.0000 
  B*42:01 0.0000 1.0000 0.9311   

























A 0101 : uncorrected













A 0101 : PCA-corrected














A 0201 : uncorrected













A 0201 : PCA-corrected














A 0205 : uncorrected













A 0205 : PCA-corrected














A 0207 : uncorrected













A 0207 : PCA-corrected














A 0301 : uncorrected













A 0301 : PCA-corrected














A 1101 : uncorrected













A 1101 : PCA-corrected














A 2301 : uncorrected













A 2301 : PCA-corrected














A 2402 : uncorrected


































A 2407 : uncorrected













A 2407 : PCA-corrected














A 2501 : uncorrected













A 2501 : PCA-corrected














A 2601 : uncorrected













A 2601 : PCA-corrected














A 2902 : uncorrected













A 2902 : PCA-corrected














A 3001 : uncorrected













A 3001 : PCA-corrected














A 3002 : uncorrected













A 3002 : PCA-corrected














A 3101 : uncorrected













A 3101 : PCA-corrected














A 3201 : uncorrected


































A 3303 : uncorrected













A 3303 : PCA-corrected














A 3401 : uncorrected













A 3401 : PCA-corrected














A 6801 : uncorrected













A 6801 : PCA-corrected














A 6802 : uncorrected













A 6802 : PCA-corrected














B 0702 : uncorrected













B 0702 : PCA-corrected














B 0801 : uncorrected













B 0801 : PCA-corrected














B 1301 : uncorrected













B 1301 : PCA-corrected














B 1302 : uncorrected


































B 1401 : uncorrected













B 1401 : PCA-corrected














B 1402 : uncorrected













B 1402 : PCA-corrected














B 1501 : uncorrected













B 1501 : PCA-corrected














B 1503 : uncorrected













B 1503 : PCA-corrected














B 1801 : uncorrected













B 1801 : PCA-corrected














B 2705 : uncorrected













B 2705 : PCA-corrected














B 3501 : uncorrected













B 3501 : PCA-corrected














B 3901 : uncorrected


































B 4001 : uncorrected













B 4001 : PCA-corrected














B 4002 : uncorrected













B 4002 : PCA-corrected














B 4201 : uncorrected













B 4201 : PCA-corrected














B 4402 : uncorrected













B 4402 : PCA-corrected














B 4403 : uncorrected













B 4403 : PCA-corrected














B 4601 : uncorrected













B 4601 : PCA-corrected














B 4901 : uncorrected













B 4901 : PCA-corrected














B 5101 : uncorrected


































B 5601 : uncorrected













B 5601 : PCA-corrected














B 5701 : uncorrected













B 5701 : PCA-corrected














B 5801 : uncorrected













B 5801 : PCA-corrected














C 0102 : uncorrected













C 0102 : PCA-corrected
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C 0202 : PCA-corrected
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C 0303 : PCA-corrected
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C 0304 : PCA-corrected
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C 0403 : uncorrected













C 0403 : PCA-corrected














C 0501 : uncorrected













C 0501 : PCA-corrected
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C 0602 : PCA-corrected














C 0701 : uncorrected













C 0701 : PCA-corrected
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C 0702 : PCA-corrected
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C 0704 : PCA-corrected
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C 0802 : PCA-corrected














C 1203 : uncorrected


















A10. SECTION 4.4.4 ADDITIONAL RESULTS  
CORRELATION 
P-
VALUE   
Window from 





 variates: 242 0.2422 0.9950 0.6223 
0.4758 0.0000 
 
247 -0.0074 -0.0764 -0.0478 
0.1548 0.0730 
 
248 0.0078 0.0769 0.0480 
0.1284 0.0613 
 
249 -0.0497 -0.1394 -0.0872 
  
  
B*56:01 -0.0180 -0.0128 -0.0080 
  
  
B*57:01 -0.1596 -0.6059 -0.3789 
  
  
B*58:01 -0.3399 -0.7480 -0.4678 
  
  




variates: 242 0.0136 0.0055 0.0026 
  
  
247 0.5029 0.9862 0.4693 
  
  
248 -0.0015 -0.1250 -0.0595 
  
  
249 -0.0775 -0.1481 -0.0704 
  
  
B*56:01 -0.4675 -0.9990 -0.4753 
  
  
B*57:01 -0.1297 0.0216 0.0103 
  
  
B*58:01 0.0104 0.0204 0.0097 
  
  
Cw*06:02 0.0109 0.0833 0.0396 
Table A10.1: Results from a canonical analysis between HLA alleles B*56:01, B*57:01, B*58:01, and 
Cw*06:02, and residue window beginning at gag 241, with a minimum of 4 non-consensus amino acids 
per residue show 2 significant linear relationships. Judging from the loadings, the first is between 
residue 242 and alleles B*57:01 and B*58:01, with B*58:01 more strongly associated in this cohort, and 
the second is between residue 247 and the HLA allele B*56:01. 














C 1502 : uncorrected













C 1502 : PCA-corrected
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C 1601 : PCA-corrected














C 1701 : uncorrected













C 1701 : PCA-corrected
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A11. FISHER’S EXACT TEST CUMULATIVE NULL DISTRIBUTION SCRIPT 
































for (j in 1:length(Hnames)){ 
 print(j) 
 for (i in 1:ncol(S)){ 
  tab<-table(H[,j],S[,i]) 
  if (dim(tab)[1]==2 && dim(tab)[2]==2)  
  {if ((tab[1,1]+tab[2,1])>4 && (tab[2,1]+tab[2,2])>4)  
  {n<-n+1 
   fit<-my.fisher.test(tab) 
   tables[n,]<-c(tab[1,1],tab[1,2],tab[2,1],tab[2,2]) 
   results[n,]<-c(i,j,fit$p.value) 

















  else 
 {AAA<-colSums(AAA) 
  A[n,]<-c(i,AAA[2])}} 
plot(NULL.CDF[,1],cumsum(NULL.CDF[,2]),type="s") 
where S is the viral consensus/non-consensus sequence matrix , H is the HLA carriage 
matrix , and Hnames is a character vector of included allele names. 
A12. MANTEL HAENSZEL CUMULATIVE NULL DISTRIBUTION SCRIPT 
(TIBCO SPOTFIRE S+) 
The following functions, which calculate the exact MH p-values and expectations for an 



























for (i in 1:nrow(A$prob)){ 
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for (j in 1:nrow(B$prob)){ 

























A13. NULL PROPORTION CONVERGENCE AND LIMIT 
Consider the case where the iterations are associated with the same value of , 
namely 
. 
It can be seen by induction that 
 
Since  ,  it can be seen as the difference of two convergent geometric 
series. Using the limit formula for a geometric series: 
  and   




Alternatively the limiting value follows immediately by taking limits on both sides in 
the iterative equation and solving. 




Analogously to the derivation above for fixed  we then have 
 
. 
As  and  and there are only a finite number of 
possible  values, each of the series is dominated by a geometric series and therefore 
converges. Since  is chosen to maximise  it follows that  also 
converges and hence so does . 




The right hand term tends to 0 as , and as the iterations are chosen to maximise 
the estimate they must converge to 
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